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Abstract

Abstract

A major obstacle to the widespread adoption of Grid Computing in both the scientific
community and industry sector is the difficulty of knowing in advance a job submission running
cost that can be used to plan a correct allocation of resources.
Traditional distributed computing solutions take advantage of homogeneous and open
environments to propose prediction methods that use a detailed analysis of the hardware and
software components. However, production Grid computing environments, which are large and
use a complex and dynamic set of resources, present a different challenge. In Grid computing
the source code of applications, programme libraries, and third-party software are not always
available. In addition, Grid security policies may not agree to run hardware or software analysis
tools to generate Grid components models.
The objective of this research is the prediction of a job response time in production Grid
computing environments. The solution is inspired by the concept of predicting future Grid
behaviours based on previous experiences learned from heterogeneous Grid workload trace
data. The research objective was selected with the aim of improving the Grid resource usability
and the administration of Grid environments. The predicted data can be used to allocate
resources in advance and inform forecasted finishing time and running costs before submission.
The proposed Grid Computing Response Time Prediction (GRTP) method implements
several internal stages where the workload traces are mined to produce a response time
prediction for a given job. In addition, the GRTP method assesses the predicted result against
the actual target job’s response time to inference information that is used to tune the methods
setting parameters.
The GRTP method was implemented and tested using a cross-validation technique to assess
how the proposed solution generalises to independent data sets. The training set was taken from
the Grid environment DAS (Distributed ASCI Supercomputer). The two testing sets were taken
from AuverGrid and Grid5000 Grid environments
Three consecutive tests assuming stable jobs, unstable jobs, and using a job type method to
select the most appropriate prediction function were carried out. The tests offered a significant
increase in prediction performance for data mining based methods applied in Grid computing
environments. For instance, in Grid5000 the GRTP method answered 77 percent of job
prediction requests with an error of less than 10 percent. While in the same environment, the
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most effective and accurate method using workload traces was only able to predict 32 percent of
the cases within the same range of error.
The GRTP method was able to handle unexpected changes in resources and services which
affect the job response time trends and was able to adapt to new scenarios. The tests showed
that the proposed GRTP method is capable of predicting job response time requests and it also
improves the prediction quality when compared to other current solutions.
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Chapter 1 – Introduction

Chapter 1 – Introduction

Grid computing concepts and technologies emerged within the scientific community with the
objective of connecting resources in order to afford computational collaboration in distributed
environments. Grid technologies have been studied in a wide range of e-science projects
[1][2][3] and the resulting research has laid the foundation for national and international
scientific Grid infrastructures [4][5].
Meanwhile, Grid computing gained popularity in the industry sector. Leading IT industry
players, such as SAS[6], Oracle[7], IBM[8], and SUN[9], put Grid computing on their agenda
with focus on producing solutions that reduce running costs and improve services standards.
The IT activities of industry players have been instrumental in bringing Grid computing out of
the science lab and onto the mainstream IT agenda; either through sponsoring academic
initiatives, or by undertaking their own projects. The industry players’ main motivation for
pursuing Grid computing is to provide solutions that can scale out computing capacity ondemand in smaller units, as opposed to buying oversized computing systems for peak periods or
uncertain growth. In fact, Grid computing was presented to companies as a solution to save
costs and ensure business continuity.
There are many obstacles to overcome when aiming to develop solutions that efficiently
manage computing components which are in different administrative domains, with a diverse
range of software stack, and that are subject to dissimilar security and access control policies.
The combined efforts of the scientific community and the IT industry players helped to create a
number of Grid computing solutions [10][11][12] that tried to overcome the aforementioned
problems in various ways.
Being able to request and expect a service level agreement (SLA) is a key point for
commercial companies using Grid computing. A SLA is a contract where the level of a service
(which in practice is usually the delivery or answering time) is formally defined.
A SLA can be negotiated by a service if its expected Quality of Service (QoS) [13] is known.
QoS is a general term which is used in Grid computing to denote the level of performance that a
client experiences when invoking an operation on a remote server. By enforcing QoSs the
requirements coming from SLAs can be satisfied. Planning the necessary capacity to guarantee
a QoS in a Grid environment is an important challenge because the global performance of the
Grid solution is dependent on the local performance of the components that make up the Grid.
These components are generally autonomous and join the Grid as part of a loose federation.
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The ideal scenario for guaranteeing a QoS is when the response time of a job running in a
specific set of resources is known in advance, because this information can be relied on to
reduce the uncertainty in terms of running time and cost. Furthermore, this information can be
used to pre-evaluate a client’s SLA request in terms of the experienced QoS, and as a result,
reject, adjust, or rectify it.
Therefore, the objective of this research is to present a method that is able to predict the
response time of a job in a production Grid environments. The research area addressed in this
dissertation is inspired by the concept of predicting future Grid behaviours based on previous
experiences. Analogous solutions have been successfully employed in real distributed
environments. For example, Web search engines rely on historical data and links created by
other users to define how relevant a given Web page is; social network sites rely on historical
user performance to qualify a network member; and auction sites predict how well a vendor
may behave by learning from preceding experiences. These examples lead to the question of
how historical information of previous usage of resources can be employed as input data for a
Grid response time prediction system.

1.1. Problem Statement

Traditional distributed computing and Grid computing environments differ in several
aspects. The term traditional distributed computing is used to define a type of distributed
computing where the components are homogeneous, open, and controlled by a single
organisation. Examples of this type of environment are clusters of computers and massive
parallel computers. However, Grid computing environments are composed of non-dedicated and
heterogeneous components that may be provided by non-centralised organisations. In this case,
different clusters of computers and parallel computers can be connected together to create a
Grid environment.
Several methods have been used by traditional distributed computing to assess and predict
the behaviour of hardware resources. Traditional trace-driven methods [14] implement solutions
that use traces of dynamic instructions without full-function simulation capability as input data.
This type of solution processes an execution trace of a benchmark to generate measurements of
the dynamic use of resources, the throughput at various pipeline stages, and ultimately the
performance of the components. Instruction-level [15] methods execute one instruction at a time
to obtain the component architectural state by tracking all cpu register and memory updates.
This information is then bundled with its execution results to generate performance predictions.
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Thread-level methods [16] employ a similar but faster solution, where functional instruction
traces are used to analyse the resource performance prediction at execute a time.
In addition, some methods have been presented to understand the composition of a job in
traditional distributed computing. Execution-driven [17] techniques modify application codes
by inserting an additional instrumentation code. The resulting instrumented codes are executed
on a host machine using actual input data. The execution causes the generation of events
reflecting the behaviour of the original applications run on a hardware resource. These solutions
predict the software performance by extrapolating the generated events on hypothetical
modelled hardware resources.
Many of the traditional distributed computing solutions implement a combination of the
methods described above to understand and predict the performance of hardware resources and
software programmes. However, these solutions cannot be easily adapted for use in Grid
computing environments. Trace-driven performance prediction methods are difficult to
implement in Grid computing not only because of the large simulation times when there are few
processing elements, but also due to the time needed to develop each trace of instructions.
Instruction-level or thread-level methods are inadequate because the complexity of current
microarchitectures has increased dramatically, and as a result, the solutions became too complex
and time-consuming to use in environments composed of heterogeneous and dynamic elements.
Execution-driven methods are also dismissed on the grounds of being extremely slow, too
intrusive and machine specific, as well as memory intensive solutions.
Trace-driven, instruction-level, and thread-level prediction methods analyse in details
different aspects of the target hardware microarchitecture and software. To consider any of these
solutions for a Grid computing environment it is important to give an indication of how
complex, time consuming, and intrusive these solutions are. Every new or updated processing
node in every cluster of a Grid environment should be analysed and updated. Furthermore,
every single new or updated job, software library, or third-party software must be measured and
examined. The combination of a low-level analysis and a dynamic environment with thousands
of nodes and jobs and with a high level of unpredictability makes these traditional solutions
unsuitable for Grid computing environments.
However, some of these methods have been migrated and applied to Grid computing
environments, such as PACE [18] and GriPhyN [19]. These solutions study different
performance aspects by analysing the computing hardware and programme source codes.
However, implementing these solutions imposes restrictions on the running environment. For
instance, the source code of each software component must be available for composition
analysis, and in many cases it is also required that the source code is written in a specific
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programming language. The above restrictions present a significant barrier to a Grid
environment. Other restrictions include the need for running an analysis tool in each new or
modified Grid resource to generate a hardware model. These aforementioned limitations result
in a solution that is non-applicable in real production Grid computing environments.
It is needless to say that a Grid response time prediction solution should not assume
characteristics that are impractical in the target environment. Source code programs are not
always available and they are not always written in the programming language required by the
solution. Libraries and third-party software programmes, such as database systems, are
frequently used and they are not always distributed as an open source. In addition, different
administrative domain administrators may not agree to run a hardware analysis tool to generate
Grid resource models whenever a change in hardware infrastructure is implemented.
Furthermore, Grid computing environments are designed to be large and use a complex and
dynamic set of resources. Therefore, a small granularity of measurements of the whole Grid
infrastructure imposes a scenario where a response time prediction solution may be either
difficult or ineffective to implement when producing running-time answers.
Bearing these prerequisites in mind, a response time prediction solution could be composed
of a pre-programmed model that relates to the available input fields. The model should be
dynamic in order to adapt to the quality and availability of the input data fields. The dynamic
model could be manually modified by a user, or automatically by the model itself. In any event,
an input data analysis that considers new data fields and searches for significant data patterns
should be done so as to make decisions about changes in the pre-programmed model. These
activities must not be intrusive to generate the input data, neither inflexible about the necessary
input fields. As a conclusion, the pre-programmed models and data mining techniques should be
combined to strengthen the proposed method’s features, and in doing so, evolve into a better
response time prediction solution.

1.1.1.

Research Scene for Response Time Grid Prediction Method

The research scene presented in production Grid computing environments differs from
traditional distributed computing in the aspect of hardware and software information
availability. Benchmarking Grid computing resources is not usually possible because of security
restrictions. Furthermore, jobs are considered black boxes which are created and tuned by
different computer programmers. The jobs’ source codes are rarely available for a prediction
solution to implement any type of white box analysis before submission.
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When ready, those black boxes are deployed in Grid environments and used by the
community. Many users called these jobs using different parameters. These parameters change
the final response time of the job. In some cases these parameters are passed to the job as input
fields and, in other cases, the job is internally modified and redeployed (sometimes with a
different name). The list shown in Table 1 is a real example of different job’s ids that were
deployed in a production Grid environment. In this data sample it can be seen the disassociation
between the job id and the real meaning of the job. Also, the example shows how the parameters
may be passed to the jobs.

User
user584
user584
user024
user024

Table 1

JobId
app578
app588
Int-m=23-j=4
Int-m=23-j=23

Example of job ids in production Grid environment

Up to this point, the research scene suggest that the most important source of information,
and maybe the only one available is the historical workload data created by previous job
submissions. Table 2 extends the previous data sample with further fields extracted from the
historical workload. The historical data presented by these fields, which are heterogeneous from
Grid site to Grid site, present several challenges for a response time prediction method.

UserID
user584
user584
user024
user024

JobID
app578
app588
Int=23-j=4
Int=23-j=23

GroupID
group6
group6
group8
group8

Table 2

1.1.2.

QueueID
queue7
queue7
queue10
queue10

PartitionID
G1/site6
G1/site6
G1/site0
G1/site0

JobStructure
UNITARY
UNITARY
UNITARY
UNITARY

UsedResources
395
370
781
781

Example of historical workload data

Challenges for a Response Time Grid Prediction Method

The Grid computing environments open up a new scenario where input data is provided by
different autonomous sources and where it is difficult to impose significant requirements or
restrictions. The first challenge facing Grid prediction methods is how to manage heterogeneous
and dynamic data. Within this challenge two different issues need to be addressed: a method
that cleans and homogenises the data; and a standard workload format able to hold dynamic
changes.
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Once the data has been cleaned, the information that is relevant to the solution represents the
next challenge. In traditional computing environments, most of the required information can be
specified beforehand and retrieved from the different sources. As a result, these solutions can
rely on any necessary input field. However, in Grid computing all the relevant information is
not always available. Furthermore, relevant information can appear at any time or be hidden in
unfamiliar data fields. Consequently, the challenge is to analyse a dynamic set of input fields
and decide which of them are relevant to a given solution at a given time.
Having defined the appropriate input fields, the next challenge is to produce a solution that
predicts a job response time. At this stage the test is to identify a pre-programmed model that
relates the input fields to a method, or combination of methods, that are able to work with the
available input data to achieve the prediction objective.
Given that Grid environments are dynamic, the last challenge is to adapt the prediction
solution to cope with Grid site changes. This final challenge implies that all sections in the
proposed method should be presented in a way that can be adjusted to changes and tuned during
its life cycle.

1.2. Research Objective

The main objective of this research is the prediction of a job response time in production
Grid computing environments. In traditional computing, response time is usually defined as the
interval between a user’s request and the system response [20]. When this definition is applied
to Grid computing there are a number of additional factors that need to be considered, such as
data upload, environment creations, security check, security delegation, the response time of
Grid middleware, and post data cleaning.
For the purposes of this thesis, the job response time is defined here as the interval between
the beginning of a job request (submission) and the end of the corresponding response from the
Grid middleware (generation of results). No other pre and post activity in charge of preparing
the job environment, such as uploading input files or download output files, are considered part
of the job response time. Although there are cases in which these activities are necessary for the
execution of the job, they are mostly carried out at a time well before the job submitting occurs
or well after the job has generated its results. Therefore, those activities are out of the scope of
the objective of this research.
The objective of this research is selected to focus on improving the Grid resource usability
and the administration of Grid environments. These attributes can be achieved if Grid users,
Grid Middleware, and other jobs have advance knowledge of the time that another job may take
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to run. From the Grid architecture point of view, the response time prediction is crucial to
achieving efficient job scheduling and management. The predicted data can be used to allocate
resources in advance and inform forecasted finishing time and running costs before submission.
SLA requests can be evaluated in terms of the expected QoS that, in turn, is based on the
predicted response time. Without this feature, a Grid user may see a job finished at some point
in the future without a realistic indication of its completion time or resource utilisation.

1.3. Grid Computing Response Time Prediction method (GRTP)

The core original contribution of this research is the Grid Computing Response Time
Prediction (GRTP) method. This section introduces the internal phases found in the GRTP
method; it also lists the research tasks carried out in this research; and it finally presents the full
list of research contributions.

1.3.1.

GRTP Internal Phases

The method can be summarised in the following four internal phases (Figure 1):

− Data representation phase: This phase has two main objectives, the cleaning of the input
data and its posterior normalisation using a dynamic workload model. Data cleaning
methods focus on removing data noise that are irrelevant or loosely relevant to the
subsequent data analysis [21]. Data noise is the product of low-level data errors that result
from an imperfect data collection process. The data cleaning process only focuses on
removing data errors given that the analysis that determines how relevant a data field is
carried out in the next phase. Once the cleaning is done, a dynamic normalised workload
model is populated.

− Data modelling phase: This phase is composed of data mining techniques that search the
normalised data space to understand the nature of the input data and to prepare a metamodel for the next phase. This phase can be seen as a dynamic two-step data mining process
that firstly trims the input data width by selecting only the fields that contain relevant
information and, secondly, it reduces the number of data records.

− Response time prediction phase: This phase uses a set of calculus and data mining activities
to create the final response time prediction for a given job. The type of the job is initially
analysed to decide the appropriate response time prediction function. Two different types of
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response time prediction functions are presented: a function for stable jobs and another one
for unstable jobs.

− Evaluation and inference: This solution proposes a method for the assessment of the
response time prediction results. Once the target job has finished, the predicted response
time is evaluated against the actual target job’s response time. This evaluation provides a
measurement of accuracy for the prediction function. The measurement of accuracy is used
in the inference phase to both adjust the prediction method and propose the tuning of the
predictor method’s setting parameters.

0: Data Input

Data Representation

Information
Services

Data Modelling

1: Request

3: Inform Result
Execution
Planning
Services

Evaluation
and
Inference

Response Time Prediction

2: Response

Figure 1

Phases of the proposed Grid Computing Response Time Prediction method.
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1.3.2.

Research Tasks

This section outlines the research tasks that guided the research process:
T1. Investigate traditional and Grid computing prediction solutions to establish the state of the
art in this field, by establishing the achievements and limitations of each method.
T2. Identify which are the achievements and contributions from existing prediction solutions.
Also, determine the existing limitations that need to be overcome.
T3. Since the aim of this research is to produce a solution that works in production Grid
environments, the solution should neither generate its input data in an intrusive manner nor
demand an impractical list of input fields to perform a prediction analysis. Therefore the
solution should be able to work with the available data produced by different Grid sources
e.g. their workload traces. This argument implies a research task that investigates and
implements the cleaning and normalisation of heterogeneous Grid workload traces
originating from different Grid sources.
T4. If the workload traces are dynamic, the data entity model should be able to handle this.
Therefore, another task is to define a Grid prediction workload format able to hold a
dynamic set of input fields needed for a job response time prediction.
T5. A dynamic set of data fields can grow and change with time, making a solution
unmanageable in a production Grid computing environment. As a result, it is important to
investigate and provide a solution to keep the complexity of the data model under control
without losing information.
T6. It is not just the spectrum of data fields that can be narrowed without losing information; the
amount of historical data records can also be reduced. In this case the objective is to work
only with the data set that is related and relevant to the target job. Therefore, the task is to
determine how to select the correct data set.
T7. Assessing how a set of data fields and records can be combined together to predict a job’s
response time is an important task in this research. This task requires the analysis of
different modelling and data mining methods.
T8. A dynamic solution is suitable for Grid environments where resource services can change
without centralised control. A task that evaluates the predicted values and infers which
section of the model should be adapted to cope with a new environment is also required.
Another challenge of this task is to identify to which extent these changes can be managed
automatically.
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T9. The final task is to demonstrate how the response time predictor can be used by Grid users
as well as other Grid components, such as Grid Schedulers, to improve the overall Grid
environment utilisation.

1.3.3.

Research Contributions

This research makes five distinct contributions to scientific knowledge in the area of
prediction of job response time in production Grid environments:

C1. Grid prediction workload format: The computing workload study and normalisation area
have been studied by a number of authors [22][23][24][25]. Their common approach is to
define a set of fields where the workload trace data can be contained. These current
workload formats have a fixed number of fields, and the semantic of the data is given by the
name of each field. When the computing environment evolves, the different workload
formats are forced to adapt accordingly. In the case of Grid computing environments, the
data sources are in a continuous state of evolution. This evolution is driven by the
technology change (new hardware and software), the volatility of resources and services,
and the internal changes in the administrative policies that publish the data. The first
contribution of this research deals with data generated by distributed sources defining a
workload format that accepts changes in services and resources. To achieve this, the Grid
Prediction Workload Format is defined (Figure 2, callout C1) in a manner that allows the
inclusion and exclusion of any data field. The Grid Prediction Workload Format:
o

Allows any new data field to be included into the workload format when it is
produced instead of discarding it, which is what happens with current formats. In
this scenario, any new data field that may potentially provide relevant information
is automatically available for the prediction method.

o

Traditional semantic views used in Grid solutions restrict a data field’s value to the
field’s name. The proposed workload format disregards the field name and allows
qualifying the data fields based on the quality of the information that they contain.

C2. Workload meta-model method: This contribution created a workload meta-model which
can be seen as an interface to access the Grid Prediction Workload format. The workload
meta-model method creates a layer on top of the workload format by summarising the data
fields and putting them into a hierarchy based on the quality of information of each field.
The hierarchy is automatically adapted (extended or reduced) according to the data
generated by the Grid environment. Only new relevant information is used to extend the
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meta-model while old or obsolete information is removed to reduce it. The Workload metamodel method does not only ensure that new fields are used only when they become
relevant, but it also reduces the overall complexity of the method by excluding irrelevant
data fields (Figure 2, callout C2).
C3. Historical data similarity: The contribution C2 provides the needed number of fields
connected in a meaningful hierarchy. This new contribution determines what subset of
records of the historical information should be considered to predict the target job’s
response time. The predictor may produce wrong results if all historical records are used;
therefore only a subset of the historical records based on the target job should be selected.
This contribution analyses different statistics and data mining options and implements a
reinforcement learning method to select an appropriate subset of records. Reinforcement
learning has the main advantage that it does not need to be supervised, it also deals with
aged data, and the selection of subsets is automatically tuned over time (Figure 2, callout
C3).
C4. Job’s response time predictor: The contributions C2 and C3 produce a subset of fields and
records that are relevant to the job. This contribution uses this subset to predict the response
time. The predictor determines the type of job and selects the prediction methods
accordingly. This contribution has three original components: a function that determines the
type of a job, a data clustering method for Grid computing workload traces, and two
response time prediction methods (Figure 2, callout C4).
C5. Grid Computing Response Time Prediction method (GRTP): The final contribution of
this research defines a framework for predicting job response time and embodies the
proposed method. In this framework all previous contributions are put together to produce a
response time answer for a given Grid computing job request (Figure 2, callout C5).
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Grid Services Architecture

Grid computing Response Time Prediction (GRTP) Service

0: Data Input

1: Data
Normalization

Grid Prediction
Workload
Format
Contribution 1

Information
Services
2: Meta
modelling

Information

Performance
Meta-model
Contribution 2

1: Request
3: Data
cataloguing

Cat1

Cat3
Cat2

Execution
6: Post Mortem
Planning
Activities
Services
3: Inform Result
4: Catalogue
Similarity

2: Response

1st

2Nd

Cat3

Cat2

5: Response Time
Prediction

Contribution 5
Contribution 3

Contribution 4

Figure 2

Mapping the research contributions into the proposed GRTP method

1.4. Structure of the Thesis

The remainder of this thesis is structured as follows:

− Chapter 2 reviews the state of the art with respect to current Grid prediction solutions. The
objective of this chapter is to summarise the achievements and limitations of current
solutions and introduce the points that GRTP should consider.

− Chapter 3 presents a detailed analysis of the type of data available from production Grids.
The analysis exposes the existing type of the data, describing in detail the rules and quality
of information that GRTP may count as input data.

− Chapter 4 introduces GRTP describing and justifying each of its components. This chapter
helps the reader to familiarise with the proposed solution. It is recommended that this
chapter is read before the following two chapters, where a detailed explanation of the
method is given.

− Chapter 5 describes the first section of GRTP. This section is primarily dedicated to dealing
with workload trace data management issues. This part of the solution takes a Grid
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workload trace as input parameter and produces a set of records that are similar to the
predicted target job as output parameter.

− Chapter 6 describes the second section. In this chapter, the response time prediction
functions are presented. This part of the solutions takes the output produced by the data
management section (Chapter 5), and produces a final response time prediction for a target
job.

− Chapter 7 presents a list of validation results produced by applying GRTP to production
Grid computing environments. Those results are also compared against other existing
prediction solutions.

− Chapter 8 summarises the research work, highlights the novel aspects produced in this
thesis, and presents suggestions for future work.

− Finally, Appendix A describes how GRTP has been implemented. The appendix helps to
demonstrate the different implementation characteristic that GRTP had to consider at
implementation time.
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Chapter 2 – Grid Computing Prediction Background

Parallel computing has been a reality for many years and its use over the past decade has
been accompanied by the vast increase in the use of networked computing. This phenomenon
has mostly been driven by the advance in the IT communication structure, the cost reduction in
communication areas and the improvement and low cost of computer hardware.
The creation of clusters of homogeneous workstation established a new icon in the parallel
computing area. Many ideas of massive parallel computers were applied to clusters of
computers producing admirable results, especially in cost-benefit aspects. Portable messagepassing environments, such as Parallel Virtual Machine (PVM) [26] or Message Passing
Interface (MPI) [27], permitted a homogeneous collection of networked computers to be viewed
by an application as a single distributed-memory parallel machine. The possibility of setting a
cluster of computers as a single parallel machine was a significant help for parallel
programmers.
The important achievements in computer clusters confirmed that collaboration, data sharing,
and new models of interaction are essential points of parallel computer systems. It also
highlighted that the utilisation of idle resources capacity provides an opportunity for users to
have substantially more computational power within and across enterprises.
When the idea of Grid computing was first discussed, Internet technology was already a
reality offering communication and information exchange among resources. However, the
Internet did not provide a coordinated use of resources. Grid computing emerged to cover this
deficit and to offer what it is considered the next-generation Internet.
From 1997 onwards, the open source Globus Toolkit (GT) emerged as the de facto standard
for Grid computing. Focusing on usability and interoperability, GT defined and implemented
protocols, APIs, and services used in hundreds of Grid deployments worldwide. By providing
solutions to common problems such as authentication, resource discovery, and resource access,
GT accelerated the construction of real Grid applications. And by defining and implementing
standard protocols and services, GT pioneered the creation of interoperable Grid systems.
In 1999, the publication of The Grid: Blueprint for a new computing infrastructure [28]
defined Grid computing as an infrastructure that combines computers, storage systems and other
devices to enable the deploying and running of advanced applications. These applications are
distinguished from parallel programs running in clusters by the simultaneous use of large
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numbers of heterogeneous resources, which could be provided by multiple administrative
domains with a non-dedicated structure in a complex system of communication.
The nature of Grid computing, which tries to take broadly distributed, heterogeneous
computing and data resources and aggregate them into an abstracted set of capabilities,
demanded open standards for integration and interoperability. The first step towards a solution
that addresses this problem was the Web Services Architecture [29] definition, which is seen as
the foundation of Grid computing.
The Web Services Architecture is defined within the Word Wide Web Consortium (W3C)
for the Web Services Architecture Working Group. Web Services is a technology that allows
applications to communicate with each other in a platform and programming language
independent manner. Web Services have a clean separation between interface (what the service
does) and implementation (how it does it). A Web Service interface describes, using the Web
Service Description Language (WSDL) [30], a collection of operations that can be accessed
over the network using SOAP messages [31].
Web Services are stateless. This means that the Web Service cannot remember information,
or maintain state, from one invocation to another. Furthermore, Web Services do not address
fundamental issues in distributed computing relating to how to name, create, discover, monitor,
and manage the lifetime of services.
With so many potential services and so many interactions between them, there was a
potential for chaos. The solution to this problem is standardisation which can be achieved by
defining a common interface for each type of service call.
The Open Grid Services Architecture (OGSA) [32], initially presented by the Globus
Alliance and IBM in 2002 and currently developed by The Global Grid Forum, presented a true
community standard with multiple implementations (including, in particular, the OGSA-based
GT 3.0, released in 2003). Building on and significantly extending GT concepts and
technologies, OGSA firmly aligns Grid computing with broad industry initiatives in serviceoriented architecture and Web services.
OGSA aims to define a common, standard, and open architecture for Grid-based
applications. The goal of OGSA is to standardise practically all the service calls that a client can
commonly find in a Grid application (job management services, resource management services,
security services, etc.) by specifying a set of standard interfaces for said services. At the time of
writing, November 2009, this set of standard interfaces is still under development. However,
OGSA has already defined a set of requirements that must be met by these standard interfaces.
Web Services was the underlying technology chosen to create the OGSA architecture. But
OGSA needed a stateful service to work. Giving Web Services the ability to keep state
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information whilst at the same time keeping them stateless was achieved by storing the state
information completely in a separate entity called a WS-resource.
The Web Services Resources Framework (WSRF) is a collection of different specifications
all relating to each other, which manage the WS-resources. WSRF specifies how resource
properties are defined and accessed. WSRF supplies some basic mechanisms to manage the
lifecycle of WS-resources, it supplies a way of grouping services or WS-resources together, it
provides a way of reporting faults when something goes wrong during a WS-service invocation,
it provides a notification to subscribers if a change occurs in the Web service (or, more
specifically, in one of the WS-resources), and it also provides a method to address Web Services
that is much more versatile than plain URIs.

Figure 3

Relationship between OGSA, WSRF, and Web Services

2.1. Survey of Grid Computing Prediction Solutions

This section presents a comprehensive analysis of different Grid computing prediction
methods. The solutions presented in this section have been selected to widely represent different
approaches in the research area.
The analogies are presented in a standard format as follows:

− Description: A description of the solution and how the estimations are calculated.
− Predictor analysis: Analysis of the solution highlighting its achievements and limitations.
− Publications: List of publications describing this model.
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2.1.1.

Intelligent Grid Scheduling Service

Description: The objective of the Intelligent Grid Scheduling System (ISS) is to provide a
middleware infrastructure allowing optimal scheduling of jobs in a computational Grid.
According to data collected on the machines in the Grid, on the behaviour of the applications,
and on the performance requirements demanded by the user, the best-suited computational
resource is detected and allocated to execute the job. The resources and jobs are parameterised
to allow tailoring a computational Grid to a set of applications. The monitoring information
collected during execution is put into a database and reused for the next resource allocation
decision. In addition to providing scheduling information, the collected data affords the
detection of overloaded resources.
ISS presents a mathematical model that has two main components; computational nodes, and
jobs. A single computational node is characterised by the peak performance of the processor,
the peak main memory bandwidth and the communication network that is characterised by the
average network communication bandwidth. The behaviour of a well-equilibrated job (a job
where all the parallel tasks have quite the same amount of work and communication) on a
computational node is characterised by the number of floating point operations and the number
of words and messages sent to other nodes.
These two components, the communications and processing times of the job and the
characterisation of the resource, are mathematically combined to calculate a coefficient which
expresses if a given hardware is suitable to efficiently run a job. The aim of the mathematical
model is to select the most appropriate resource by maximising the processor and memory used
and communication bandwidth.
Predictor analysis: To verify this model, the exact data on the resource’s cpu usage should
be collected. The monitoring module measures and collects the relevant execution quantities
(Mflops/s rate, memory needs, cache misses, communication and network relevant information)
during the job execution. These quantities are computed through a direct access to hardware
counters. At the end of the execution, this information is sent to the ISS service that is used for
future job submissions.
The outcome of this method suggests which hardware is most suitable for a given job.
However, this method has two weaknesses when used in a production Grid environment; each
new job or resource needs to be intrusive-monitored beforehand, and only jobs which are wellbalanced and whose computations and communication times do not overlap can be predicted.
Publications: [33][34][35][36]
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2.1.2.

LaPIe: Performance Optimisation of Collective Communications

Description: The popularity of heterogeneous parallel processing environments like clusters
and computer Grids has emphasised the impact of network heterogeneity on the performance of
parallel applications. Collective communication operations are especially concerned by this
problem, as communication heterogeneity interferes directly on the performance of the
communication strategies. Therefore, the aim of LaPIe is the study the optimisation of collective
communications in heterogeneous systems like computational Grids.
LaPIe combines both topology discovery and performance prediction to choose the best
communication scheduling that minimises the overall communication time for a given operation
Firstly LaPIe models the performance of collective communications in homogeneous clusters
using network parameters such as latency and bandwidth. Based on the previous model LaPIe
uses topology discovery techniques to decompose the Grid environment into islands of
homogeneous clusters (logical cluster). Finally, a communication scheduling method is assigned
to each logical cluster depending on the cluster’s characteristics. Once a prediction on the
communication inside each logical cluster is set, a communication scheduling for the overall
Grid communication pattern is presented.
Predictor analysis: Different experiments were used to prove the quality of the predictions.
At a logical cluster level, the predictions with real communications were compared while
varying message sizes (zero bytes to 1MB), number of processes (1 to ~50) and network
infrastructures (fast ethernet, giga ethernet and myrinet). The average error rate was around 5 to
10 percent. At Grid level, different scheduling heuristics were also evaluated. It was observed
that predictions follow the same behaviour of real communications. These results confirmed that
performance predictions and scheduling heuristics can be used to minimise the execution time
of collective communications.
Even if LaPIe does not predict the behaviour of jobs executed in Grid environments, LaPIe
highlights how communication heterogeneity interferes directly on the performance of the jobs.
One of the most interesting contributions from LaPIe is the definition of logical clusters. This
definition moved a rather complex scenario comprised of heterogeneous network elements into
several virtual clusters composed of homogenised elements. The new scenario makes easy the
prediction task. This contribution can be used not only at the level of network communication,
but also at the level of Grid resource behaviour.
Publications: [37][38][39][40][41][42][43][44]
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2.1.3.

DIMEMAS: Performance Prediction of MPI Applications

Description: Dimemas is a performance prediction tool for message-passing jobs, and it
enables the user to develop and tune parallel applications on a workstation whilst providing a
performance prediction on the parallel target machine. The Dimemas simulator reconstructs the
time behaviour of a parallel application on a machine modelled by a set of parameters. The
supported target architecture classes include networks of workstations, single and clustered
SMPs, distributed memory parallel computers, and even heterogeneous systems.
Dimemas can be used for a wide range of purposes: prediction of application runtime on a
specific target machine; study of load imbalances and potential parallelism; sensitivity analysis
for architectural parameters; identification of application modules that are worthwhile to
optimise
To produce the prediction data, Dimemas require the definition of the network and resource
models. The network model includes the number of nodes in the system, network type, network
bandwidth, number of connections, collective communication type, and collective
communication configuration. The resource model requires the definition of the resource
architecture by providing the number of processors, input/output links, local communication
start-up, remote communication start-up, relative processor speed, and local bandwidth. In
addition to the network and node models, Dimemas also requires a trace file of the applications
to be studied containing the computation operations and the calls to MPI primitives.
Predictor analysis: Dimemas goes through the execution trace file and re-estimates the time
to execute each computation and communication operation based on the different parameters
given in the architecture model. The estimated values are divided into global statistics where the
execution time and the speed-up of the entire simulated environment can be analysed and perprocess statistics where the estimation of the time required for each computation and
communication process is analysed.
When the entire data fields that modelled the network and nodes are present together with
the trace file of the target job, the system obtains an average prediction error range between 10
and 20 percent. The predicted results are accurate and the tool has the capability of moving the
prediction resource targets as long as the entire information regarding resources, network and
jobs are available beforehand and well described.
However, from the dynamic Grid computing point of view, this solution presents the same
weakness found in the Intelligent Grid Scheduling System (ISS) described previously; to
impose a monitoring method on each new job for the prediction method to work in a dynamic
environment is an important restriction. In addition, the static definitions of the network and
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nodes work against a dynamic environment proposed by current Grid computing. These points
need to be addressed before implementing Dimemas in a prediction Grid environment.
Publications: [45][46]

2.1.4.

Modelling Workloads for Grid Systems: Statistical Analysis and

Markov-chains

Description: Understanding of computing workload is an important aspect for job
scheduling. The scheduler can improve its quality if the characteristics of the workload running
on such resources are known. Therefore a representative workload model can be used for
performance evaluation. This research is focused on the studies and production of workload
models.
The first model is produced by studying the submission patterns and user behaviours on
existing workload traces from parallel computers. Based on this analysis, the research deduced
that common patterns can be found which can be used to classify users into groups. It showed
that a set of 3-4 user groups are sufficient to adequately model a whole supercomputer
workload. As a result, a new workload model, called MUGM (Mixed User Group Model),
which maintains the characteristics of individual user groups was proposed.
The second workload model proposes the creation of different Markov chains for each Job
parameters such as the runtime and the required number node. From there, the correlation
between the job parameters is created by the combination of the different Markov chains. In
order to do this, a novel approach of transforming the states in the different Markov chains is
presented.
Both workload models are also combined by statistical analysis. The association of users to
similar job submissions is used to identify groups of users. The groups are modelled based on
the statistical parameters of their job submissions. Analysis is performed on job parallelism,
runtime, re-occurrence of jobs and arrival times.
Predictor analysis: When workload modelling allows the creation of new synthetic
workloads after the original one, the simulations provide more realistic results compared to
existing statistical modelling approaches. In turn, these new synthetic workload can be used to
evaluate new scheduling strategies.
In the MUGM model, the job submission process has a direct association with individual
user groups. This information can be exploited for individualised quality criteria considered by
scheduling strategies. Furthermore, additional workload parameters can be modelled with
regards to the individual scheduling objectives of these user groups.
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Moreover, the Markov-chain-based user-group modelling can be applied to predict future job
submissions. Such information can be used to improve scheduling decisions in an online
environment. Markov chains model incorporates temporal dependencies and the correlation
between job parameters.
The quality of the modelling methods has been evaluated using existing real workload traces.
The modelled workload submissions have been compared to existing workload models which
are usually based on individual statistical modelling of different job parameters. The modelling
results showed improved similarity with real traces. However, these comparisons are based on
individual workloads with different level of improvements. The main advantage lies in the
ability to classify and model user groups without existing group information just by similarities
of user behaviours. This allows further individual modelling of these user groups and
corresponding prioritisation and consideration in scheduling.
Publications: [47][48][49][50]

2.1.5.

ASKALON

Description: The goal of ASKALON is to simplify the development and optimisation of
Grid applications. The ASKALON project has a set of tools, services, and methodologies to
make Grid application development and optimisation for real applications an everyday practice.
The ASKALON components are a Resource broker that targets negotiation and reservation
of resources; Resource monitoring supports the monitoring of Grid resources by integrating and
extending existing Grid resource monitoring tools; Information service is a general purpose
service for scalable discovery, organisation, and maintenance of resource and applicationspecific data (including online and post-mortem); Workflow executor service targets
coordinated activation, and fault tolerant completion of activities onto the remote Grid sites;
(Meta)-scheduler performs appropriate mapping of single or multiple workflow applications
onto the Grid; Performance prediction is a service through which techniques for accurate
estimation of execution time of atomic activities and data transfers, as well as of Grid resource
availability are performed
The Performance prediction tool that estimates the job execution time and the queue wait
time consists of the following phases:

− Automatic Training Phase: Automatically collects the training set, on the Grid-sites,
according to the designed experiments and different loads on cpu and memory. This model
obtains the available Grid-sites through Grid resource management and brokerage system of
ASKALON and uses the ASKALON GLARE model for automatic deployments.
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− Performance sharing and translation using soft-benchmarks: A mechanism used to translate
job execution time information inter- and cross-platform.

− Performance Prediction: Predicts the job execution time on different Grid-sites with
different problem sizes under different loads on memory and cpu, using the minimum
training set and performance translation model.
Predictor input:

− Inputs for Experimental Design: Grid-site sample space, problem-size sample space,
machine-size sample space. Information about the Grid-sites is obtained from Grid resource
management and brokerage system of ASKALON, while information about the application
is specified by the user of the application.

− Inputs for Automatic Training Phase: Selected Grid-sites, discrete problem sizes and
machine-size sample space. Selection of Grid-sites from the Grid-site sample space is
automatic through the initial runs of Automatic Training Phase.

− Inputs for Performance Prediction: application name, activity name, problem-size, Grid-site,
machine-size and current environment parameters (load on cpu and memory). The
prediction engine connects to an information base, consisting of minimum training set
yielded from automatic training phase. The information about the current environment of
the machine (like cpu and memory background load) is obtained through NWS.
Predictor analysis: A minimum training set and information from previous actual runs is
used for prediction. If the direct information is not available in the database it is supplied by one
of the identical machines. In case the data is not available from an identical machine, a
mechanism of translation is used. Simple statistical methods of piece-wise straight line fit and bsplines are used for interpolation. Effect of background load on memory and cpu is adjusted
before calculating the final prediction.
It was observed in the experiments that most of the jobs were predicted with 10 percent of
error and the standard deviation of the prediction was 2 percent at its highest. All the training
phase and performance prediction experiments were conducted with 3 real-world applications
on the Austrian Grid. The method yields a reduction in training phase compared to exhaustive
analysis.
Publications: [51][52]
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2.1.6.

Downey: Statistical Methods for Prediction of Runtime and Queue

Times.

Description: Downey’s technique models malleable jobs (jobs that can change the number
of processors on which they are executing at runtime in response to an external command) using
the average parallelism of a programme and its variance in parallelism. The procedure
characterises all applications in the workload, then models the cumulative distribution functions
of the runtime in each category, and finally uses these functions to predict application runtime.
A two-part function is presented based on the variance in the degree of parallelism. Downey is
able to summarise a job behaviour when the model fits the observed speedup curves by saving
only the average parallelism of a programme and its variance in parallelism.
The solution estimates the remaining queue time for a job that is at the head of the queue.
The input data used for the estimate is the current status of the cluster of computers, including
all the jobs that are running with their respective information (average parallelism, running time
and associated processors).
Downey uses two different prediction techniques based on statistical estimators; the mean
and the median. Downey expects to predict the time until an additional resource becomes
available. The main characteristics of the two estimators are:

− Downey uses an equation that computes the median of the remaining queue time exactly by
enumerating all possible outcomes (which jobs complete and which are still running), and
that calculates the probability that the request will be satisfied before a given time (t). The
equation uses the cumulative distribution function of the distribution lifetimes (that by
construction of the workloads is previously known: a uniform-log distribution). Finally, the
median value is found by setting this probability equal to 0.5 and solving it for the median
queue time, obtaining the value of t.

− Using the equation that calculates the probability that a given job will finish before a time t,
Downey approximates that the conditional cumulative distribution indicates what fraction of
a job’s processors will be available at this time.
Predictor analysis: It is mainly focused on the malleable jobs model. The applications are
characterised describing its speed-up on a family of curves that are parameterised by a job’s
average parallelism and its variance. The author researches two kinds of jobs; jobs with high
variance and jobs with very low variance. The workloads used in the experiments and
simulations are based on these typologies. It does not take into account other application
characteristics that can significantly modify their behaviour (MPI, OpenMP or OpenMP+MPI
applications, distributed applications, dependencies, etc).
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The solution was evaluated using abstract workload models focused on a specific group of
clusters in computing centres. In those evaluations it was shown that using predicted queue
times to choose cluster size reduces the turnaround time of individual jobs, even with inaccurate
predictions. For instance, the average time saving per job is 13.5 minutes while the average job
duration is 78 minutes.
Publications: [53][54]

2.1.7.

Dinda: Time Series for Host Load and Application Runtime Prediction.

Description: Dinda proposes the prediction of application performance using the correlation
of the running time of compute-bound tasks on a host and the computational load on the host.
The solution estimates the host load and the application runtime. To do so, Dinda uses two
different types of input values:

− Historical information about the host load of the jobs.
− The t-nominal time of the application to be predicted is needed. The t-nominal is the time
that a given tasks would take to complete on an unloaded host.
This research is not focused on a specific type of applications. The main idea is to use the
computational availability of the host to predict the applications runtime. The prediction method
uses time series techniques. The main characteristics of the prediction methods are:

− Time series: autoregressive, moving average, autoregressive moving average models, and
autoregressive integrated moving average.

− A simple ad hoc windowed mean predictor called BM. This also includes a function that
predicts that the last measurement of load called LAST.

− The time series allows to make n-step-ahead predictions which implies that future
prediction t+k, where t is actual time, is also based in the future prediction of t+k-1.

− The prediction quality is evaluated using the mean squared error, which is the average of the
square of the difference between predicted values and actual values. It is important to
remark that there is a mean squared error associated with every lead time k. Two-step-ahead
predictions (k=2) will have a different (probably higher) mean squared error than one-step
ahead predictions, and so on.
Predictor analysis: The predictions are returned with an interval of confidence. The
returned interval will increase if the distance from the actual time until the predicted time
increments.
Publications: [55][56][57][58][59][60][61]
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2.1.8.

Smith: Statistical Methods using Templates for Categorisation of

Applications

Description: Smith’s work had a highly significant repercussion in the area of performance
prediction. Smith predicts a job’s runtimes using historical information. The history is clustered
by classifying jobs using catalogues. Catalogues are defined as a number of data fields that are
used to filter the historical information to retrieve a group of records from the workload data.
Smith’s work starts on Downey’s [53][54] research and improves Gibbons [61] work. These
authors also propose predictions using catalogues and statistical estimators. However, in those
cases, the catalogues are statically modelled producing an inaccurate prediction technique in
dynamic environments.
Smith’s proposal says that similar applications are more likely to have similar runtimes than
applications that have nothing in common. Therefore, instead of using fixed models, Smith
proposes the use of data mining algorithms to select the historical data and predict the response
time of a job. This technique applies non-restricted catalogues and statistical estimators. The
catalogues are created applying search techniques for identifying good patterns for a given
workload. The predictions are carried out using the jobs as input parameters that are matched to
the different set of catalogues, and computing the mean estimator and the linear regression to
correct the previous errors.
Predictor analysis: The evaluation in this proposal has been performed using the workload
of Argone National Laboratory (ANL), the Cornell Theory Center (CTC) and the San Diego
Supercomputer Centre (SDSC). The performance prediction results are 30 percent better than
the results obtained with Downey [53] and Gibbons [61]. However, the flexibility offered by
Smith’s method introduces potential errors that are produced by the use of any catalogue
together with data generated in heterogeneous environments, such as Grid computing. In this
scenario a job has a high risk of being predicted by a set of non related historical data resulting
in too many unrelated jobs being grouped together.
In [62] Smith presented a method that selected the catalogue with the smallest confidence
interval for the job response time. A confidence interval gives an estimated range of values
which is likely to include an unknown population parameter. As a result, analysing the
confidence interval for each catalogues can provide an indication of how spread the records are.
Selecting the catalogue with the smallest confidence interval ensures that it contains records
whose response time is within a close distance, and therefore, it may be concluded that it
provides a more accurate measure of the job response time. However, even if the smallest
confidence interval guarantees an answer taken from a small value range, it does not guarantee
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that it selects the right historical records when a heterogeneous data source is used. Therefore,
Smith’s research is more suitable for homogeneous computer clusters.
Publications: [62][63]

2.1.9.

eNANOS: Statistical Analysis of Workloads to Backfill Scheduling

Techniques

Description: eNANOS is based on statistical and data mining techniques that other authors
like Smith [62][63] have proposed previously. In this case, the objective is to apply data mining
techniques to backfill scheduling techniques. The studies and techniques presented have been
designed to be applied to local centres and to specific clusters of computers.
The predictors developed in this scope are mainly focused on predicting the performance of
the following variables related to the job executions:

− The run time of the jobs.
− The memory required by the jobs.
− The queue of the system to which the user would submit a given job.
The prediction is intended to be used in distributed systems and becomes useful in situations
where the broker or scheduler considers a target job with several different possible submission
queues. There are two different sets of inputs that vary depending on the objective of the
predictor:

− The job identification and the user are required in order to predict the queue. However, as it
is internally constructed as a decision tree, it needs feedback information to update or
recomputed its internal structure. Thus, the user/scheduler has to provide the workload
feedback once the jobs are executed; this workload format is based on the standard
workload format proposed by Feitelson.

− The job executable/script, the user and the number of processors (optional) are required in
order to predict the memory and the runtime. Similarly to the queue predictor, the
appropriate entity of the system has to provide feedbacks about the different entries of the
workload of the centre about to the jobs are being finished.
The prediction methods use statistical estimators such as mean, median, or linear regression.
The historical information of the workload is used to estimate such values. However, when a
prediction is required, not all of the historical information is used for the computation (each
entry of this historical data contains information about the execution of given job in the
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Standard Workload Format: user, group, number of processors, run time, etc.). The entries of
historical data used for the prediction are selected using a set of static catalogues.

− The queue which to submit the jobs to is predicted using the data mining algorithms of
decision trees. Two different sets of decision trees are used the CD5 [64] and ID3 [65].

− The job runtime predictor is implemented using the clustering algorithm of the K-Nearest
Neighbours, K-Means and X-Means. In this case, instead of using static catalogues the
predictor creates a set of job typologies using the mentioned algorithms. Each time that a
prediction is required for a given job, the statistical estimators presented previously are used
in the set of jobs that belongs to the same group that the given job.
Predictor analysis: The evaluation of the predictors has been carried out using workloads
from the Barcelona Supercomputing Centre.
The memory usage prediction was accurate for 35 percent of the applications (predicting
with an error of less than 5 percent in almost all its executions), the prediction was poor in 30
percent of the cases (predicting with an error smaller than 80 percent in almost all their
executions), and the 35 percent left was spread among the other percentages in between. With
regards to the runtime, 50 percent of applications were predicted with an error smaller than 55
percent, and the rest of applications were predicted with bigger errors.
Publications: [66][67][68][69]

2.1.10.

NWS: Statistical Analysis of Time Series for Predictions of Network and

Computational Performance

Description: The NWS (Network Weather Service) model uses statistical analysis of time
series to generate short-time performance predictions of various network and computational
resources.
The NWS system is composed of four processes: Persistent State process, Name Server
process, Sensor process and Forecasting process. Sensors distributed in the environment
periodically measure monitored resources and send the measurements to the Persistent State
process, where they are stored with a time stamp. Network sensors are grouped in Cliques and
rely on active network probes, which gather: TCP connection time, end-to-end round-trip
latency, and bandwidth. Cpu sensors gather cpu load characteristics using system utilities
(vmstat and uptime) and additionally run active probes. The Forecaster gets the time series
needed from a Persistent Storage and performs the forecast using all the methods, the output of
the method with the lowest error is then used as a forecast.
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Estimated values:

− CPU availability
− TCP end-to-end throughput
− TCP end-to-end latency
Predictor input: Previously measured values with a time stamp (time series): cpu usage,
memory usage, TCP end-to-end bandwidth and latency, connection time. All the above values
are gathered by monitoring sensors and stored by the system.
Prediction method: There are several statistical methods for generating predictions based on
previous measurements which are described in detail in [73]. The groups of methods are:

− Mean-based methods that use some estimate of the sample mean,
− Median-based methods,
− Autoregressive methods.
Predictor analysis: The accuracy of all predictors is evaluated using prediction error as an
accuracy measure. The predictor exhibiting the lowest cumulative error measure at any given
moment is chosen to generate a forecast. In this way, the NWS automatically identifies the best
forecasting technique for any given resource.
The prediction quality of the presented methods varies for different resources; the meanbased predictors are better for throughput time series, and the median-based predictors are better
for latency time series.
Publications: [70][71][72][73][74][75]

2.2. Prediction Solutions Survey Analysis

The solutions presented in this survey have contributed to the understanding of the prediction
field in distributed environments. All of them have been, under certain circumstances, tested
and validated in a distributed environment. The question that arises at this point is whether there
is a real need to propose another method in the same field. The intention of the coming analysis
is to answer this question through the study of the level of efficiency and relevance of the
aforementioned methods in production Grid environments. The analysis will help to observe
which of the methods are the most suitable.
To put this analysis into context, the two most relevant restrictions for prediction methods
found in production Grid environments are enumerated:

− The components of Production Grid environment evolve. This evolution needs a prediction
method that should be able to adapt to changes in Services and Resources. Not only may
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new Services and Resources appear or disappear in Grid environments, but also the
available input data for the prediction method may also change in quality, quantity and
shape.

− The process used to retrieve the input data should be non-invasive with regards to the Grid
sites, especially when dealing with the security policies implemented in the Grid sites.

The present survey started with three methods, each of them presented mathematical models
relating different input fields. The EPFL model [33] selects the most appropriate Grid resource
for a given job via the characterisation of applications and machines using a single value called
Gamma. The LaPIe [37] model has the objective of predicting the scheduling that minimises the
overall communication time. DIMEMAS [45] characterise Grids of parallel machines by the use
of several parameters, as network latency and bandwidth, organisation of the parallel machine
(number of nodes, processors per node, internal latency and bandwidth).
The disadvantage common to all these solutions is that, in order to produce a predicted
result, they need the entire model’s input fields to be available. Also, all the models require a
precise normalisation of the input data for assuring the accuracy of the resulting conclusions.
Consequently, it is difficult to implement any of these solutions in dynamic and heterogeneous
Grid environments.
Following the same idea, ASKALON [51] presented a mathematical model together with
several other components that interact with each other to help in the creation of a normalised
input data. As a result, the ASKALON performance prediction service offers a worst case
accuracy of 90 percent. However, this level of precision comes at a price: ASKALON is
invasive towards the Grid sites; every component of the ASKALON architecture must be in
place to obtain the inputs for each of the phases (experimental design, automatic training and
performance prediction).
All the solutions (EPFL, LaPIe, DIMEMAS and ASKALON) present an ad hoc explicit
relationship among different input parameters to compute a prediction function. The processor
type and speed, the quantity and type of internal operations of the Jobs, and the bandwidth and
speed of network communications are often associated in an ad hoc manner to forecast a job or
network behaviour. These solutions adapt the models to the input data to reach a final prediction
method (Figure 4, Approach I). As a result, these are effective solutions as long as the required
input data is available and normalised. However, the models need further ad hoc intervention in
order to cope with the evolution of Grids, and they are intrusive with regards to the Grid
environment.
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Using a different perspective, (Figure 4, Approach II) other solutions use a general model in
preference to ad hoc relationships between input fields. These solutions choose a well-known
data-mining or mathematical model that is subsequently applied to the input data. For instance,
the NWS [70] model uses statistical analysis of time series to generate short-term performance
predictions of various network. Peter A. Dinda [55] also puts forward the usage of the time
series and a windowed mean for carrying out host load estimations and job runtime prediction.
Following Dinda’s idea, Allen B. Downey [53] used a speedup characterisation model for each
job. By relaxing the ad hoc relationships that are used by the methods initially discussed, Dinda,
Downey, and NWS managed to discover more information inside the input data and gain further
knowledge about the distributed environment. Nevertheless, they are still not able to
automatically adapt to significant input data changes.

Figure 4

Prediction methods’ approaches.

Going one step further, another approach was presented where the information is discovered
using data mining methods and the prediction models are changed accordingly. These types of
solutions are especially interesting in the evaluation framework because they can be applied to
different kind of data independently of its nature (contrary to mathematical algorithms where a
normalisation of input fields is needed). Moreover, the most interesting characteristic is that
these types of solutions are able to derive or discover new knowledge and, using this, it can
produce an autonomic learning mechanism. Therefore, these techniques are highly suitable for
deriving information and knowledge in Grid environments due to their volatilised nature (Figure
4, Approach III).
eNANOS [66] presents an early example of using statistical and data mining techniques
together with models. The main disadvantage of eNANOS is that its estimators need a
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mandatory set of data fields in order to work. This restriction is not presented in Smith’s
solution [62], which is the most relevant example of this type of solution as it produced the most
accurate result. Smith’s method is mostly based on Gibbons’ work [61] which consisted of a
static clustering of the workloads and a later usage of the mean and median inside a cluster. The
difference between these analyses is that Smith, unlike Gibbons, uses all possible combinations
of data fields and statistical estimators. The historical records are selected applying search
techniques for identifying good patterns in a workload trace for a given job.

2.2.1.

Is another response time prediction method needed?

In general, the major challenge to current solutions is the lack of control of the quantity,
type, and quality of the input data. This challenge presents the most significant restriction when
implementing a method in a Grid environment. Many of the requirements that a prediction
method would like to demand cannot be always translated to production Grid computing sites,
as these sites by definition are loosely coupled, heterogeneous, and geographically dispersed,
and therefore lacking a central management.
From the above analysis one can conclude that any prediction solution implemented for a
Grid environment should rely on dynamic input data gathering, which is non-invasive with
regards to the Grid sites’ security policies.
Historical workload traces are used by [53][54][61][62]. Of them, Smith’s idea [62] has
proved to be the most effective and accurate method. Smith is able to deal with distributed
environments without much intrusion and without imposing input data fields restrictions. All the
solutions referred to have been effectively tested and compared in the Argonne National
Laboratory and the Cornell Theory Center. However, unlike a production Grid environment,
each of these workloads is internally homogeneous with a fixed distinctive set of fields.
Therefore, the question is: how well these methods may perform in a dynamic environment?
To answer this question, a detailed analysis of Downey, Gibbons and Smith’s solutions in a
production Grid environment [76], the National Grid Service (NGS) [77] was conducted. The
motivation behind this effort was to assess how well these techniques perform, and whether a
different method can be applied to obtain a better result.
The experiment proves that out of Downey, Gibbons, and Smith solutions, Smith’s produced
the most accurate prediction results. However, having said that, Smith’s predictions were
inaccurate. In 50 percent of the job predictions, the average error was 47 percent. Even more,
the other 50 percent of the job predictions presented an average error of 106 percent.
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The study revealed that Smith’s idea is prone to produce prediction errors when nonnormalise data is used as input parameters. Smith initially uses any possible combination of data
fields to propose historical information filters. Out of them, only one filter is selected. The
selected filter must have the minimum response time confidence interval. The study showed that
many prediction requests selected filters with a minimum confidence interval that put together
non-related historical data records. As a result, prediction errors were produced.
A case to prove this argument is given by a filter composed of two fields, the user
identification and the Grid node. The results showed that, according to the solutions, these two
fields were the available choice to predict an important number of response time requests,
without taking into account the jobs’ identification. Consequently, two different jobs were
treated together because they were submitted by the same user in the same Grid node. This
experiment showed that the freedom of data field selection that worked well in a cluster of
computers must be restricted to neutralise the heterogeneous data sensitivity issues.
The study also exposed the fact that using any field without restriction to select a set of
historical data disregarding the weight in information that they have, resulted in non-important
fields being put together to predict a job response time. As a consequence, this situation
generated misjudgements in response time predictions. For instance, the same study showed that
many of the fields provided by the Grid sites were not carrying any relevant information, and
that some fields included ambiguous information. It was detected that 46 percent of the jobs
have names or identifications assigned by the Grid middleware, instead of by the Grid user, and
14 percent of the jobs are either the same executable using slightly different names or using the
same name for different executables. This point exposed a second constraint not covered by
current solutions: a preliminary data mining analysis should be performed to understand the
type and quality of data that a Grid node provides and thereafter define a set of restrictions
based on them.
Furthermore, the study revealed that none of the methods considered any information hidden
in the data fields. For instance, it is a common Grid user routine to include a set of argument
inside the executable script. This information is unseen and not available to Smith’s analysis.
However, an input argument change may produce a different response time that Smith cannot
consider for future analysis.
These results suggest that a dynamic and non-intrusive response time prediction method is
needed to improve the disadvantages of the solutions previously presented.
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Runtime

EPFL Gamma Model
LaPIe
DIMEMAS
Modeling
Workloads for Grid Systems
ASKALON
Downey
Dinda
Smith
eNANOS
NWS

Table 3

Queue
waiting
time

+

+
+
+

Resource
load

Communication
time

+
+
+

+
+
+

Resource
requirements

+
+
+
+
+

+
+

+

Parameters estimated by the prediction solutions presented in the survey

2.3. Chapter Summary and Conclusions

In this chapter several Grid prediction solutions have been presented. Certainly, these
solutions have contributed to the understanding of how a job behaviour can be predicted in
distributed environments and they also have achieved accurate prediction results during certain
circumstances. The challenges that these solutions confront in production Grid environment was
also discussed. (See achievements and challenges summary in Table 4)
The solutions that have ad hoc models adapted to the input data (Figure 4, approach I) put
emphasis on the reliability and stability of the measurements where a great deal of work is done
on establishing the data validity and data model population. In general, when the validity and
data model population issues are solved, these solutions are accurate. Nevertheless, in Grid
computing environments the required data is not always available and, to obtain it, intrusive
actions need to be taken.
Other solutions that use well-known data mining or mathematical models tend to adapt the
input data to the models (Figure 4 approach II). They are able to discover further information in
the Grid environments but, the solution is no longer viable when the input data cannot be
adjusted to the proposed model.
Alternatively, another type of solutions has models that interact with the input data. The
models are adapted to the data and the data is adjusted to the models (Figure 4 approach III).
These solutions offer the most suitable possibilities in Grid environments provided that a set of
restrictions in the selection of fields and historical data records based on the type and quality of
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the input data are in place. These solutions have been tested and analysed in a production Grid
environment [76].
From this analysis, the conclusion is that another response time prediction method is needed
to improve the prediction results obtained by current solutions. The new method should be able
to understand the type and quality of data that a Grid node provides. It needs to put the required
data field’s restrictions in place to neutralise the heterogeneous data sensitivity issues. And also
the method must be able to discover any hidden information in the data fields.

Solution achievements
Gamma
Model

Accurate predictions.

LaPIe

Uses few network parameters such
as latency and bandwidth. Divides
the prediction scope into known
sections.
Off-line evaluation.
Simple to run parameter studies.

DIMEMAS

Modeling
Workloads for
Grid Systems
ASKALON

First approach to study submission
patterns and user behaviour.

Downey

New technique to describe speedup
on a family of curves parameterised
by a job’s average parallelism and
its variance.
Uses historical information about
Grid sites load.

Dinda

Smith

eNANOS

NWS

Table 4

Able to predict Grid sites with
different problem sizes under
different loads.

The most dynamic and nonintrusive solution. Uses dynamic
catalogues and statistical
estimators.
Demonstrated that prediction
methods (such as Smith’s) can be
used to backfill scheduling
techniques.
Novel idea of uses of statistical
analysis of time series to generate
short-time predictions.

Challenges faced in production
Grid Environments
Each component should be well
balanced.
Function cost needs all input parameters.
Only collective communication
performance is predicted.

Requires manual configuration of nodes
and network models.
Requires manual mapping of
applications into nodes
Parallelism of a job required.
User-estimated job length/runtime
required.
Part of a Grid Application Development
and Computing Environment.
Requires all ASKALON components in
the Grid environment.
Models only malleable jobs.
Requires current status of the cluster.

Mathematical approach uses manly time
series techniques. Sensible to nonnormalised data.
Applicable to clusters. Problems with
non-normalised data.

Applied only to the scheduling process.

Sensors distributed in the environment
periodically measure monitored
resources and send the measurements.

Achievements and problems of reviewed solutions in Grid Environments
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Chapter 3 – The Nature of Grid Computing Historical Data: GRTP
Implementation Scenario

The objective of this chapter is to illustrate the special characteristics that production Grid
environment workload traces offer. These characteristics should be used to set the
implementation scenario for Grid response time prediction solutions. The objective is achieved
by undertaking a detailed data analysis generated by three different production Grid sites. The
result exposes a set of intrinsic rules and dependencies that a response time prediction method
ought to consider. The conclusion of this chapter is used as a foundation for the decision making
process of the proposed GRTP method.

3.1. Production Grid Computing Testbeds

The Grid testbeds selected to analyse the nature of its workload logs and validate the
proposed GRTP method was provided by The Grid Workload Archive [78]. The Grid Workload
Archive makes available anonymised workload traces from different Grid environments and
provides a virtual meeting place where practitioners and researchers can exchange Grid
workload traces.
From the available list of Grid sites, three different production testbeds were selected:
Grid'5000, DAS, and AuverGrid. The reason for selecting these particular testbeds was to cover
a wide spectrum of possible scenarios found in production Grid environments (refer to Table 5
for the characteristics of each Grid site). The selection is justified as follows:

− Grid5000 was selected because it contains a significant number of distributed
heterogeneous Grid sites. Each site contains several clusters of computers and an important
number of jobs. Overall, Grid5000 is the largest Grid available in terms of nodes, jobs and
users. Grid5000 also features a distinctive heterogeneous environment with different type of
resources distributed in a wide area.

− Following the idea of using a diverse testbed selection, DAS was chosen as it represents a
mid-size Grid environment in terms of number of nodes and hosted jobs, but has a high
level of utilisation rate based on the number of jobs per number of processors. In contrast to
Grid5000, DAS is less heterogeneous and it is based in a physically smaller geographic
area.
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− AuverGrid was chosen as it is a testbed that sits in between the previous two Grids in
number of processors and users, but has a lower rate of utilisation. AuverGrid is more
heterogeneous and distributed than DAS. Therefore, AuverGrid can be seen as a
heterogeneous environment with a high level of available computing capacity.

Testbeds

No. Sites

No. Processors

No. Users

No. Jobs

Grid5000

9

5000

1000

>1M

DAS

5

200

500

>1M

AuverGrid

5

500

500

500K-1M

Table 5

3.1.1.

Selected testbed characteristics

Grid5000

Grid5000 is a Grid platform consisting of 9 sites geographically distributed in France. Each
site comprises one or several clusters, with a total of 15 clusters inside Grid5000. Within these
sites, 17 laboratories are involved nationwide with the objective of providing the Grid research
community a testbed allowing experiments in all the software layers between the network
protocols up to the applications for research in Grid Computing.
The Grid5000 backbone network infrastructure is provided by the French National
Telecommunication Network for Technology, Education and Research (RENATER). The
design of the interconnection between the Grid5000 sites has been addressed within the
RENATER backbone using an Ethernet over MPLS (EoMPLS) using a full mesh topology
solution.
Grid5000 users can run Grid experiments in real life conditions, addressing critical issues of
Grid system/middleware, such as programming, scalability, fault tolerance and scheduling.
Users can investigate innovative approaches using Grid Service aggregation, peer-to-peer
solutions, desktop Grids and active Grids.
Grid5000 employs a high level of security where the communications between sites are
isolated from the Internet and vice versa. It provides a software infrastructure allowing users to
access the Grid from any site and have a simple view of the system using a single account.
Consequently Grid5000 can be seen as a vast cluster of clusters.
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Figure 5

Grid5000 sites topology

Grid5000 was selected because of its large amount of nodes, geographically distributed site
topology and intensive utilisation. Grid5000 represents a typical heterogeneous Grid, where it is
possible to find a large variety of processors, type of network, model of nodes and storage
capabilities. The workload trace is composed of 1,020,195 job submissions within a 30 month
period.

3.1.2.

DAS

DAS (Distributed ASCI Supercomputer) is a wide-area distributed Grid designed by the
Advanced School for Computing and Imaging, located at the Delft University of Technology in
the Netherlands. The objective of DAS is to provide a common computational infrastructure for
researchers within the Advanced School for Computing and Imaging. The researchers work on
various aspects of parallel, distributed, and Grid computing, and large-scale multimedia content
analysis. DAS is used for researching parallel and distributed computing by five Dutch
universities: Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam, University of Amsterdam, Delft University of
Technology, University of Leiden, and the University of Utrecht.
DAS consists of four clusters located at four different universities. The first cluster contains
128 nodes and the other three clusters have 24 nodes (200 nodes in total). The nodes within a
local cluster are connected by a Myrinet network, which is used as a high-speed interconnect,
mapped in user-space. In addition, Fast Ethernet is used for the OS network (file transport). The
four local clusters are connected by wide-area ATM networks so the entire system can be used
as a 200-node wide-area distributed cluster.
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Figure 6

DAS sites topology

DAS was selected in order to test and validate the response time solution in a Grid
environment that contains a small amount of distributed nodes with an intensive utilisation.
Even though its size in terms of number of nodes may seen small in comparison to Grid5000,
the fact that DAS is a less heterogeneous environment but with a higher utilisation intensity
compared to Grid5000, makes it ideal as a testbed that contrasts with Grid5000
The DAS workload trace is composed of 1,124,769 job submissions within a 20 month
period.

3.1.3.

AuverGrid

AuverGrid is a production Grid platform consisting of 5 sites geographically located in the
French Auvergne region. The objective of the AuverGrid platform is to deploy a Grid resource
centre based on a regional scale to benefit public and private partners. The main idea is to meet
the needs of researches, public institutions and companies in the Auvergne region. The
AuverGrid project is also part of the EGEE project (Enabling Grids for E-science in Europe).

Figure 7

AuverGrid sites topology
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AuverGrid was selected because it sits between DAS and Grid5000 in size and composition.
AuverGrid contains an important geographical concentration of clusters within a single site,
having the rest of the nodes distributed across the region. The utilisation level is the lowest
among all selected testbeds, but AuverGrid contains more nodes than DAS. This composition
makes AuverGrid a mix of the two previously presented testbeds. The workload trace at
AuverGrid is composed of 404,176 job submissions within a 20 month period.

3.2. Proposed Workload Trace Definition

The area of workload normalisation and definition has been extensively studied by Feitelson,
a pioneer in this field. Feitelson carried out several studies for computer systems evaluation [22]
and presented a number of log analyses for different high performance computer centres in [23],
and a general job modelling in [24]. Furthermore, Tsafrir produced subsequent work in the area
of log pre-processing and cleaning before moving on to the analysis phase in [25]. Both authors
highlighted a set of phenomena, such as workload flurries, that should be taken into account
when analysing workloads. Additionally, they proposed a set of techniques for identifying and
filtering such anomalies.
Feitelson’s work evolved in the definition of a Standard Workload Format (SWF) [79]. SWF
is defined as a way of easing the use of workload logs and offering, as a result, a workload
library in a portable format. However, given that the SWF is focused on parallel job submission,
it lacks support for Grid computing features. For that reason the Grid Workload Format (GWF)
[80] was created as an extension of the SWF with the objective of providing a virtual meeting
place where practitioners and researchers can exchange Grid computing traces.
Both approaches have in common that they define the data fields beforehand. The Grid sites
require an ad hoc mapping of their internal workload traces to populate the SWF or GWF,
discarding any other data that is not included in the definition. SWF and GWF are primarily
using a fixed number of fields because they were created to help most type of research topics in
the computing area without focusing on any particular case.
However, workload trace formats can be efficiently defined by thinking in advance about the
requirements of the solution that will use them. In Grid response time prediction, the idea is to
make the most of any available data that can potentially boost the quality of the solution without
restricting the number of fields.
For instance, in the SWF and GWF definitions the QueueID can be read as the representation
of the system queue where a job has been submitted. This definition is easily deduced from the
field’s name. But, it is not possible to see how much information this field provides. For
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instance, if a new data field called ServerRoomStatus starts to be published by a Grid site both
the SWF/GWF should discard this new entry. Despite the fact that the ServerRoomStatus may
express different meanings, such as the temperature of the server room or the status of the
electric power supplier, it may offer information that is as relevant as any other field defined by
the SWF or GWF.
From the response time prediction point of view, an important aspect is to understand how
much information the data fields offer irrespective of the importance given by the name of the
field. Given that the workload trace format provided by the production Grid testbed used in this
research is dynamic; the available data fields are diverse, and the fields may appear or disappear
without previous indication, an approach that can fit any workload trace is taken. The workload
trace, as exampled in Table 6, is proposed with two identifiable sections:

− A workload record header composed of
o

Grid identification: A Grid site identification

o

Job identification: A unique name or identification of the job. A job identification is
usually given by the owner of the job. The identification is typically a label
composed of numbers and characters.

o

Job execution number: A number that indicates the historical sequence of
submission in the workload log. A job identification can have several job execution
numbers in a Grid workload.

o

Job response time: the time that the job has taken to complete.

− A workload record body is composed of a list of fields and value pairs.
[ gid

jid

jen

jrt

( fk

vk )]

Grid5000

app578

1097

372

Grid5000

app578

1104

395

GroupID
QueueId
PartitionID
Status
GroupID
QueueId
Status
Nproc

group6
queue7
G1/site6
1
group6
Queue10
2
14

Table 6

Definition:

A

workload

A workload trace instance example

trace

( wT )

with

q

records

is

defined

as

[ gid , jid , jen, jrt ,{( f 0 , v0 )..( f k , vk )}]1..q where the gid is the identification of the Grid
site, jid is the identification of the job, jen is the job execution number, jrt is the job
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response time value, and {( f 0 , v0 )..( f k , vk )} is list of fields and value pairs of the workload
record body where fi is the i field name and vi is the field’s instantiated value.

3.3. Workload Trace Data Fields Analysis

Having defined a flexible workload trace ( wT ), the next challenge is to select the most
appropriate historical records that can be used for predicting a job submission. The difficulty in
developing techniques based on historical data is that two previously submitted jobs might be
compared in several ways. Jobs may be judged similar because they are submitted by the same
user, at the same time, on the same computer, with the same arguments, on the same number of
nodes and so on. It can be also consider more esoteric parameters such as the executable size or
the Grid user’s home directory. The objective of this section is to start defining a method that
answers this question.
Similar historical records have been applied by Downey in [53][54] for modelling malleable
jobs (jobs that can change the number of processors on which they are executing at run time in
response to an external command) using the average parallelism of a programme and its
variance in parallelism. In the above publications, the described procedure characterises all
applications in the workload, then models the cumulative distribution functions of the runtime
in each category, and finally uses these functions to predict application runtime.
But, Downey’s solution selects similar records using very few data fields and this produces
inaccuracies in the response time prediction. To solve this problem in [61] Gibbons introduced
the idea of catalogues. Catalogues are defined as a number of data fields that are used to filter
the historical information to retrieve a group of records from the workload data. An example of
Gibbons’ catalogues is shown in Table 7. After retrieving the data using the catalogues,
Gibbons applied the mean and the linear regression to the response time field as final predictor
functions.
One of the main problems faced by Gibbons model is that too many unrelated jobs are
grouped together as the number of available catalogues is fixed. Gibbons himself suggested that
an improvement to one of his solution’s would be to vary the catalogues in the experiments to
determine the sensitivity of each parameter.
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Gibbons’ Catalogues
{UserID, JobID, NProc, How long ago the application was executed }
{JobID, NProc, How long ago the application was executed}
{NProc, How long ago the application was executed}
{UserID, JobID}
{JobID }

Table 7

Catalogues used by Gibbons

Consequently in [62][63] Smith presented a solution based on Gibbons’ idea where he used a
non-restrictive set of catalogues. The non-restrictive set of catalogues algorithm produces a
powerset of the full list of data fields (For instance Smith’s column in Table 8). Each catalogue
in the non-restrictive set is finally used to filter the historical data before a predictor method
(Mean or Linear regression) is applied to the response time of the selected records.
However, in spite of being a practical idea that has been proven with homogeneous
workloads (Argonne National Laboratory and the Cornell Theory Center), the non-restrictive set
of catalogues method does not produce accurate results in heterogeneous production Grid
environments.
The main problem is found in the underlying data structure. Heterogeneous production Grid
environments produce non-normalised workload traces. Non-normalised data may be illogical
and inconsistent and it can cause a number of problems to the client system. A logical and
efficient data structure design is just as critical. A poorly data model may provide erroneous
information, may be difficult to use, or may even fail to work properly. The concept of database
normalisation was first introduced by Edgar Frank Codd in [81]. Normalisation is the process of
efficiently organising data in a database. There are two main objectives of the normalization
process: eliminate redundant data and ensure data dependencies make sense. A normalised data
set is suitable for general-purpose querying and free of certain undesirable characteristics.
Normalised data should be the starting point for further development.
Therefore, the results produced by Smith are affected by the non-normalised input data. The
algorithm that selects the filter to choose historical data in the prediction analysis establishes its
decision based on the historical data traces. If the algorithm has the chance to employs any
possible combination of fields and the historical data is non-normalised, the algorithm may
choose a wrong set of filter because the data at a specific moment was, by chance, offering the
best prediction result. The outcome is that the selected historical data is not related to the
prediction request. This situation produces job prediction results that are difficult to explain.
This argument was demonstrated in [76] where it was also concluded that the issue that needs to
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be tackled is to restrict the set of catalogues presented by Smith to make sure that the solution
produces results that are explainable and non sensitive to heterogeneous data.

Fields
UserID
JobID
NProc
How long ago
the application was executed
JobStructureType
QueueID
Class
Loadleveler Script
Arguments
Network Adaptor
Submission Time
StartTime
RunTime

Table 8

Used in Gibbons catalogues
Y
Y
Y
Y

Used in Smith catalogues
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Gibbons and Smith data fields used in their catalogues.

Also, in [76] a first idea of restricting the non-restrictive set of catalogues was tested using
two set of fields; a binding level that concentrates only on the relevant Grid fields, and an
extended level, that uses the remaining set of fields. The binding level contained the fields
UserID, JobID, and JobParameters. The extended level contained the remainder of the available
fields. In this case, the catalogues are created using one or more fields from the binding level
together with zero or more fields from the extended level. This approach, pictured in Figure 8,
was tested using the NGS production Grid environment and compared against Smith’s solution.
The result showed that the restriction partially neutralised the heterogeneous data sensitivity
producing in average a 54 percent improvement in the prediction error.

Figure 8

Draft for a workload meta-model
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Even if the prediction error was reduced, the method and justification that builds the
workload meta-model structure was mentioned as a point to be reviewed in [76]. In Figure 8,
the meta-model is defined based on the expert’s know-how and understanding of the
environment. It was demonstrated that the job identification must be part of the binding level,
but it was not clear how many other fields should be included in the model.
At the same time, another point noticed in the experiment was the increasing running cost of
the overall prediction method, given that the number of fields affects the prediction service’s
performance. Even though the job forecasting is not a real-time system, a predicted response
time should be provided in an acceptable time. Therefore, reducing the complexity without
compromising the quality of the solution is an important factor that must be considered.
The following section presents a workload trace data analysis that aims to demonstrate how
the data fields in a workload trace can be quantified and related to another fields based on the
field’s information. To achieve this objective, formal information theory fundamentals are used
to evaluate the quality of information provided by the workload fields. This process sets the
foundations of a meta-model creation method.

3.3.1.

Information Theory Background

Information theory is a branch of applied mathematics and electrical engineering involving
the quantification of information. Claude Elwood Shannon founded information theory with a
paper published in 1948 [82]. Since its origin, information theory has broadened to find
applications in many areas, including statistical inference, natural language processing, and
cryptography. In the following section a set of information theory definitions is presented to
understand the subsequent analysis of the Grid computing historical data.

3.3.1.1.

Entropy

One of the most important features of Shannon's theory is the notion of entropy [82]. When
given a system whose exact description is unknown, its entropy is defined as the amount of
information needed to exactly specify the state of the system (to the full extent that it can be
described in the universe itself). There are more possible states for a system to occupy when it
has a higher degree of freedom and more constituents.
Entropy, which can be also seen as a measure of the inherent randomness in a set of
observed data, is a key concept in information theory. In this research, the entropy is used to
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measure and reason around the complexity of the data values that a specific Grid site publishes
for a predictor’s input field.
Consider that a Grid site provides a data field with different values, the importance of this
field to a response time predictor would depend on the information contained in the different
record instances. To encode the field’s values, a number of bits can be used in the following
way: if the field has only one or two possible values, only one bit would be needed to encode it,
but if the field has more values, more bits are needed. In particular, what the entropy value
measures is how many bits are needed to describe all the different status that the new field may
have.
As investigated and presented in [76], production Grid environments publish data fields that,
in some cases, are not carrying relevant information. For example, some fields include repeated
values or are ambiguous, as in the case when the job identification is assigned with the same
default value by the Grid middleware instead of using the client’s identification. These issues
have been highlighted as the main reason for why current methods are not performing well in a
production Grid environment. Fields with repeated or default values have a lower level of
uncertainty and therefore a low entropy. Consequently, a field with different or non-default
values (high entropy) have more chances to provide more information than a field with few or
one value (low entropy).
Definition: Let X be a discrete random variable with n outcomes {xi : i = 1,.., n} and

p ( xi ) → [0,1] denotes the probability mass function of xi , the entropy H ( X ) of a discrete
random variable X id defined by:
n

Formula 1).

H ( X ) = −∑ p( xi ) log p ( xi )
i =1

The log is to the base 2 and the entropy is expressed in bits. By convention 0 log 0 = 0 , this
is justified by continuity since v log v → 0 as v → 0 . Thus, adding terms of zero probability
does not change the entropy.
An example to illustrate the usability of the entropy definition is to consider a Grid site that
has one job submission queue in its infrastructure. In this scenario, the job manager must submit
all jobs to the only available queue. Therefore, the resulting workload trace queue field for this
Grid site has an entropy of 0 (This is calculated using 1 as the field’s probability and
1

−∑1log1 = 0 ). If the same calculus is done for another Grid site with eight queues where the
i=1

job manager equally distributes all the jobs across the queues, the obtained queue field entropy
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value is 3. This is because each queue has a probability value
expressed as −

8

1

1
and the resulting entropy is
8

1

∑ 8 log 8 = 3 (See Table 9 for a detailed calculus of this second example).
i=1

Queue Queue Probability Log Probability
1
0.125
-3
2
0.125
-3
3
0.125
-3
4
0.125
-3
5
0.125
-3
6
0.125
-3
7
0.125
-3
8
0.125
-3
Entropy of the Queue:

Table 9

3.3.1.2.

Queue x Log
-0.375
-0.375
-0.375
-0.375
-0.375
-0.375
-0.375
-0.375
-(-3)

Detailed calculus for the entropy example.

Joint Entropy

The definition of entropy of a single variable can be extended to a pair of variables. The joint
entropy measures how much entropy is contained in a joint system of two random variables.
Since both variables can be considered a single vector-valued random variable, there is nothing
new in this definition.
In a Grid environment, joint entropy represents the information that two different fields can
provide together to a response time predictor.
Definition: The joint entropy H ( X , Y ) , X of a pair of discrete random variables X with

n outcomes {xi : i = 1,.., n} and Y with m outcomes { y j : i = 1,.., m} and with a joint
probability mass distribution p ( xi , y j ) → [0,1] is defined as:
n

Formula 2).

m

H ( X , Y ) = −∑∑ p ( xi , y j ) log p ( xi , y j )
i =1 j =1

To exemplify the joint entropy definition, a Grid site that has one submission queue and two
available cpu type is proposed. If the Grid job manager equally distributes all the jobs across the
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two cpu type, the joint probability of the queue and cpu type is
value is expressed as −

1

2

1

1
and therefore the entropy
2

1

∑∑ 2 log 2 = 1
i =1 j =1

3.3.1.3.

Conditional Entropy

Conditional entropy is another definition used in this research. Conditional entropy
quantifies the remaining entropy (i.e. uncertainty) of a random variable Y given that the value of
a second random variable X is known. The conditional entropy plays an important role in a Grid
environment when one is trying to understand how much information a particular field can add
if another field is already considered by the response time predictor.
Definition: Consider two random variables X and Y a pair of discrete random variables X
with n outcomes {xi : i = 1,.., n} and Y with m outcomes { y j : i = 1,.., m} with a joint
probability mass function

p( xi / y j ) → [0,1] ,

and

p( xi , y j ) → [0,1] ,a conditional probability mass function
marginal

probability

mass

functions

p ( xi ) → [0,1]

and

p( yi ) → [0,1] , the conditional entropy H ( X / Y ) is defined as:
n

Formula 3).

m

H ( X / Y ) = −∑∑ p ( xi , y j ) log p ( xi / y j )
i =1 j =1

The condition entropy is illustrated using two Grid sites together: a Grid site that has one job
submission queue and a second Grid site with eight submission queues. In this example it is
supposed that the jobs are firstly equally distributed across the Grid sites and secondly equally
distributed across the queues in each Grid site. Therefore, not knowing the Grid site in advance,
the probability for a job to arrive to the first Grid site is

1
, and within this Grid site, the final
2

1
1
probability to arrive to the only site queue is 2 = . For the second Grid site, the probability
1 2
for a job to arrive is

1
(equally distributed across sites) and within this second Grid site, the
2
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1
1
probability for a job to arrive to a queue is 2 =
. However, if the Grid site is known the
8 16
probability for the first Grid queue is 1 and for the second Grid queues is

1
. As a result the
8

conditional entropy value of the queue knowing the Grid site is 1.5. For this example a detailed
set of calculus is shown in Table 10.

Grid Queue
11
21
22
23
1
24
25
26
27
28
11
21
22
23
2
24
25
26
27
28

Probability of the Grid Probability of the Queue Log of Probability of the
and the Queue
knowing the Grid
Queue knowing the Grid Queue x Log
0.5000
1.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0625
0.1250
-3.0000
-0.1875
0.0625
0.1250
-3.0000
-0.1875
0.0625
0.1250
-3.0000
-0.1875
0.0625
0.1250
-3.0000
-0.1875
0.0625
0.1250
-3.0000
-0.1875
0.0625
0.1250
-3.0000
-0.1875
0.0625
0.1250
-3.0000
-0.1875
0.0625
0.1250
-3.0000
-0.1875
Entropy of the Queue knowing the Grid site: -(-1.5000)

Table 10

3.3.1.4.

Detailed calculus for the conditional entropy example.

Theorem chain rule

The chain rule says that the entropy of a pair of random variables is the entropy of one plus
the conditional entropy of the other. This theorem is often used in this research to calculate the
conditional entropy using the joint entropy and entropy definition.
Theorem Chain rule:

H ( X , Y ) = H ( X ) + H (Y / X ) therefore
Formula 4).

H (Y / X ) = H ( X , Y ) − H ( X )
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3.3.1.5.

Mutual Information

Mutual information is a measure of the amount of information that one random variable
contains about another random variable. It is the reduction in uncertainty of one random
variable due to the knowledge of the other.
Definition: Consider two random variables X and Y a pair of discrete random variables X
with n outcomes {xi : i = 1,.., n} and Y with m outcomes { y j : i = 1,.., m} and with a joint
probability mass distribution p ( xi , y j ) and marginal probability mass functions p ( xi ) and

p( y j ) . The mutual information I ( X ; Y ) is the relative entropy between the joint distribution
and the product distribution p ( xi ) p ( y j ) , i.e.,
n

Formula 5).

m

I ( X ; Y ) = −∑∑ p( xi , y j ) log
i =1 j =1

3.3.1.6.

p( xi , y j )
p( xi ) p( y j )

Information Diagram

There is an analogy between Shannon's measures of the information content of variables and
a measure over sets that assist in the understanding of the different concepts presented above;
namely the joint entropy, conditional entropy, and mutual information can be considered the
measure of a set union, set difference, and set intersection, respectively [83].
Figure 9 shows a diagram where the previous definitions are presented for two variables X
and Y:

− The information provided by a variable X is expressed by one set diagram named H(X).
− The information provided by Y is expressed by another set diagram named H(Y).
− The union of both entropies, represented here as the set union, expresses the information
offered by both variables together. This is the joint entropy of X and Y and it is named
H(X,Y).

− The conditional entropy of X given Y is seen as what information X can add to the
information that Y has already provided. In this diagram conditional entropy of X given Y
is the complement of the set Y and it is named H(X/Y).

− And finally, the mutual information of X and Y is the intersection of the two sets. In other
words, is the information that may be provided by X or Y, named I(X:Y).
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Figure 9

3.3.1.7.

Diagram of entropy, join entropy, conditional entropy, and mutual information

Maximum Entropy

Another information concept used in the next section is the maximum entropy. For the
subject of this research, the maximum entropy is an important notion that is used to understand
how much information a given field can potentially provide to the predictor.
The maximum entropy procedure consists of seeking the probability distribution which
maximises the information entropy, subject to the constraints of the information. Entropy

Entropy(probability )

maximisation takes place when the probabilities are uniform and the sum of them is one [84].

1.00
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0.00

Probability

Figure 10

Maximum entropy: Entropy of the probability versus the probability.

Having the maximum entropy noted as H() and the example:

⎧1 with probability p,
X⎨
⎩0 with probability 1-p.

then H ( X ) = − p log ( p ) − (1 − p ) log (1 − p )
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The graph of the function H(p) is shown in Figure 10. The figure illustrates a concave
function of the distribution. In particular, H(X) = 1 when p = 1 / 2, and equals 0 when p = 0 or
1. When p = 0 or 1, the variable is not random and there is no uncertainty. Similarly, the
uncertainty is at its maximum when p = 1/2, which also corresponds to the maximum value of
the entropy.
The examples presented for the definitions of entropy, joint entropy, and conditional entropy
are assuming that the utilisation of the different resources (Grid sites, queues and cpu type) is
equally distributed. This situation offers a scenario where the use probability for each
component is maximised and therefore the entropy, joint entropy, and conditional entropy were
maximised. Certainly, production Grid environments do not usually behave in this way. There
are resources with different usability than others. The result of the information theory functions
presented in this section can be used to analyse different aspects of the workload trace data. For
instance, the maximum entropy can show the potential amount of information that a field or set
of fields can provide and the entropy can show the real amount of information that a field is
providing.

3.3.2.

Workload Trace Fields Entropy and Maximum Entropy

The following analysis aims to show what type of data is available in production Grid sites.
The analysis highlights the restrictions that the GRTP method should consider and it also
explains why many of the solutions listed in the previous chapter are not suitable for production
Grid environments.
It has been previously mentioned that the entropy is a measure of uncertainty of a random
variable. The point of zero entropy is set when it is known precisely which state a data instance
is. In the case of data fields, this happens when all the values of its record instances are the
same. The point of maximum entropy occurs when all the values are uncertain. This is the case
when all the possible values are uniformly distributed across the different records.
If this concept is applied to a Grid workload trace data, a field that has all its entries with the
same value is certainly predictable and therefore the entropy of this field is zero. For instance, if
a Grid site always publishes the QueueID in its workload trace with the same value (because
there is a single queue in the system), this field will be worthless for the predictor in terms of
quality of information. Given that all jobs will use the same submission queue, the predictor will
not be able to search and divide the historical data using this data field. However, if more
submission queues are added to the Grid site and the data is published accordingly, the entropy
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of this field will no longer be zero and the information of the queue will start playing a different
role for the predictor.
The first step in this analysis is to observe how relevant the available fields are. This analysis
is performed using the data entropy method (Formula 1) as a measure of information. Given that
the entropy value is the number of bits can be used to encode the content of the field, a relevant
field should observe a significant entropy value. Therefore, the integer part of the field’s
entropy number should be enough to analyse its data quality. Having said that, the entropy field
results expressed in this research are presented using four decimal places for the fractional part
to demonstrate how minimum the information of certain field can be in production Grid
environments.
The entropy for a field

ft|0≤t ≤k that belongs to a workload

wT

defined as

[ gid , jid , jen, jrt ,{( f 0 , v0 )..( f k , vk )}]1..q is calculated as follows:
-

vt is a random variable with n outcomes {vt ,i : i = 1,.., n} for the field ft . The
probability p (vt ,i ) is given by the number of times that this value has occurred divided
by the current number of records of the workload trace. The probability is calculated in
Grid5000 as follows: the workload data for this testbed is composed of 1,020,195 job
submissions ( q ). One of the values of a data field UserID ( ft ) is user144
( vt ,i ).User144 has submitted 26,006 jobs. Therefore, the probability

vt ,i =user144 is
-

p(vt ,i ) /

26, 006
.
1, 020,195

vt is a variable with n outcomes {vt ,i : i = 1,.., n} for a field ft . The entropy of vt is
calculated using the Formula 1): H ( X ) = −

n

∑ p( x ) log p( x ) . Following the calculus,
i =1

the value for the function

i

i

p(vt ,i ) log p(vt ,i ) for the user user144 ( vt ,i ) is -

26, 006
26, 006
log(
) . This is one result for the specific value user144. In
1, 020,195
1, 020,195
Grid5000, when adding all possible results for every distinct value of the field UserID,
the final entropy of this field is 4.4205.
The entropy results for a list of data fields are shown in Table 11. The entropy results
calculated in Table 11 show that the UserID is definitely the data field that provides more
information, followed by a mixed set of results. In some cases the JobID offers a good quality of
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data information and in another case the QueueID field, where the job has been submitted,
affords good quality data information.
These results show that some data fields, which one might consider useful to include on an
ad hoc basis (e.g. the JobStructure or the Status) in a prediction model, are in reality providing
little or no information. This is an important argument that demonstrates that static or ad hoc
prediction models can be suitable for one Grid environment but they may fail to produce
accurate results in another environment. Another outcome shown in Table 11 is the significant
number of data field that have zero as entropy value. The explanation is that all these fields are
provided by the Grid environments with the same value in all job submissions.
Finally, these results show that not all the fields have the same quality of information across
the different Grid sites. The JobID presents a better data quality in Grid5000 than in AuverGrid.
The opposite result can be seen for the QueueId. This point strengthens the idea of having a
recurrent method that defines which fields are important for a predictor.

Fields

Entropy

JobID
UserID
Nproc
QueueId
LastRunSiteID
GroupID
OrigSiteID
Status
JobStructure
PartitionID
UsedNetwork
UsedDiskSpace
UsedResources
ReqPlatform
ReqNetwork
ReqLocalDiskSpace
ReqResources
VOID
ProjectID

Table 11

Maximum
Entropy
Grid5000
3.6255
9.9366
4.4205
8.9099
1.9753
8.3219
1.1681
6.5999
2.5164
3.9069
2.2920
3.3219
2.2920
3.3219
0.9405
2.3219
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

Entropy

2.1468
5.0665
2.9154
0.0058
2.0066
2.3716
2.0066
0.0117
0.4491
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

Maximum
Entropy
DAS
13.146
8.3794
6.3399
1.5850
2.3219
3.585
2.3219
1.0000
1.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

Entropy

Maximum
Entropy
AuverGrid
0.9710
3.9069
6.6729
8.6582
0.5841
1.0000
3.1945
3.7004
2.0545
2.3219
2.3444
3.0000
2.0545
2.3219
0.7176
1.5850
0.0000
0.0000
0.2985
1.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

Entropy and maximum entropy of the testbeds’ fields

In addition to the entropy, the maximum entropy is also displayed in Table 11. The
maximum entropy helps to understand the potential information that each data field may have.
A field’s maximum entropy can be determined by calculating the entropy when all the
probabilities are uniform and the sum of them is one (Figure 10). The maximum entropy for a
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field

ft|0≤t ≤ k that belongs to a workload wT = [ gid , jid , jen, jrt ,{( f 0 , v0 )..( f k , vk )}]1..q is

calculated as follows:
-

vt is a variable with n outcomes {vt ,i : i = 1,.., n} for the field ft . The uniform
probability of all p (vt ,i ) is given by the number of records of the workload trace divided
by n (the number of distinctive values of ft ), and divided again by the number of
records of the workload trace. This calculus determines a uniform probability for each
value that when added for all of them the result is one. For instance, the workload data
for Grid5000 is composed of 1,020,195 job submissions ( q ) and it has 481 distinct
UserIDs (481 is the n value for the field ft = UserID). This division is 2120.99 that
divided again by the number of records gives a uniform probability for all values

1, 020,195
1
481
=
= 2.08 x10−3 .
1, 020,195 481
-

Thus, the resulting maximum entropy value is calculated using the uniform probability
for all distinct values that a field has. In the previous example, the maximum entropy for
the field ft =UserID is 8.9099.

An analysis of the data fields’ maximum entropy provides an idea about the potential
information that the data field may provide. The potential information of each field can be used
to predispose the use of certain data fields in a prediction method. Even more, the actual data
field information (entropy) compared against the potential information (maximum entropy) also
helps to understand the nature of the Grid computing historical data.
The maximum entropy analysis of the testbeds reveals that half of the available fields
potentially do not provide any information, and that the other half only uses part of the
maximum potential information that can be provided. The JobID and the UserID are the
predominant fields that may possibly offer the maximum quality information in all testbeds
following the maximum entropy column. At the bottom of each table, the Status shows that few
different stages are presented, as expected, and therefore this field is a candidate to be used by
the predictor together with other fields.
As a result, the maximum entropy analysis introduces a new picture; from the initial
complete list of data inputs, there are few input fields that may potentially provide relevant
information.
Taking the entropy and maximum entropy conclusions into account, the new scenario shows
that a response time prediction method that bases its estimations on a predefined or ad hoc
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model that contains relationships of the fields based on the semantics of them exposed by their
field’s names is prone to fail.

3.3.3.

Workload Trace Fields Dependencies Using Joint Entropy

This section analyses if there is any interaction and dependency between the workload trace
data fields. At a first glance, there are some intuitive pairs that can be understood as dependent,
such as a user and the group that it belongs to. Consequently, discovering these relationships
and proving how much information each field is adding to another is a factor in gaining a better
understanding of the nature of the data generated by production Grid environments.
The joint entropy (Formula 2) measures how much information is contained in a joint system
of two variables and therefore can be also seen as how much information is gained by adding
another field to the system. The joint entropy for a field ft |0≤t ≤ k and f r |0≤ r ≤ k that belongs to a
workload wT = [ gid , jid , jen, jrt ,{( f 0 , v0 )..( f k , vk )}]1..q is calculated as follows:
-

v t is a variable with n outcomes {vt ,i : i = 1,.., n} for the field ft and vr is a variable

with m outcomes {vr , j : j = 1,.., m} for the field f r . The probability of any p (vt ,i , vr , j )
is given by the number of times that these two values have occurred divided by the
number of records of the workload trace. For instance, the workload data for Grid5000
is composed of q =1,020,195 job submissions and one of the values of the data field

ft =UserID is vt ,i =user127 and another value of the data field f r =GroupID is
vr , j =group6. Both values appear in 1,913 job submissions. The joint probability of
them would be
-

1,913
= 1.87 x10−3 .
1, 020,195

v t is a variable with n outcomes {vt ,i : i = 1,.., n} for the field ft and vr is a variable

with m outcomes {vr , j : j = 1,.., m} for the field f r . The joint entropy of vt ,i , vr , j is
calculated using the Formula 2): H ( X , Y ) = −

n

m

∑∑ p( x , y ) log p( x , y ) . Following
i =1 j =1

i

j

i

j

the previous example the value for the function p (vt ,i , vr , j ) log p (vt ,i , vr , j ) for the user

xi =user127 and group y j =group6 is

1,913
1,913
log(
) . Adding all results for
1, 020,195
1, 020,195

every distinct value, the joint entropy would be 4.4205.
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The joint entropy calculated for Grid5000 for the UserID and the GroupID fields have the
same value that the entropy calculated in the previous point for the field UserID for the same
testbed. This result means that the information contained in the GroupID field is included in the
UserID field. In other words, it means that if the UserID field is used in a prediction model, the
inclusion of the GroupID would not provide any extra information.
To analyse these relationships between data fields, a further set of experiments are presented.
The first test is done using the fields UserID and the GroupID. The entropy and joint entropy of
the pair is shown in Table 12 and also a graphical representation is pictured in Figure 11. These
numbers show that the Grid user is strongly tied to the Group to which it belongs. DAS is the
only Grid site that adds information when the group is also published; the other two sites have
the group embedded into the user.

Grid5000
Entropy(U,G) Entropy (U)
4.4205

AuverGrid
Entropy (G) Entropy(U,G) Entropy(U) Entropy(G) Entropy(U,G) Entropy(U)

4.4205

DAS

2.2920

Table 12

Figure 11

5.0730

5.0665

2.3716

6.6729

6.6729

Entropy(G)

2.3444

UserID (U) and GroupID (G) joint entropy values.

UserID and GroupID entropy and joint entropy representation

Even if the dependency of the UserID and the GroupID is obvious, this impression may be
challenged by the concept that the data is coming from a Grid environment where a Grid user
may belong to different groups in several Virtual Organisations and therefore break this
apparent relationship. But, it was demonstrated that, in this aspect, current Grid computing
environments tend to tie users and groups as it is usually done in traditional parallel
environments.
To understand which other fields are tied together, the same data analysis is also carried out.
This experiment studies the dependency between the JobID and the QueueID where a job was
actually run. The joint entropy results are presented in Table 13 and a graphical representation
in Figure 12.
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Grid5000
Entropy(E,Q) Entropy(E)
3.7717

AuverGrid
Entropy(Q) Entropy(E,Q) Entropy(E) Entropy(Q) Entropy(E,Q) Entropy(E)

3.6255

DAS

1.1681

Table 13

Figure 12

2.1518

2.1468

0.0058

3.8786

0.9710

Entropy(Q)

3.1945

JobID (E) and QueueId (Q) joint entropy values

JobID and QueueId entropy and joint entropy representation

This analysis presents a different scenario, where the joint entropy is significantly greater
than any sole entropy. A particular situation is presented in this case where the bigger entropy is
provided by the JobID in Grid5000 and DAS opposite to bigger entropy given by the QueueID
in AuverGrid. Therefore, the JobID almost includes the QueueID in Grid5000 and DAS, being
the opposite in AuverGrid.
This experiment shows that even if the dependency is not as strong as in the previous
experiment, there still is a link between this new pair of fields. Nevertheless, there is an
indication that in some Grid sites the jobs are assigned to different queues for its submissions.
But, the most interesting point to highlight from this experiment is that there is not a unique
sequence in which to link fields. Each Grid site has different dynamic data fields that are, in
entropy terms, most important and that also include another fields.
Having analysed the Grid user and its groups on the one hand and the executable and the
queue where they are run on the other, the next step is to see if there is any connection between
them. This final experiment intends to show to which extent a Grid user tends to submit
different jobs. The joint entropy results are presented in Table 14 and a graphical representation
in Figure 13.
The conclusion is that most of the users are usually working with a single application across
its Grid computing life cycle. Some of them are varying, but the majority keeps on submitting
the same application.
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Grid5000
Entropy(U,E) Entropy(U)
4.8014

AuverGrid
Entropy(E) Entropy(U,E) Entropy(U) Entropy(E) Entropy(U,E) Entropy(U)

4.4205

DAS

3.6255

Table 14

Figure 13

5.4633

5.0665

2.1468

6.9807

6.6729

Entropy(E)

0.9710

UserID (U) and JobID (E) joint entropy values

UserID and JobID entropy and joint entropy representation

A final breakdown of values is presented using the conditional entropy method in order to
provide a bigger picture. The conditional entropy quantifies the remaining entropy of a random
variable given that the value of a second random variable is known (See Figure 9). The analysis
intends to demonstrate how much information the addition of another field can represent to the
system, and discover if there is a data field that can be used as a centre point to build a datamodel that grows depending on the information that is added by other components.
To calculate the conditional entropy of Y and X, the theorem chain rule (Formula 4) is used
utilising the already calculated H ( X , Y ) and H ( X ) .

(X/Y)
UserID/GroupID
GroupID/UserID
JobID/QueueId
QueueId/JobID
UserID/JobID
JobID/UserID

Table 15

Grid5000
H(X/Y)
2.1284
0.0000
2.6035
0.1462
1.1760
0.3810

DAS
H(X/Y)
2.7013
0.0065
2.1460
0.0050
3.3166
0.3968

AuverGrid
H(X/Y)
4.3285
0.0001
0.6841
2.9076
6.0097
0.3079

Conditional entropy values

The results displayed in Table 15 shows that in real Grid computing environments, there is a
high likelihood that if the Grid user who is about to submit a job is known, information about
the group the user belongs to will not add much extra value. However, this is not the case when
the job and the queue are analysed. In two cases the job goes together with the queue and
therefore knowing the job, the inclusion of the queue to the system does not add any significant
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information. In AuverGrid, where the schedule policy may be different, the queue adds
information to the system.

3.4. Job Response Time Data Profile Analysis

The previous section presented a comprehensive analysis of the quality of information
provided by the data fields in a workload trace data. In this section a further data analysis that
pictures the profile of a job’s response time values is presented.
The previous analysis showed that some data fields provide relative small information (Table
11) or that the information is already included into another field (Table 15). In this scenario, a
prediction method can reach a point where the data fields are not able to supply the required
information to perform a response time prediction. For this reason, the aim of the next analysis
is to deduce what other indications about a job can be extracted from the historical workload
record headers (Section 3.2.), which, in turn, are composed of the Grid identification, the job
identification, the job execution number, and the job response time.

3.4.1.

Workload Header Catalogue Definition (WHC) and its instances (iWHC)

A Workload Header Catalogue (WHC) is a list of fields that can be used to retrieve from a
workload trace a list of records composed of a Grid identification ( gid ), a job identification
( jid ), a job execution number ( jen ), and a job response time ( jrt ). In other words, a WHC is
a filter that must have the Grid identification and job identification. Any other field can be
included into the WHC but they are not mandatory.
Definition: Consider a workload trace wT as [ gid , jid , jen, jrt ,{( f 0 , v0 )..( f k , vk )}]1..q , a
WHC is proposed as whC ( gid )[{ jid }{ f 0 ,.., f h }] where gid is the Grid identification, jid is
the job identification, and { f i : i = 1,.., h} are a list of fields.
The WHC can be applied to a workload trace via the instantiation of each WHC defined
field. This means that the Grid identification and job identification should have a value assigned
as well as the rest of the WHC fields. As a result, an Instantiated Workload Header Catalogue
(iWHC) is created when a data value, which will be used as a filter to query the workload trace,
is assigned to all defined fields of WHC
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Definition: Consider a WHC whC ( gid )[{ jid }{ f 0 ,.., f h }] , an iWHC is proposed as

iwhC ( gid = vgid )[{ jid = v jid }{ f 0 = v0 ,.., f h = vh }] where gid , jid , and { f i : i = 1,.., h} are
assigned to data values vgid , v jid ,and {vi : i = 1,.., h} respectively.

3.4.2.

iWHC Response Time Data Analysis

To graphically represent what an iWHC is, in Figure 14 an example of the Grid5000 is
shown. In this instance two filter fields are used: the JobID app162 and the UserID user573.
Figure 14 shows that, for a specific job e.g. user, group, queue, etc, the response time axis of
the data chart has several variations. This multi-pattern phenomenon is a common example
observed in production Grid computing environments. There may be various reasons why the
app162 submitted by user573 performed as shown, but reason for these changes are not
contained within the workload data logs.

Job Response Time

iWHC(gid=Grid5000) [{jid=‘app162’},{u=‘user573’}]
120000
100000
80000
60000
40000
20000
0
1 6 11 16 21 26 31 36 41 46 51 56 61 66 71 76 81 86
Job Execution Number

Figure 14

iWHC using jobId app162 and user user573 in Grid5000

In order to understand an iWHC internal behaviour it is necessary to implement a technique
that has two goals: the first one is to identify the nature of the phenomenon represented by the
sequence of observations, and the second, and most important, is to is to predict the future
values of the series of job response time. Both of these goals require that the pattern of the
observed data is identified and described.
Unfortunately, there are no proven automatic techniques to identify trends in data series.
However as long as the trend is monotonic (consistently increasing or decreasing) or seasonal (a
concept defined as the correlational dependency of order k between each i'th element of the
series and the (i-k)'th element) this analysis can still be performed.
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Many monotonic series data can be adequately approximated by a linear function by using
mathematical or polynomial functions. However, the iWHC contains considerable variances
that even smoothing [85] the series leaves the resulting data without a consistency trend. This
idea is shown in Figure 15 where two solutions, the statistical average and linear regression, are
applied to the previous example.

Job Response Time

iWHC(gid=Grid5000) [{jid=‘app162’},{u=‘user573’}]
120000
100000
80000
60000
40000
20000
0
-20000 1 6 11 16 21 26 31 36 41 46 51 56 61 66 71 76 81 86
Job Execution Number

Job Response Time

iWHC(gid=Grid5000) [{jid=‘app162’},{u=‘user573’}]
120000
100000
80000
60000
40000
20000
0
1 6 11 16 21 26 31 36 41 46 51 56 61 66 71 76 81 86
Job Execution Number

Figure 15

Response time average (top) and the linear regression (bottom) for an iWHC

Following the same experimental line, another test using a polynomial method was carried
out. The aim was to determine a useful curve that best fit the response time in an iWHC. In this
case, the analysis determines the coefficients of the polynomial that leaded to the match the data
line. The more data that is available, the higher the degree of the polynomials that can be set.
The determination of the coefficients was produced by executing examples with different
polynomial degrees (Figure 16).
The polynomial analysis represented a step forward for the prediction method. Graphically
the line fits the values in a more accurate way than the examples presented before. But, the point
is that finding a function that fits a historical response time series does not always mean that it
will accurately predict the future. In other words, a polynomial is an option that via adjusting
the number of degrees to its maximum allowed by the discrete data can be used to fit a discrete
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set of data. The problem is that in the occasional sudden response time changes (often found in
Grid computing data), the polynomial analysis tends to produce inaccurate prediction errors.
This point can be appreciated in Figure 16 where a 4th and 5th degree polynomials are shown.
The 5th degree polynomials fits better the past behaviour of the iWHC but neither of them is
able to adapt to the latest sudden response time change.

Job Response
Time

iWHC(gid=Grid5000) [{jid=‘app162’},{u=‘user573’}]
4th degree polynomial

100000
50000
0
1 6 11 16 21 26 31 36 41 46 51 56 61 66 71 76 81 86
Job Execution Num ber

Job Response
Time

iWHC(gid=Grid5000) [{jid=‘app162’},{u=‘user573’}]
5th degree polynomial
150000
100000
50000
0
1 6 11 16 21 26 31 36 41 46 51 56 61 66 71 76 81 86
Job Execution Num ber

Figure 16

Catalogue polynomial fitting with 4 (top) and 5 (bottom) degrees for an iWHC.

The data analysis that tries to fit the curve has several disadvantages when future changes
that directly affect the data values in the series cannot be controlled. This is often the case in
current production Grid environments workload data. The logistic model provides little basis for
extending trends into the future. The fundamental difficulty is that a single logistic curve
assumes a fixed limit to the variable being modelled, and those limits can be altered through
changes in technology or social factors. Thus, while a particular curve may fit historical
observations, it does not match the future behaviour.
Therefore, rather than using a method that fits a curve, such as the statistical average, the
response time linear regression, or the polynomial analysis, another method should be used.
This method is suggested in Figure 17 where it can be seen that the series does not follow a
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specific trend and it does not have seasonality but in contrast, there are identifiable data clusters
where the trend is usually stable.

Job Response Time

iWHC(gid=Grid5000) [{jid=‘app162’},{u=‘user573’}]
120000
100000
80000
60000
40000
20000
0
1

5

9 13 17 21 25 29 33 37 41 45 49 53 57 61 65 69 73 77 81 85 89
Job Execution Num ber

Figure 17

Response time patterns inside an iWHC.

The suggestion is that the iWHC data can be understood by finding similar patterns and
selecting clusters of continuous data values. As a result, instead of using a function that fits
whole iWHC, the idea is to put in place a method that denotes that something has changed in the
historical executions of a job. The idea is not understanding why the response time has changed;
but rather understanding when that change has occurred and use this information for future
response time predictions.

3.4.3.

Data Clustering Solutions Overview

Data clustering [86][87][88][89][90][91] is the unsupervised classification of patterns into
groups. Data clustering has been addressed in many contexts and by researchers in many
disciplines; this reflects its broad appeal and usefulness as one of the steps in exploratory data
analysis. Still, clustering is a difficult combinatorial task and differences in assumptions and
contexts make the transfer of useful generic concepts and methodologies slow.
Amongst the several data clustering method’s taxonomies suggested, such as [92] or [93],
the simplified taxonomy suggested in [94] (Figure 18) is used to organise the discussion
regarding the different clustering methods.
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Figure 18

Taxonomy of clustering methods.

This taxonomy divides clustering methods into two basic types: hierarchical and partitional.
Each of the two basic types has a wealth of subtypes and different algorithms for finding the
clusters.

− Hierarchical clustering proceeds successively by merging the most similar clusters into
larger ones. The clustering methods differ in the logic employed to decide which two small
clusters are merged, or which large cluster is split. The result of a hierarchical clustering is a
tree of clusters called a dendrogram, which displays the relationship between the clusters.
o

A clustering of data items into disjoint groups is obtained by cutting the
dendrogram at a desired level [95][96].

o

In single linkage clustering (or nearest neighbour) the distance between two clusters
is computed as the distance between the two closest elements in the two clusters.

o

In complete linkage clustering (or the farthest neighbour method) the distance
between clusters is computed as the maximal object-to-object distance.

− Partitional clustering attempts to directly decompose the data set into a set of disjoint
clusters. Typically the decompose criteria involves minimising some measure of
dissimilarity in the samples within each cluster, while maximising the dissimilarity of
different clusters.
o

Square error: The objective of the method is to obtain a partition that, for a fixed
number of clusters, minimises the square-error, where square-error is the sum of the
Euclidean distances between each pattern and its cluster centre. The most
representative example of this type of method is K-means [97].

o

Clustering by graph: These algorithms treat the patterns as points in a pattern space,
so that distances are available between all pattern pairs. A complete graph is formed
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by connecting each pattern with all its neighbours. The edge weights are distances
between pairs of patterns. The algorithm removes the inconsistent edges to form
connected components and call them clusters. Inconsistent edges are those whose
weight is significantly larger than the average of nearby edge weights. Zahn’s
method [98] is the most representative example of this type.
o

Mixture resolving methods assume that the data items in a cluster are drawn from
one of several distributions (usually Gaussian) and attempt to estimate the
parameters of all these distributions. The Mixture resolving methods make rather
strong assumptions regarding the distribution of the data [99][100].

o

Clustering by density estimation and mode seeking: Clusters are viewed as regions
of the pattern space in which dense patterns are separated by regions of low pattern
density. Clusters can be identified by searching for regions of high density, referred
to as modes, in the pattern space. [101]

3.4.4.

Data Clustering Solutions applied to iWHC response time data

The decision of selecting a particular clustering solution for the iWHC data analysis should
be based on the following four requirements:

− The data in each cluster must always consist of continuous data values. Continuous records
in an iWHC with similar response times are in fact successive historical records of a job
where it performed in a clear stable state and no other factor affected the job’s response
time performance. The main objective of the clustering method should be observing the
stable state of these jobs via the creation of clusters. These observations are used to
understand the type of iWHC, the historical response time tendency, and the future response
time.

− The number of clusters is not known in advance: The response time found in an iWHC
varies from execution to execution. New response time data clusters may appear at any
given point. Consequently, the number of clusters is not known in advance, so the method
should be able to automatically discover them.

− The clusters should meet a guaranteed threshold. The threshold may be adjusted to alter the
number of clusters that the prediction service should analyse. The smaller the threshold, the
bigger the number of clusters. The larger the number of clusters, the more costly the
prediction service is. The smaller the threshold, the more accurate the prediction of the
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response time may be. Therefore, a threshold is a significant variable that can be used for
tuning the service based on running cost versus prediction accuracy.

− The amount of data grows over the time. For that reason, the proposed solution must have a
cost that has a linear relation to the number of records to be analysed.
By considering the above requirements alongside the clustering taxonomy, it can be
concluded that pure hierarchical clustering methods have a disadvantage in that they do not take
into account the sequence in time when the data was produced. Furthermore, hierarchical
clustering methods do not guarantee a given threshold for each cluster. However, having said
that, a hierarchical clustering method can be modified so that it only links together continuous
data values and uses a linkage function that guarantees a given threshold. The dendrogram can
be cut when all clusters meet the desire threshold.
Partitional clustering square error methods, such as K-means [97], have the advantage that
they are simple and fast, which allow them to run on large datasets. The main problem when
applying K-means to an iWHC is that it does not yield the same result with each run, and it
assumes a fix number of k clusters a priori. Since this is rarely the case, techniques for finding
an appropriate number of clusters had to be devised. The problem is partly solved for methods
based on the squared error by adding a regularisation term to the cost function, or by using a
cluster validity index to select the appropriate number of clusters a posteriori [102]. This is an
important issue for partitional clustering in general and it has the main disadvantage of adding
an significant computation cost to the solution. This is especially true in the case where several
iWHC should be clustered and analysed in a single prediction request.
All the remaining partitional clustering methods have been developed for specific problems
that do not fit in with the nature of the data found in iWHC. For instance, density-based
algorithms are mostly developed for spatial data mining and make use of less dense regions to
divide clusters.
However, Quality Threshold (QT) Clustering (Algorithm 1) offers an alternative method of
partitioning data. QT that was initially described in [103] and it was used to cluster gene
expression patterns from renal carcinomas in [104]. In the QT clustering algorithm, each row or
element is compared in a pair-wise fashion with every other row or element and correlation
coefficients are computed. Elements are clustered together so that all of the elements within a
cluster must be more highly correlated with a single central element than the input quality
threshold. The algorithm then computes the largest cluster that it can create using the input
quality threshold. It subsequently removes those rows/columns from consideration and then
computes the next largest cluster, and so on until all of the elements that can be clustered
together within the threshold limits are clustered.
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QT_Clustering( dataCatalogue C, threshold t)
If ( C ≤ 1) then Output C
Else

For each d ∈ C do
Set flag = TRUE ; Set

Ai = {i}
While (( flag = TRUE )and ( Ai ≠ C ))
Find j ∈ (G − Ai ) such that the diameter ( Ai ∪ { j}) is minimum
If ( diameter ( Ai ∪ { j}) > d ) then
Set flag = FALSE ;
Else

Ai = Ai ∪ { j}
Identify set C ∈ { A1 , A2 ,... AG } with maximum cardinality
Set

Output C
Call QT_Clustering(G-C, t)
Algorithm 1.

Quality threshold (QT) clustering method.

The QT clustering method does not need the number of clusters specified a priori, and also
considers a level of the quality threshold that guarantees that all data is within that range.
Unfortunately QT requires more computing power than k-means and therefore it cannot be run
on large iWHC. For n records, the costs of running QT is described as n n for one interaction
and this should be repeated at most (n − 1) times more, which is an order of n n +1 .
The conclusion is that the existing methods are not entirely meeting the full list of clustering
criteria. Therefore, there is a need of adjusting an existing method to provide the expected
iWHC response time data clustering solution.

3.5. Chapter Summary and Conclusions

The objective of this chapter was to illustrate the quality and shape of the data that can be
found in production Grid workload traces. Those traces can be used as the non-intrusive input
data for a response time prediction solution. As a result, the main conclusions from this data
analysis are summarised as follows:

− In [76] it was demonstrated that there are key characteristics that are not always normalised
in Grid environments. Some of these key characteristics are hidden or not shown. This issue
has been highlighted as one of the reasons that current methods are not performing well in
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production Grid environment. This situation generates misjudgements in the prediction and
concludes that it is necessary to have a dynamic method which chooses the input fields.
Consequently, a field’s entropy analysis can be used to set a scenario for each Grid site that
shows how important each available field is in terms of information

− The results of the entropy experiments demonstrate that if intuitively data fields, such as the
JobStructure or the Status, are used in an ad hoc manner when creating a prediction model,
the resulting solution will not perform well in production Grid environments. Furthermore,
as the quality of information is different from one Grid site to another, the use of static or ad
hoc prediction models can be suitable for one Grid site, but they may fail to produce
accurate results in another site.

− The joint entropy and conditional entropy experiments show that there are fields that are
strongly tied. Considering only the largest of them in terms of the entropy value would be
enough to have the same information as considering both fields. Also, this experiment
shows that the pairs of data fields that add information to the system are different from Grid
site to Grid site. Therefore, each Grid site has to have a dynamic method which is used to
link them together in order to produce a quality of information hierarchy.

− A response time multi-pattern phenomenon is commonly found in production Grid
computing environments when a number of historical records are retrieved from the
workload trace. This phenomenon follows the response time changes which cause is hidden
or non-shown in the workload data logs. As a result a further data analysis to expose those
changes is needed.

− Techniques to identify trend components and curves that may fit an iWHC data in
particular, do not provide any guidance on how the future behaviour may be. The analysis
suggested that instead of fitting a line, another type of analysis should be carried out. The
idea is to identify clusters of stable data that helps to predict a job response time.

− The survey in clustering data methods suggests that an existing method should be adjusted
to provide the expected iWHC response time data clustering solution.
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Chapter 4 – GRTP Method Presentation

The main purpose of this chapter is to introduce the GRTP method before moving on to the
next two chapters where a detailed explanation of the method is presented.
The foundations of the GRTP were first presented in [105]. In this paper, the proposal
pictured a system that allows complex analysis of data providing data retrieval and
summarisation functionalities with modelling of rules. In this chapter, a final picture of the
method is presented starting with a broad description of the internal stages that the method is
proposing, followed by the interaction between the GRTP service and the OGSA Execution
Planning Service, finalising the chapter with the usage scenarios for the solution.

4.1. GRTP Service and OGSA Execution Planning Service Interaction

It is correct to think that the Grid computing story is not quite over yet. Grid technology is
evolving rapidly and standards, frameworks, implementations, and applications are changing
constantly. OGSA is intended to facilitate the use and management of distributed,
heterogeneous resources. The utility provided by such an infrastructure is done as a set of
services divided into the following groups:

− Execution management services are concerned with the problems of instantiating units of
work and managing them until completion; they find execution candidate locations and
select an appropriate location for execution.

− Data services can be used to move data as required; manage replicated copies; run queries
and updates; and federate data resources. They also provide the capabilities necessary to
manage the metadata that describes this data, in particular, the provenance of the data itself.

− Resource management services perform several forms of management on resources in a
Grid. For instance management of the resources themselves (rebooting a host).

− Security services describe objectives, models, functional capabilities, and properties of the
security services, and its interactions with the rest of OGSA.

− Self-management services were conceived as a way to help reduce the cost and complexity
of owning and operating an IT infrastructure. In a self-managing environment, system
components are self-configuring, self-healing and self-optimising.
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− Information services provide the dynamic data used for status monitoring; the relatively
static data used for resource discovery; and any data that is logged in a Grid environment.
The execution management services group of capabilities specifies how to find a resource
where a job can execute based on it satisfying resource restrictions, such as memory, cpu and
binary type, available libraries, and available licenses. In addition, it considers any running
policy restriction in place that may further limit the candidate set of execution locations.
Once the resources able to execute the job have been identified, the next step is to establish
which of them may actually execute the job. Answering this question involve algorithms that
attempt to meet a SLA. The Execution Planning Service (EPS) use functions that build
execution schedules that in turn try to optimise an objective, such as execution time, cost,
reliability, etc. The final picture is completed when the schedule generated by the EPS is
ultimately executed by the job manager.
In this research, it is foreseen that the EPS can use the job response time predictor in order to
optimise the execution schedule.
The interactions between these services are represented in Figure 19, where it is shown that:

− After a Client has requested the execution of a job (step 0), the job manager creates the
appropriate job description and calls the EPS to obtain a schedule of execution (step 1).

− The EPS calls a Candidate Set Generator (step 2) which determines where the job can be
executed based on binary availability and policy settings. The input information is provided
by the Grid information services (step 3).

− Having a list of possible resources where the job can be executed (step 4), the EPS can
check with the GRTP Service and find out the predicted job running time in each of the
resources (step 5). If the SLA is met the execution schedule can be passed to the job
manager (step 6), otherwise a new list of possible resources (step 4) should be requested. It
is interesting to note that steps 4 and 5 may have several interactions in order to tune the list
of resources where a SLA can be met. The collection of the final list of resources may imply
the selection of an execution schedule that is cheaper to run, but that nevertheless meet the
agreed SLA.
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Figure 19

Interaction between the Response Time Prediction Service and the OGSA

The previously described scenario, shows that on the one hand the Execution Planning
Service (EPS) is able to request a set of resources where a job can be submitted from the
Candidate Set Generator (CSG), and on the other hand, the EPS should also meet a given
Service Level Agreement (SLA).
To meet both requirements, a number of decisions about resources, services, and submission
time has to be taken. In this scenario it is considered that the local scheduler accepts the EPS
resource selection where the job has to run. Thus, the local scheduler acts on behalf of the EPS
by reserving and submitting jobs with a given policy.
The EPS level is referred to as meta-scheduler since it interacts with the local schedulers to
decide what resources should be used before dispatching a job. Meta-scheduling is an area
which has been researched by many authors. In [106] Sabin presented the scheduling of parallel
jobs in a heterogeneous multi-site environment. This research carries out a global scheduling
within a set of different sites. Also, more centralised approaches have been proposed in the
literature. For instance, the impact of geographical distribution of Grid resources on the machine
utilisation and the average response time is analysed in [107], and in [108] Pinchak describes a
meta-queue system which manage jobs with explicit workflow dependencies. In this case, a
centralised scheduling system is presented.
The EPS is may interact with the GRTP service to obtain a predicted response time for a
given job. The GRTP service may be queried several times with different combination of
resources until the EPS understand that the predicted response time in the selected resources
meet the requested SLA.
For instance, the first query may use the job identification, the user that is about to submit
the job in one specific Grid queue. The same query may be repeated using other Grid queues. At
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the end, the EPS can have a list of predicted times for different queues in the system. Both
results can be compared to select the final resource list for a given job and SLA.

4.2. General Overview of the proposed GRTP Method

Figure 20 displays a graphical representation of GRTP life-cycle, where the following steps
are labelled:

− T1, Data Normalization: Every time that a job completes its execution, the Grid site is able
to produce a new workload trace record and make it available to the GRTP service. At T1,
the new records are processed and transformed from a distributed semantically
heterogeneous data set, into a collection of structured tables (Labelled information in the
diagram) that the GRTP method can make use of. A new record is accepted if it fulfils the
requirements of the workload trace definition (Chapter 3 Section 3.2.): It must belong to a
Grid site and it has to have the job identification, the job execution number, and the job
response time. Having met these requirements, any other field and data is accepted at T1.

− T2, Meta Modelling: In this step the analysis of the workload trace data fields introduced
in Chapter 3 Section 3.3. is implemented. This process is constantly producing and adapting
a workload meta-model that ensures that only relevant fields and data are put together for
the GRTP method.

− T3, Data Cataloguing: The GRTP service is triggered by a response time prediction
request as described in the service interaction with OGSA in Chapter 2 Section 4.1. This
step uses a combination of the workload meta-model produced by T2 and the information
produced by T1. The result is a subset of fields and historical data that is only related to the
job that is going to be predicted. In other words, T3 uses the WHC and the prediction
request to instantiate iWHCs (Chapter 3 Section 3.4.1.) that are soon after used to filter the
historical information.

− T4, Catalogue Similarity: In this step, the iWHCs are ordered by their level of accuracy. A
iWHC level of accuracy is determined by a previous prediction request. A request predicts
the response time for a job using all possible iWHCs. This response time is stored together
with the iWHC in a historical database. Once the job is has finish running, the actual
response time is added to the iWHC historical record. Therefore, each entry in the historical
database of iWHC ends up having the predicted response time and the actual response time.
The percentage of the difference between these numbers is the iWHC level of accuracy for
that specific instance.
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− T5, Response Time Prediction: At this point, the most accurate iWHC (given by T4) is
selected and instantiated. The next step is to understand what type of job is represented by
the data. This is carried out by implementing the job response time data profile analysis
introduced in Chapter 3 Section 3.4. In this step, depending on the job type, a data mining
method is applied to produce the forecasted prediction response time that is used as the
service output.

− T6, Post Mortem Activities: This final step validates the predicted response time against
the real response time offered by the execution panning service. The actual response time is
stored in the iWHC historical database to calculate its accuracy level to infer future results.

Figure 20

GRTP method general graphical overview
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4.3. Usage Scenarios

As previously described, a request to the GRTP service triggers a number of internal steps
and one of the steps is the selection of the most accurate iWHC. The iWHC produces historical
information related to the job about to be predicted.
By definition, the GRTP service will be fully functional for a job response time prediction
query only if:

− historical data can be selected for the requested job’s iWHC and,
− the iWHC has been used before and its accuracy information is available.
The aim of this section is to outline the usage scenarios for the GRTP method. The
requirements and implications considering each scenario are analysed from the consumer’s
point of view and also from the method’s point of view.
The consumer point of view is focused on the implications that a client may expect when
using the prediction service. The predictor point of view describes whether the application can
produce a relevant result, or if the predictor should run in learning mode. It also describes what
activities the prediction service should perform to reach the next scenario. The interaction
between scenarios is depicted in Figure 21, where the amount and quantity of historical data

Prediction Accuracy

Prediction Service in learning mode

Prediction mode

play a key role.

iWHC has Historical Data
with Certain Accuracy Level

iWHC has Historical Data
but Uncertain Accuracy Level
No Historical Data
for an iWHC
First time use of Grid Service and Resource

Resubmission of already used Grid Services and Resources

Time

Figure 21

GRTP method usage scenarios for an iWHC
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4.3.1.

No Historical Data for an iWHC

The first case scenario takes place when the historical data for a given job’s iWHC initially
becomes available to the prediction service. This situation occurs either when a job is submitted
in the Grid environment for the first time, or when a response time prediction solution has just
been deployed and no historical information has been collected yet. The learning process starts
at this point via collecting the workload information together with the accuracy level that
describes the iWHC.
The implications of such scenario include:

− The GRTP service is available to process workload trace records. At this stage, no results
are offered if a consumer queries the GRTP. The information retrieved from the different
Grid sites is processed and stored at the same time that the meta-modelling is constantly
built.

−

GRTP starts building the knowledge database at this stage. The knowledge database is not
only composed of analysed workload traces but it also contains how accurate a job response
time has been predicted. As a consequence, even if the result is not provided to a consumer
any requested prediction is carried out to populate the knowledge database. In future
prediction requests, the historical information contained in the knowledge database will be
used to move the GRTP service to the next two usage scenarios.

4.3.2.

iWHC has Historical Data but Uncertain Accuracy Level

In this scenario, a job has been used several times and as a result the workload information
has been loaded into the GRTP service. At the same time the prediction service has also
populated the meta-model. However, the response time request affects an iWHC that still have a
low accuracy level. The accuracy level is calculated comparing the predicted response time
using a given iWHC against the real response time offered by the execution panning service. A
low accuracy level for an iWHC is established when the historical response time prediction
error suggests that the iWHC may be inadequate to use.
The implications of such scenario include:

− The GRTP service is available to a consumer for querying but the fact that the predicted
result is not accurate should be taken into account by the service consumer.
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− The prediction service continues predicting all requests, but none of the previously used
catalogues have provided a high level of accuracy. Therefore, the result is provided to the
consumer together with a warning about the accuracy of the solution.
Logically, this particular situation can be reached from a stage where no historical data is
available for a meta-data model. However, this scenario can also be reached from a stage with
assured level of accuracy given by changes in the Grid environment resources or jobs
characteristics.

4.3.3.

iWHC has Historical Data with Certain Accuracy Level

The final scenario describes a GRTP service that has been established and that has built a
knowledge database. Also, in this scenario the iWHC used in a response time prediction request
has an historical accuracy level that suggests that it can be used in the prediction method.
The implications of such a scenario include:

− This is the ideal situation for a prediction service consumer, given that the performance
information about the job submissions is available.

− The prediction service continues to predict each submission while the post-mortem
activities help tuning the different variables. In case of discrepancies between a predicted
response time and the real value, the iWHC for a given job will be downgraded to the lower
scenario.

4.4. Summary and Conclusions

In the first section of this research a number of prediction solutions were analysed and the
special characteristics that production Grid environment workload traces offer were introduced.
This chapter is a pivot point between the first section and the upcoming sections of this research
where the proposed response time prediction method is presented and evaluated.
This chapter introduces the GRTP method via the use of a graphical explanation of its lifecycle, the description of the interaction between the GRTP service and the OGSA Execution
Planning Service, and the presentation of the three possible scenarios that the GRTP service
may face. During the presentation of these points, references to the first and next sections of this
research are quoted to connect both parts together and guide the reader to the next section.
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Chapter 5 – Workload Trace Data Fields Analysis for the GRTP
Method

To facilitate the reader’s understanding, the GRTP Method is presented in two consecutive
parts. The initial part, explained in this chapter and graphically presented in Figure 22, takes
Grid workload traces as input parameters, continues using information theory functions to
qualify the workload trace’s data fields, and finally produces a set of filters (WHCs) for the
historical data associated to the response time prediction request.

OGSA

Grid computing Response Time Prediction (GRTP) Service
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Information
Services

Grid Prediction
Workload
Format
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modelling
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Workload Trace Data Fields Analysis Steps in the GRTP method
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5.1. Grid Prediction Workload Format

This research follows the idea of presenting a Grid prediction workload format that accepts
any information regardless its data type and composition. This suggestion was evaluated in [76]
where all possible data fields coming from production Grid workload traces were analysed. The
results of the experiment showed the importance of having the possibility of using all possible
information to predict a job response time instead of just using what it is defined in a fixed and
general workload format.
Furthermore, the data analysis presented in Chapter 3 Section 3.3. demonstrated that each
data field can be categorised by its information in a particular Grid site, instead of trying to
conclude the field’s quality of information based on the field’s name.

Data records
Header

Field /Value

Figure 23

Grid workload prediction model structure

Moving the emphasis of each field from its name to its information quality guarantees that
any Grid site can be explored to the maximum extent. Following this line of argument, the
proposed Grid prediction workload format relaxes previous definitions by taking the form
pictured in Figure 23, where each data record contains a header and a number of detail records
composed of the field name and its instance value.
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5.1.1.

Proposed Grid Prediction Workload Format

Given a workload trace wT defined as [ gid , jid , jen, jrt ,{( f 0 , v0 )..( f k , vk )}]1..q , a Grid
Prediction Workload Format (GPWF) is presented as a database entity relationship (Figure 24,
left hand side) that can be described as a master-detail diagram with a:

− Header entity that takes the format < gid as Grid identification, jid as identification of the
job, jen as job execution number, jrt as job response time>. A header example is
pictured in Table 16.
Grid identification
Grid500
Grid500
Grid500
Das
Das

Table 16

Job Identification
app968
app968
app97
app902
app902

Execution number
4326
4327
4328
4329
4330

Response Time
2577
3668
3607
539
6541

Grid Prediction Workload Format header example.

− A detail entity that takes the format < Foreign Key to Header, { fi : i = 1,.., k} as Field
name, {vi : i = 1,.., k} as Field value> where the field name is a name of any possible field
provided by the Grid site (such as LastRunSiteID, Nproc, NumberAllocatedProc, QueueID)
and the field value is the corresponding value for this field. A detail example is pictured in
Table 17
Foreign Key to Header
Grid500-app968-4326
Grid500-app968-4326
Grid500-app968-4326
Grid500-app968-4326
Grid500-app968-4326
Grid500-app968-4326
Grid500-app968-4326
Grid500-app968-4326
Grid500-app968-4326
Grid500-app968-4326
Grid500-app968-4326
Grid500-app968-4326

Table 17

Field Name
UserID
UsedNetwork
Status
QueueID
PartitionID
OrigSiteID
NumberAllocatedProc
Nproc
LastRunSiteID
JobStructureParams
JobStructure
GroupID

Field Value
user134
-1.0
1
queue0
-1
G1/site6
20
20
G1/site6/c1
-1
UNITARY
group6

Grid Prediction Workload Format detail example.

In Figure 24 the GPWF and SWF entity relationship diagrams are presented for comparison.
In this diagram the job response time ( jrt ) in the header entity is implemented using a nonmandatory field. This is because the header and details are stored when the job is submitted and
the real response time is still unknown. While the job is running, the jrt field is kept as null.
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This value is updated with the final response time after the job has finished. Only records that
have a response time different than null are considered for a prediction request.
Figure 24 exemplifies the difference between both approaches. Even if the GPWF can hold
all the information contained in the SWF, it is also open to accept any other field that a Grid site
may offer for the performance analysis without the need of modifying the definition of the
format.
The entity relationship diagram uses the following notation:

− A shading name represents the name of the table.
− A data field in bold represents a mandatory data field. Otherwise the data field is not
mandatory.

− PK: Is a primary key for a data table.
− FK1: Is a foreign key between two tables.

Figure 24

GPWF and SWF entity relationship diagrams
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The advantages of the GPWF definition is that it relaxes other current workload formats by
allowing the inclusion of any fields that may be beneficial in the process of understanding the
past performance of a job to predict its future behaviour. Furthermore, instead of taking the
traditional semantic view which restricts a data field’s value to the field’s name for a particular
Grid instance, the GPWF disregards the field name and allows the GRTR method to qualify
data fields based on the quality of the information that they contain.

5.2. Workload Meta-Model and the Creation of WHCs

In Chapter 3 Section 3.3., a workload trace data analysis demonstrated how the data fields in
a workload trace can be quantified and related to another fields based on the field’s information
using formal information theory fundaments. In [76] it was established that the job
identification must be the main binding field to retrieve historical data. In this research, both
ideas are put together in a method that creates a workload meta-model.
As a result, starting from the definition of the GPWF the solution proposes the job
identification as a binding field and, in contrast with any previous research in the area, the
extended level would be created by any other field that holds relevant information. This step
would guarantee the neutralisation of the heterogeneous data sensitivity and also the reduction
of the complexity of the solution by reducing the number of data fields.

5.2.1.

Proposed Workload Meta-Model Method

Definition: A workload meta-model is proposed as wmM ( gid )[{ f1 ,.., f h }{ f h +1 ,.., f n }]
where gid is the Grid identification, { f i : i = 1,.., h} are a list of fields composing the binding
set of fields, and { fi : i = h + 1,.., n} is a list of fields composing the extended set of fields.
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Figure 25

Workload meta-model construction algorithm graphical representation

A graphical representation of the process that created the workload meta-model is shown in
Figure 25. During the first step the job identification composes the binding set of fields. This is
followed by a number of steps that build the final workload meta-model. If the joint entropy of
all selected fields, together with the candidate field increases in each of the consecutive steps,
then the candidate field is added into the extended set of fields of the meta-model. In other
cases, the field is discarded because it does not add any valid information to the system.
The workload meta-model algorithm works as follows: the main function accepts four
inputs: the Grid identification, the binding set of fields that in this research is the job
identification [76], the extended set of fields that should be empty when the function is first
called, a candidate list of fields composed of the rest of the fields that can be obtained from the
Grid workload prediction model, and the threshold that is a value of information that a new field
should add to the system to be considered for the extended list of fields. The function starts
calculating the joint entropy of the binding set together with each field in the candidate list. For
each field, if the joint entropy does not pass the threshold, then the candidate field is discarded;
otherwise it is kept in a potential list of fields to be included. A new field from the candidate set
is added to the extended set of fields based on its ability to increase the entropy of the extended
set. This field is subsequently deleted from the list of candidate fields. The process continues
recursively calling the function with the new binding and extended sets. The process stops when
the set of candidate fields is empty. The pseudo code for the algorithm is shown in Algorithm 2:
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workloadMeta-Model (Grid Id gid , Binding Fields bF , Extended Fields eF , Candidate Fields cF ,
Threshold t)
If ( cF ≤ 0) Then
Return ( wmM ( gid )[{bF }{eF }] )
Else
For each

f ∈ cF do
Calculate the joint entropy,

H (bF0 ..bFn , eF ...eFm , f ) = H f

H f < t then
Set cF = cF − f
Select the f ∈ cF which joint entropy H f is maximum
If

Set

eF = eF ∪ f

Call workloadMeta-Model( gid , bF , eF , cF ,t)
Algorithm 2.

Building the workload meta-model algorithm.

The algorithm was applied to the Grid5000 testbed with a threshold of 1 percent and the
resulting step sequence is printed in Table 18.
-

The step 0 starts with JobID as the binding field. The next action is to calculate the joint
entropy of the JobID together with each field in the candidate list. The joint entropy
evaluation shows that the UserID is the field that adds more information to the system. The
entropy of the JobID alone was 3.6255 and together with the UserID the entropy of both
fields is 4.8014 (an increase of 32.4358 percent). The UserID field is selected and added to
the extended list of fields. Also, in this step nine other fields are discarded as they are not
going to add any information to the system (Those fields add 0.0000 percent of information
to the field JobID).

-

Step 0 has considerable reduced the complexity of the system by discarding several fields
that are not adding any information. As a conclusion, at step 1 only five fields should be
analysed. Step 0 calculates the joint entropy of the binding set (JobID) and the extended set
(UserID) together with each pending field in the candidate list. Step 1 shows that in the
workload log of Grid5000 the QueueId, GroupID and OrigSiteID are fields that are
dependent from the JobID and the UserID. Even though it was shown that those fields
added some information in step 0, they are discarded in step 1 because they are not longer
adding any information. Step 1 selects the field LastRunSiteID to be included into the
binding set.

-

Step 2 starts with the binding set (JobID) and the extended set composed of UserID and
LastRunSiteID. Following the same methodology, Step 2 selects Status as the field to be
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included into the extended set of fields and discards any of the other fields in the candidate
set.
-

Given that the candidate set of fields is empty, the algorithm finishes the creation of the
workload meta-model. After four interactions, the procedure creates a meta-model that is
compose of { BF {JobID} EF {UserID, LastRunSiteID, Status }}.

Data fields for entropy.

Entropy(Fields)

Entropy percentage
added by new field

JobID
3.6255
Step 0 Meta-Model = { bF {JobID} eF {}}
cF = { UserID, NproC, LastRunSiteID, Status, GroupID, OrigSiteID, QueueId, JobStructure,
JobStructureParams, UsedNetwork, UsedLocalDiskSpace, UsedResources, ReqPlatform,
ReqNetwork, ReqLocalDiskSpace, ReqResources }
JobID, UserID
4.8014
32.4358
JobID, NproC
4.4698
23.2878
JobID, LastRunSiteID
4.3687
20.4989
JobID, Status
4.3049
18.7398
JobID, GroupID
3.9206
8.1387
JobID, OrigSiteID
3.9206
8.1387
JobID, QueueId
3.7717
4.0320
JobID, JobStructure
3.6255
0.0000
JobID, JobStructureParams
3.6255
0.0000
JobID, UsedNetwork
3.6255
0.0000
JobID, UsedLocalDiskSpace
3.6255
0.0000
JobID, UsedResources
3.6255
0.0000
JobID, ReqPlatform
3.6255
0.0000
JobID, ReqNetwork
3.6255
0.0000
JobID, ReqLocalDiskSpace
3.6255
0.0000
JobID, ReqResources
3.6255
0.0000
Step 1 Meta-Model = { bF {JobID} eF {UserID}}
cF = { NproC, LastRunSiteID, Status, GroupID, QueueId, OrigSiteID }
UserID, JobID, LastRunSiteID
7.2811
51.6448
UserID, JobID, Nproc
5.4718
13.9624
UserID, JobID, Status
5.3199
10.7978
UserID, JobID, QueueId
4.8404
0.8119
UserID, JobID, GroupID
4.8014
0.0000
UserID, JobID, OrigSiteID
4.8014
0.0000
Step 2 Meta-Model = {{JobID}{UserID, LastRunSiteID }}
T= { NproC, Status}
UserID, JobID, LastRunSiteID, Status
7.4645
2.5188
UserID, JobID, LastRunSiteID, Nproc
7.2811
0.0000
Step 3 Meta-Model = { bF {JobID} eF {UserID, LastRunSiteID, Status }}
cF = {}

Table 18

Grid5000 workload meta-model construction example
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5.2.2.

To

Proposed WHC Creation Method

create

the

list

of

WHCs

(defined

in

Chapter

3

Section

3.4.1.

as whC ( gid )[{ jid }{ f 0 ,.., f h }] ) based on a workload meta-model for a given Grid site, the
binding field is selected for the { jid } section together with any combination of the extended
set of fields for the section { f 0 ,.., f h } ).
Following

the

example

printed

in

Table

18,

where

the

Meta-Model

{ BF {JobID} EF {UserID, LastRunSiteID, Status }} was created, the list of WHCs is listed in
Table 19. The list of WHCs is the power set of the fields in the extended set together with the
field in the binding set.

List of WHCs
(gid)[{JobID}]
(gid)[{JobID}{UserID}] ,
(gid)[{JobID}{ LastRunSiteID}],
(gid)[{JobID}{Status}]
(gid)[{JobID}{LastRunSiteID, Status}],
(gid)[{JobID}{LastRunSiteID, UserID}],
(gid)[{JobID}{Status,UserID}]
(gid)[{JobID}{LastRunSiteID, Status, UserID}]

Table 19

Grid5000 example list of WHCs

This example shows how a complex system comprising seventeen fields is reduced down to
a model of four fields. The result guarantees the neutralisation of the heterogeneous data
sensitivity via the mandatory use of the binding set of fields, and reduces the complexity of the
solution to the minimum by means of excluding data fields that carry low quality information.
The picture is completed when the WHCs are instantiated to filter the historical data. A
response time prediction request triggers the instantiation of the list of WHCs by assigning
values to the data fields. For instance, a prediction request for Grid5000, app968, user134 and
status 1 end up producing the iWHC list printed in Table 20
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List of iWHCs
(gid=Grid5000)[{JobID= app968}]
(gid=Grid5000)[{JobID= app968}{UserID =user134}] ,
(gid=Grid5000)[{JobID=app968}{Status =1}]
(gid=Grid5000)[{JobID= app968}{Status =1, UserID =user134}]

Table 20

5.2.3.

Grid5000 example list of iWHCs for a prediction request

Proposed Method Running Cost Comparison

The solutions that use a powerset of data fields to create data catalogues [62][63] adds a
significant extra running cost to the overall method. The comparison can be expressed as:
n
⎛n⎞
− The use of a power set of data fields uses a ∑ ⎜ ⎟ number of catalogues for n fields.
i =1 ⎝ i ⎠

− The proposed solution uses

k

⎛k ⎞

i =1

⎝ ⎠

∑ ⎜ i ⎟ catalogues when k < n being k the number of fields in

the extended set as catalogues.
The comparison is better illustrated in practical terms. The running cost is reduced by the
exclusion of fields that do not provide information. This point is illustrated in Table 21 where
the resulting lists of WHCs for each production testbeds are listed against Table 22 where the
list of catalogues using any combination of fields is shown.
To understand the benefits of the workload meta-model algorithm, in Table 21 the output for
Grid5000 is firstly presented. In this example, 8 different combinations of fields that can be
used to filter the historical workload traces are produced. Base in the data entropy, those fields
contain all the information that the historical data can provide. In comparison, Table 22 shows
the outcome of selecting all data fields. In this case, the number of filters is 127. For a system
that needs to analyse all possibilities for each job prediction, the significant reduction of data
filters produced by the meta-model algorithm produce an important positive impact in the
running cost of the overall method.
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Proposed workload meta-model method
Grid5000
DAS
[{JobID}]
[{JobID}]
[{JobID}{LastRunSiteID}]
[{JobID}{LastRunSiteID}]
[{JobID}{Status}]
[{JobID}{Nproc}]
[{JobID}{UserID}]
[{JobID}{UserID}]
[{JobID}{LastRunSiteID, Status}]
[{JobID}{LastRunSiteID, Nproc}]
[{JobID}{LastRunSiteID, UserID}]
[{JobID}{LastRunSiteID, UserID}]
[{JobID}{Status, UserID}]
[{JobID}{Nproc, UserID}]
[{JobID}{LastRunSiteID, Status, UserID}] [{JobID}{LastRunSiteID, Nproc, UserID}]
AuverGrid
[{JobID}]
[{JobID}{QueueId}]
[{JobID}{Status}]
[{JobID}{QueueId, Status}]
[{JobID}{UserID}]
[{JobID}{QueueId, UserID}]
[{JobID}{Status, UserID}]
[{JobID}{QueueId, Status, UserID}]

Table 21

List of WHCs created from the workload meta-model method

List of catalogues

Non-restricted Method (using any combination of fields)
Grid5000
[{JobID}]
[{JobID,JobStructureParams}]
[{JobStructureParams}]
[{JobID, LastRunSiteID}]
[{JobID, JobStructureParams, LastRunSiteID}]
[{JobStructureParams, LastRunSiteID}]
[{LastRunSiteID}]
[{JobID, Partitioned}]
[{JobID, JobStructureParams, Partitioned}]
…
[{JobStructureParams, LastRunSiteID, Partitioned, QueueId, Status, UserID}]
[{LastRunSiteID, Partitioned, QueueId,Status, UserID}]
[{Partitioned, QueueId, Status, UserID}]
[{QueueId, Status, UserID}]
[{Status, UserID}]
[{UserID}]
(127 Catalogues for only six fields: JobID, LastRunSiteID, Status, UserID,
JobStructureParams, PartitionID)

Table 22

List of catalogues using any combination of fields

5.3. Selecting the Most Accurate iWHC

WHC is composed of a set of data fields. An instantiated WHC (iWHC ) is a WHC with
values assigned to all data field. An iWHC can be applied to a workload to retrieve the list of
records filtered by the values in the data fields. As shown before in Figure 15, more than one
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WHC may be available for a Grid site and therefore more than one iWHC may be available for
a given job prediction request. Consequently, prediction method should be able to identify the
most appropriate iWHC.
In [109] different data mining methods were analyzed to select the most appropriated data
filters. The suggestion was to use an approach that analyses how accurate an iWHC has
performed for a given job in the past. The observations are based on the actual validation of
iWHCs against the real response time value. This information is referred to as the iWHC
accuracy level. As a result the selection of an iWHC uses values that indicate how precise a
catalogue was in the past, and how accurate it can be expected to be in the future.
It is supposed that the history of an iWHC will have several accuracy levels. Different
methods can be used to analyse them and define a unique iWHC accuracy level. The methods
can take the nearest accuracy value into account, or use all the historical values. For example
they can implement a standard average or median statistical function of the values. The
aforementioned statistical solutions are simple to implement, but their disadvantages are: they
cannot distinguish between current or dated values; they may be sensitive to outliers (average
function) and there is no an option to adapt the iWHC selection function according to the Grid
site.
In this situation, the proposed solution is a reinforcement learning method [110] that
overcomes these disadvantages and finds an ideal implementation scenario. Reinforcement
learning describes how an agent is able to learn successfully to control policies by
experimenting in the environment. The goal of the agent is to define a reward function for each
action that the agent may take based on each distinct state in the environment.
In this specific case, the states are given by the different iWHCs for a given job. The action
that can be taken for each iWHC is to select it for the forthcoming prediction function. The
reward or penalty of selecting an iWHC is given by its accuracy level. Therefore, the prediction
method has the chance to create all possible states (represented by iWHCs) and also to check
the reward or penalties that the selection of each of them may incur via validating the predicted
job response time value against the actual job response time. These two steps set the ideal
implementation scenario for the implementation of a reinforcement learning technique that
selects the ideal iWHC. Furthermore, reinforcement learning does not need to be supervised, it
is not sensitive to outliers, it deals with aged data, and it can be customised to ponder current or
dated data.
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5.3.1.

Proposed iWHC Selection Method: Discounted Accumulative Reward

Function.

Definition: To predict a job’s response time the historical data is filtered using an iwhC .
The accuracy level for an iwhC is proposed as the percentage of error calculated by comparing
the predicted response time and the real response time. Given that a job can have several

iwhC and that each iwhC can have several accuracy levels (one accuracy level calculated each
time that a job has been predicted in the past) the j th accuracy level for the i th instantiated WHC
is noted as iwhCi al j .
In other words, the accuracy level effectively records how the data filter given by an iWHC
has performed in a specific time.
Definition: Let us also define γ the delayed factor such that 0 ≺ γ ≤ 1 . The reinforced
learning discounted accumulative reward function for an instantiated WHC is proposed as
m

V (iwhCi al , γ ) = γ 1iwhCi al1 + γ 2iwhCi al2 + .. + γ miwhCi alm ... = ∑ γ j iwhCi rj .
j =1

The value γ is a constant that determines the relative value of delayed versus immediate
rewards. In particular rewards received i time into the past are discounted exponentially by a
factor of γ i . Note that if γ gets close to 0 only the immediate reward is considered. As the γ
gets close to 1, past rewards are given greater emphasis relative to the immediate reward (Figure
26). The use of a reinforced learning policy adds an important factor to the system. If the Grid
environment has changed, the old rewards may perturb the cumulative value and γ

should be

set close to 0.
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Weighted iWHC accuracy levels for different values of Gamma

Given that for each iWHC the reward or penalty is the prediction error percentage, the
objective is to select the iWHC that has the minimum discounted cumulative reward.
Definition: Given a job that has n instantiated WHC, a method that chooses a iWHC that
has the minimum value for the reinforce learning discounted accumulative reward function is
proposed as: iwhCs /1≤ s ≤ n / ¬∃V (iwhCs al , γ ) < V (iwhCi al , γ ) ∀iwhCi : i = 1,.., n .
Both, the proposed reinforce learning method and discounted accumulative reward function
can be adjusted to deal with aged iWHC accuracy levels. The GRTP uses γ to ponder the
historical values, giving more priority to the newest data. From a practical point of view, the
tuning of γ should follow the following principles:

− If a Grid site has the inclination to be dynamic where recourses and services are always
changing, the practical suggestion is to give more priority to the latest iWHC accuracy
levels assigning a value to γ tending to 0.

− Otherwise, in a less dynamic environment, a γ tending to 1 is able to make use of past
experiences and deal better with outliers.

5.4. Chapter Summary and Conclusions

This chapter presented in detail the first steps of the proposed GRPT method that transforms
a Grid workload trace into a set of classified iWHCs.
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It starts by presenting the proposed Grid Prediction Workload Format that allows the
inclusion of any data fields, instead of taking the traditional semantic view which restricts a data
field’s value to the actual field’s name for a particular Grid instance.
Following on from this, a workload meta-model method which ensures that selected data
fields are not losing information and also helps in the neutralisation of the heterogeneous data
sensitivity via the implementation of data field restrictions is proposed. As an add-on, the metamodel reduces the overall complexity of the GRPT method.
Out of the meta-model, a list of related WHCs for a given job is produced. A WHC can be
converted into an iWHC for any given response time prediction request. These iWHCs are
classified via the use of a reinforcement learning method and a discounted accumulative reward
function that uses the historical accuracy level of each WHC as a rewards or penalty. The
proposed reinforce learning method can be adjusted to deal with aged data, giving more priority
to the most recent accuracy levels.
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Chapter 6 – Job Response Time Data Profile for the GRTP Method

This chapter explains the second part of the proposed GRTP Method. The GRTP Method
uses the classification of the WHCs -previously explained- to produce a response time for a
prediction request. Along with this, the post mortem activities where the validations of the
predicted results are stored for future reference are also carried out. Figure 27 graphically
represents the steps that this chapter develops. Figure 27 starts describing the method used to
classify the iWHC for the type of job. This is carried out by implementing a job response time
data profile analysis. Following the data profile analysis and depending on the iWHC
classification, a data mining method is applied in order to generate a response time forecast
(T5). The final step (T6) validates the predicted response time against the real response time
offered by the execution planning service and to produce an accuracy level of each iWHC that
is saved to infer future results.

Figure 27

Workload Trace Data Fields Analysis Steps in the GRTP method
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6.1. Proposed iWHC Data Clustering Solution

As discussed in section 3.4. of Chapter 3, given the nature of the data found in production
Grid environments, it is difficult to find a function that fits the content of an iWHC. Therefore,
it is proposed to use a method which tries to identify data clusters containing stable data, rather
than using a method that fits a curved data trend, such as the statistical average, the response
time linear regression, or the polynomial analysis.
The QT clustering method [103] has the advantage that it does not need the number of
clusters specified a priori, and it also considers a level of the quality threshold that guarantees
that all data is within that range. But, the QT requires an important computing power to run on
large iWHC and also it does not cluster continuous data values.
In order to overcome these two problems, the QT method is adapted and presented in the
proposed Time Based Quality Threshold (TBQT) clustering method. TBQT is developed with
the response time prediction service in mind and, therefore, the method emphasises the desire to
discover clusters that have a guaranteed quality threshold. Those clusters represent a period of
time where the job has performed with similar response time in a clear stable state where no
other factor has affected the job’s response time.
The difference in the order that the data is analysed reduces the complexity of the algorithm
and, as a result, the TBQT method requires less computer power. Consequently, TBQT can be
used to analyse large iWHCs. In addition, the TBQT cluster threshold can be changed to
increase or decrease the granularity of the data analysis. This is a valid option and should be
tuned depending on the Grid environment. A Grid environment that runs large jobs (in response
time terms) can implement a large clustering threshold in order to group together similar job
executions. A small clustering threshold is better indicated for Grid environments that run short
jobs at the cost of increasing future performance calculus.

6.1.1.

Proposed Time Base Quality Threshold Clustering Algorithm

Definition: A diameter of a cluster is the absolute value of the difference between the
maximum and the minimum response time data in the cluster.
The TBQT method is based on the QT solution. QT briefly works as follows: a candidate
cluster is formed by starting with the first data and subsequently adding any other data that
minimises the increase in the cluster diameter. The process continues until no data can be added
without surpassing the diameter threshold. A second candidate cluster is formed by starting with
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the second data and repeating the procedure described above. Note that all data are made
available to the second candidate cluster. The process continues for all data being clustered. A
set of candidate clusters are created at the conclusion of this stage. At this point, the largest
candidate cluster is selected and retained. The selected data is removed from consideration and
the entire procedure is repeated on the reduced set.
The TBQT method takes a different approach at the time of data gathering: The first step is
to consider each record of data as a continuous cluster. The next step is to find two continuous
clusters that when merged together meet the given threshold and also have the minimum
diameter of all combination of cluster pairs. If there is a candidate pair, then both clusters are
merged. If two clusters meet both requirements, then the number of clusters is reduced by one.
Now the entire procedure is repeated on the new set of clusters. The procedure outputs the result
if there are no two clusters that, when merged, meet the threshold. The pseudo code is shown in
Algorithm 3.

TBQT_Clustering( instanciatedWHC iwhC , threshold t )
For each iwhCi ∈ iwhC do
Set

CiwhC j ,0 = iwhCi

Call TBQT_ClusteringRecursiveCall( CiwhC , t )
TBQT_ClusteringRecursiveCall( clusteredInstanciatedWHC CiwhC , threshold

t)

If CiwhC ≤ 1
Return CiwhC
Else
Find j / 0 ≤ j < CiwhC such that
the diameter

(CiwhC j ∪ CiwhC j +1 ) is minimum

∪ CiwhC j +1 ) > t ) then
Return CiwhC

If ( diameter (CiwhC j
Else
Set

CiwhC j = CiwhC j ∪ CiwhC j +1

Set

CiwhC = CiwhC − CiwhC j +1

Call TBQT_ClusteringRecursiveCall(Set CiwhC ,
Algorithm 3.

t)

Time Based Quality Threshold (TBQT) clustering.

As requested, the algorithm is sensitive to the time based order in which the data appears,
and continuous data value is clustered together with this new method. Moreover, the total
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number of clusters is not needed at the start of the algorithm, all of the clusters achieve a quality
guarantee, and the running cost is reduce to (n × (n − 1)) , order n 2 for n elements to cluster.
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Figure 28

Response time data profile in an iWHC.

An example of the response time data of a random iWHC taken from Grid5000 is plotted in
Figure 28. The results of the TBQT algorithm applied to this data can be seen in Table 23,
where three different thresholds (600, 180, and 60 seconds) are offered as columns. For
information purposes, each cluster also shows the average response time.
In these results, the smallest threshold, 60 seconds, divide the iWHC in several consecutive
sections, each of them clearly representing a continuous stable historical list of job submissions.
The -2.0 value in the response time column indicates the job has failed. The values generated by
failed jobs are noticed by the TBQT algorithm and clustered together.
The largest threshold, 600 seconds, produces 7 clusters compared to the 13 created by the
smallest option. This difference represents a reduction in the final running cost of the prediction
solution working with a large iWHC. However, this threshold puts slightly different response
time records together. This point may also have an implication in the prediction solution.
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eid
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
95
96

Data
Response Time
3618.0
3619.0
3619.0
-2.0
3617.0
7000.0
3617.0
3620.0
3617.0
74.0
73.0
74.0
-2.0
-2.0
-2.0
75.0
74.0
74.0
125.0
125.0
125.0
-2.0
126.0
-2.0
124.0
124.0
123.0
179.0
3629.0
3627.0

Table 23

6.1.2.

Threshold 600 (Sec)
Cluster 6, Avg. 3618

Clusters
Threshold 180 (Sec)
Cluster 7, Avg. 3618

Threshold 60 (Sec)
Cluster 12 Avg. 3618

Cluster 5 Avg. -2
Cluster 4 Avg. 3617
Cluster 3 Avg. 7000
Cluster 2 Avg. 3618

Cluster 6 Avg. -2
Cluster 5 Avg. 3617
Cluster 4 Avg. 7000
Cluster 3 Avg. 3618

Cluster 11 Avg. -2
Cluster 10 Avg. 3617
Cluster 9 Avg. 7000
Cluster 8 Avg. 3618

Cluster 1 Avg. 78

Cluster 2 Avg. 62

Cluster 7 Avg. 73

Cluster 6 Avg. -2

Cluster 5 Avg. 99

Cluster 0 Avg. 3628

Cluster 1 Avg. 137

Cluster 4 Avg. -2
Cluster 3 Avg. 126
Cluster 2 Avg. -2
Cluster 1 Avg. 137

Cluster 0 Avg. 3628

Cluster 0 Avg. 3628

TBQT for iWHC(Grid5000)[{job=app510}{Status=0, user=user165}]

Analysing the Clustered Results

In Figure 29 different data charts are showing the result of applying the TBQT clustering
algorithm to an iWHC for the application App510 that last run on the site G1/site6/c1 on
Grid5000. The algorithm used 300 seconds as a threshold diameter.
The first chart shows the full list of historical data where several changes can be seen. Next
to the main chart in Figure 29, there are six small charts representing the results in each cluster.
The clusters have been labelled from the current date to the past, starting with Cluster 0. Each of
the clusters can be visually mapped to the general chart of data. To simplify the explanation,
note that 3 clusters with 1 data record each and with a response time value of -2 (execution
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error) have not been printed. These 3 clusters represent local outliers that can be seen in the job
execution axis with identification numbers 278, 337 and 362, respectively.
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This result shows how the algorithm understands the different changes in the iWHC
historical data. A possible point to discuss would be that Cluster 2 and Cluster 1 could have
ended up in the same cluster if one would have added a method that discards outliers to the
clustering algorithm. However, as will be described in the next section, the response time
prediction methods are taking these cases into account.
One of the key points that this research endeavours to provide is a solution that can be used
in a real environment. Consequently, the solutions should answer to a prediction request within
a realistic time. To put this expression into context, to perform the GRTP full life cycle for a
prediction request, the chosen clustering method should be run for each iWHC to calculate the
iWHC accuracy level. The average number of iWHC for the selected testbeds is eight (Chapter
5 Section 5.2.3.). For that reason, the time shown in the performance comparison chart should
be multiplied by this number. Furthermore, after successfully running the GRTP service for
30,000 prediction requests it was determined that the average number of historical records in an
iWHC is 339 for Grid5000, 597 for DAS and 2851 for AuverGrid
Figure 30 charts the TBQT and QT run time comparison that was analysed in the same
resource environment. In this figure, the increase in run time for the TBQT method is lineal
(making it suitable for a production Grid environment), while the QT algorithm has an
exponential execution timeline.
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Figure 30

TBQT vs. QT: Clustering algorithm running performance comparison.
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6.2. The Response Time Prediction Methods

At this point, the proposed solution has mined the historical data to select the set of fields
that provides information (WHC), the most relevant set of historical records (iWHC
classification using reinforcement learning), and the change in behaviour that a job has
presented in continuous historical submission within each iWHC (Clustering using TBQT).
The next and final step uses this information to answer a response time prediction request.
The first step divides the universe of jobs into two:

− The first job type has an iWHC where the data clusters tend to stabilise at a common point.
In other words, the different clusters are likely to reach a common average point into the
future. This type of behaviour is usually seen when a resource component or job parameter
is tuned over the course of different submissions to reach a stable historical performance.

− The second job type has an iWHC with data clusters without a well-defined tendency. This
job type is common in production Grid environments and they are generally produced by
continuous submission of jobs with different parameters not usually published in the
workload traces.
Both job types conform to the universe of possibilities that the GRTP method considers in
production Grid environments. A job may have more than one iWHC and consequently it can
have two different classifications. However, these classifications can change if new data is
produced and added to the iWHC.

6.2.1.

Job Classification: Stable or Unstable

The clusterWeight function is introduced before explaining the job classification method.
This function weighs a cluster considering the amount and age of the data inside each cluster.
The clusterWeight function briefly works as follows: the method initially counts the number
of records in the cluster (clusterSize functions). After that, the weight of the cluster is calculated
adding up the arithmetic divisions of the clusterSize (dividend) and the age of each record
(divisor). The age of each record is expressed by a number. The age starts from 1 (current
record) and increases by 1 for each record towards the past. The pseudo code for the algorithm
is shown in Algorithm 4.
The clusterWeight function produces a value that reflects that a similar cluster gets a
superior weight if the records are new. On the other hand, this value can be compensated if the
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number of records is bigger in an older cluster. These details are displayed in Table 24, where
three clusters with the same size get weighed differently because of the age of the records.
clusterWeight (cluster C )
Set cS = clusterSize( C )
For each d ∈ C do
Set clusterWeight = clusterWeight + (cS / Age( d ))
Return clusterWeight
(Age is a function that returns a value that increases while the information gets older)
Algorithm 4.

Cluster 2
Age
Local Weigh
12
0.3333
11
0.3636
10
0.4000
9
0.4444
Cluster Weigh:1.5414

Table 24

Weighting a data cluster.

Cluster 1
Age
Local Weigh
8
0.5000
7
0.5714
6
0.6667
5
0.8000
Cluster Weigh:2.5381

Cluster 0
Age
Local Weigh
4
1.0000
3
1.3333
2
2.0000
1
4.0000
Cluster Weigh:8.3333

ClusterWeight function for 3 clusters with different age

Definition: An iWHC is classified as Unstable if there is a previous cluster in the job history
whose weight is bigger than the latest cluster, and also if the diameter of the previous cluster
and the newest cluster together is bigger than a given threshold. Otherwise, the iWHC is
classified as Stable.
Explained in a different way, an iWHC is unstable because a significant part of the job’s
history (given by a heavier clusterWeight function) is separated from the current response time
tendency.

isStableiWHC (clusteredInstanciatedWHC CiwhC , threshold t )
If CiwhC > 0
Set vClusterWeight = clusterWeight( CiwhC0 )
For each k = 1; k < CiwhC do
If(vClusterWeight < clusterWeight( CiwhCk ))
If( diameter (CiwhC0 , CiwhCk ) > t )
Return(false)
Return(true)
Algorithm 5.

Function to classify an iWHC as Stable or Unstable.
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The method that implements the classification is described as follows: If the iWHC has more
than one cluster, the clusterWeight function is calculated for the first cluster (cluster 0). For any
of the following clusters, the clusterWeight functions are compared against the cluster 0. This
comparison helps to identify a past cluster that is strong enough, in quantity and time, to still be
relevant for the prediction method. If the comparison provides a heavier past cluster, the
diameter of the cluster 0 together with the past cluster is calculated. If the resulting diameter is
bigger than a given threshold, the iWHC is classified as unstable. The pseudo code for the
algorithm is shown in Algorithm 5.
A data example of a stable iWHC(Grid5000)[{job=app510}{}] with a threshold of 60
seconds that has produced 34 data clusters is plotted in Figure 31. Each chart shows the values
that are considered in the isStableiWHC function: the quantity of records in each data cluster
(chart 1), the response time average in each data cluster (chart 2) and the final cluster weight of
each data cluster (chart 3). The weight of the current cluster (cluster 0) is the biggest because of
its age (new) and the number of records that contains (19 records as in chart 1) with a response
time average of 386 seconds (as in chart 2). None of the previous clusters are heavier than
cluster 0. Many of them contain only one record and can therefore be labelled as outliers.
Analysing the charts shows that the outliers are discarded when the weight function is applied.
As a result, this iWHC is classified as stable.

Chart 2: Response Time Average in each
data cluster
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Chart 3: Cluster Weigh in each data cluster
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Figure 31

Data charts for an iWHC classified as Stable
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Response Time Average in each data
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Figure 32

Data charts for an iWHC classified as Unstable.

The example in Figure 31 is followed by including new job executions (Figure 32). The last
chart shows that the weight of the new cluster (new cluster 0) is less important than that of
previous clusters. This is due to a change in the most recent job history and now the cluster 0
contains 1 record with an average response time of 38 seconds, where the previous cluster 0
had an average of 386 seconds. Since it is not known whether the job will continue with this
trend, or it is just an outlier, the iWHC is classified as unstable.

6.2.2.

Proposed Response Time Prediction for Stable iWHCs.

Once the historical data has been selected, current response time prediction solutions
[53][54][61][62][63] generally apply an average or a linear regression function to obtain the
predicted result. Bearing the data profile found in an iWHCs in mind (Chapter 3, Section 3.4.),
an average function would be influenced by outliers and would not consider any trend in the
current data. A weight average only improves the previous function by considering the age of
the data. A linear regression approach is less influence by outliers and follows a trend in the
data line, but it does not take advantage of the cluster of data produced by job submission
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changes found in an iWHC. As a result, it is proposed to use a weighted mean of the clusters in

Response Time

an iWHC.
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Figure 33

Data charts for a response time prediction method for a Stable iWHC.

This method is first introduced for a stable job’s iWHC. The first chart in Figure 33 displays
the different clusters found by the TBQT method. A tendency to stabilise the average of each
cluster can be seen in this chart. The prediction method focused on stable jobs evaluates the
clusters by their internal average and weight function. The prediction is finally composed by the
weighted mean of all clusters in an iWHC. The weighted mean is similar to an arithmetic mean,
where instead of each of the data points contributing equally to the final average, some data
points contribute more than others. The relative importance of the internal mean of each
parameter is given by the weight function.
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Definition: wi is the returned value for the weight function for the cluster i , Avgi the
average of response time for the cluster i , and n the number of clusters in an iWHC. The
n

∑ w Avg
proposed response time prediction for a stable iWHC is defined as:

i

i =0

i

n

∑w
i =0

i

Summing up, the prediction method for stable iWHCs uses all clusters to predict the future
response time. It evaluates the importance of each cluster based on its quantity and age. This
means that a cluster containing newer data has more influence than other clusters containing
older data. However, this influence may be balanced if the amount of data in an old cluster is
more important than data in a new cluster.

ResponseTimePredictor_StableiWHC (clusteredInstanciatedWHC CiwhC )
For each k = 1; k < CiwhC do
Set cW = clusterWeight ( CiwhCk )
Set cA = clusterReponseTimeAverage ( CiwhCk )
Set divisor = divisor + cW * cA
Set dividend = dividend + cW
If (dividend > 0)
Return divisor/ dividend
Else
Return -1

Algorithm 6.

Response time prediction method for a stable iWHC.

Cluster 2: Weight 1.54
Age
Response Time
12
152
11
150
10
168
9
160

Cluster 1: Weight 2.54
Cluster 0: Weight 8.33
Age
Response Time
Age
Response Time
8
110
4
156
7
120
3
158
6
115
2
155
5
135
1
158
R.Time Average:
R.Time Average:
R.Time Average: 157.50
156.75
120.00
Response Time Prediction: 149.32

Table 25

Response time prediction example for a stable iWHC

The pseudo code for the algorithm is shown in Algorithm 6 and an extended result is
displayed in Table 25. From the results one can see that the iWHC has been classified as stable
and consequently the entire list of clusters is used. The weight function gives more significance
to the latest cluster compared to past clusters. Consequently, the predicted value receives a
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decreasing influence from all data records in the iWHC from the present to the past. The
predicted response time value is finally calculated selecting the most accurate iWHC (as defined
in Chapter 5, Section 5.3.) for all the iWHCs in the job. The remaining predicted response time
values are used in the post-mortem activities, outlined in the next section, to calculate the iWHC
accuracy level.

6.2.3.

Proposed Response Time Prediction for Unstable iWHCs

Unstable iWHCs are unlikely to reach a common response time point in the future. For that
reason, the proposed method attempts to reduce the prediction error by focusing on the list of
clusters which are within a certain specified diameter from the newest one. When the method
encounters an unknown suggestion about the future tendency of the job, it tries to continue with
the current job trend until the iWHCs get back to a stable situation.

ResponseTimePredictor_UnstableiWHC(clusteredInstanciatedWHC CiwhC , threshold t )
If CiwhC < 1
Return -1
Else

RCiwhC0 = CiwhC0
Set i = 1
For each k = 1; k < CiwhC do
Set

If( diameter (CiwhC0 , CiwhCk ) ≤ t )
Set i = i + 1
Set RCiwhCi

= CiwhCk
Return(Prediction_StableiWHC( RCiwhC ))
Algorithm 7.

Response time prediction method for an Unstable iWHC.

Therefore, the method only considers the clusters that are within the same threshold of the
newest cluster, rather than using all available clusters which may lead to an error in the response
time prediction. The pseudo code for this response time predictor is shown in Algorithm 7. The
algorithm only selects the clusters that once added to the latest cluster (tendency cluster) have a
diameter that is below a certain specified threshold. Consequently, this method supposes that the
trend shown by the latest cluster is the correct guide line to use to predict the future job trend.
The response time prediction method for a stable iWHC is called once all available clusters
have been evaluated and filtered.
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This function also selects the response time value produced by the most accurate iWHC as
an answer. The remaining response time values are used in the post-mortem activities, which
are explained in the next section, to calculate the iWHC accuracy level.
Figure 34 and Table 26 shows an example of an unstable iWHC prediction with a threshold
of 60 seconds. In this case, the latest cluster has only one previous cluster within the same
threshold. As a result, the weighted mean is restricted to use cluster 0 and cluster 2.
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Figure 34

Data charts for a response time prediction method for an unstable iWHC.

Cluster 3: Weight 1.40
Age Response Time
13
152
12
150
11
168
10
160
R.Time Average:
157.50

Cluster 2: Weight 2.18
Age Response Time

10
11
13
15
R.Time Average:
R.Time Average: 120.00
12.25
Response Time Prediction: 121.57

Table 26

9
8
7
6

110
120
115
135

Cluster 1: Weight 5.13
Age Response Time
5
4
3
2

Cluster 0: Weight 1.00
Age Response Time
4

125

R.Time Average:
125.00

Response time prediction example for an unstable iWHC
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6.3. Post-mortem Activities

A number of post-mortem activities are carried out in order to complete the full cycle of the
GRTP method. These activities guarantee the tuning of the GRTP service and also provide
information about its prediction accuracy. The post-mortem activities are included in the GRTP
method are:

− As it was described in Chapter 5 Section 5.3., the iWHC selection uses its accuracy level.
The task for the reinforcement learning agent is to learn which the most relevant iWHC is.
The agent’s policy uses the level of accuracy as a reward function. It converts each
perceived reward into a single number that determines the iWHC selection. This value is
generated by the GRTP method for each iWHC produced in a job prediction request. The
iWHC accuracy level is calculated as a percentage by comparing the predicted result against
the real job response time.

− The evaluation of the fields that compose the workload meta-model (Chapter 5 Section 5.2.)
needs to run in the background depending on the number of new workload trace records.
This step ensures that new fields are taken into account by the meta-model definition, and
that fields which are no longer in use are excluded from future analysis.
Some of the post-mortem activities, such as the tuning of setting parameters, should be
performed by an expert in the Grid computing response time prediction area. The GRTP method
provides a number of parameters which can be adjusted to the particular Grid environment.
These parameters are:

− A proposed iWHC selection method using a discounted accumulative reward function uses
a value of γ that is a constant that determines the relative value of delayed versus
immediate rewards. If γ

gets close to 0, only the immediate reward is considered. As γ

gets close to 1, past rewards are given greater emphasis relative to the immediate reward.

γ should be tuned following the recommendations presented in Chapter 5, section 5.3.1.
− The workload meta-model threshold: a data field can be included in the prediction workload
meta-model if the information that adds to the already selected set of fields is greater than a
given threshold. This number can be tuned in order to allow more or less fields to be
considered by the method. Using more fields means that the method will analyse more
catalogues, and consequently possibly provide better accuracy in the response time results.
However, more fields imply an increase in the overall running cost of the GRTP method.

− The clustering method threshold defines the granularity of the data clusters. Using a small
threshold means that fewer data records will be clustered together, which in turn increases
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the running cost of the GRTP method. A wise decision may be to consider the SLA to set
the clustering threshold. The threshold of the clusters must be smaller than the maximum
expected prediction error set by a SLA. Clusters with diameters smaller than the expected
error allow the performance predictor to use historical data that belongs to a certain
threshold. This threshold is smaller than the maximum expected prediction error agreed in
the SLA. But, setting the threshold according to a SLA does not guarantee an acceptable
prediction result. This is because historical data may not be available for the specific
threshold.

− Most importantly, the clustering granularity must be set according to the SLA that the
Execution Planning Service is set to meet. The clustering method threshold the allowed by a
given SLA.

− Response time prediction threshold for an unstable iWHC: This setting parameter plays a
similar role to the clustering method threshold, and for the purpose of this research both
thresholds were set to the same value. Having said that, the GRTP method affords separate
tuning of each setting parameter independently. In this case, a small threshold implies that
fewer clusters in an iWHC are considered by the unstable prediction method.

6.4 Summary and conclusions

This chapter complements Chapter 5 by explaining the final section of the GRTP method. It
presents a meticulous description and comparison of the data mining methods used to predict
the response time in a Grid environment. The key contributions of this chapter are:

− A clustering algorithm called Time Base Quality Threshold focuses on finding patterns in
unlabeled data, and which also reduces the complexity of the final response time prediction
method.

− A method that classifies iWHC as stable or unstable, and as a consequence it also classifies
the jobs represented by the iWHCs.

− A method for predicting a job response time for a stable iWHC. The prediction method
focused on stable jobs evaluates the clusters by the internal average and weight function.
The prediction is composed by the weighted mean of all clusters in the iWHC.

− A method for predicting a job response time for an unstable iWHC. This method tries to
continue with the current job trend until a change occurs in the iWHC. The method only
uses the clusters that are within the same threshold as the newest cluster.
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− A description of the list of setting parameters for the prediction method. Those parameters
can be tuned to adapt the solution to the Grid environment. A practical analysis of the
impact of those parameters in the prediction results is analyzed in the next chapter.
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Chapter 7 – GRTP Method Experimental Results and Analysis

This chapter presents a series of experiments carried out to test the GRTP Method response
time prediction. Each of the experiments produces several results that can be used to judge the
quality, reliability and consistency of the proposed solution.
The performed experiments implement a cross-validation technique [111]. Cross-validation
is applied to assess how the results of a statistical analysis will generalise to an independent data
set. The technique is mainly used in situations where one wants to estimate how accurately a
predictive model performs in practice. One round of cross-validation involves partitioning a
sample of data into complementary subsets. The analysis is performed on one subset referred to
as the training set, and the analysis is subsequently validated on the second subset called the
validation set or testing set. To reduce variability, multiple rounds of cross-validation are
performed using different partitions, and the validation results are averaged over the rounds.
The cross-validation method used in this research is called holdout, and the data was
separated into a disjoint training set and a testing set. The training set consisted of a minimum
of 20,000 job submissions taken from DAS. The two testing sets were taken from the
AuverGrid and Grid5000 Grid environments and were also composed of a minimum of 20,000
job submissions each.

7.1. Comparison Charts Explanation

Two different chart types are used regularly throughout this chapter. The main objective of
make use of a consistent set of charts is to facilitate the assessment of the GRTP service when
different running options are implemented.
The first chart is used to evaluate a specific response time prediction solution. The evaluation
is focused on measuring the quality of the prediction result against the real response time result.
The X axis shows a range of response time prediction errors. To have a clear picture of the
method’s prediction accuracy, the granularity of the ranges of errors increases over the axis,
where the ranges that are close to zero have a small granularity. It is important to notice that the
same range of the X axis is used in all charts for all experiments; therefore it is possible to run a
visual comparison between the charts. The Y axis shows a percentage of occurrences that are
fitted into each error range. An example of the chart described is printed in Figure 35.
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Sample chart: Method A implemented in Sample Grid

Percentage of
occurrences
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Figure 35

Sample chart: Results for a Method A in Sample Grid.

Figure 36 shows the second chart type commonly used in this chapter. This is a comparison
chart that shows how one method has performed against another. The chart illustrates how well
(in percentage terms) each response time prediction method has performed when comparing the
response time predictions that one method has calculated more accurately than the other (more
accurately, in this case, means that the value of the predicted response time for one method is
closer to the actual job response time than that of the other method). Within this chapter, this
chart is always presented twice when comparing two methods. One chart is to show how well a
first method has performed against another; and the second one shows the same information
from the opposite perspective, i.e., how well the second method has performed against the first
one.

Percentage of
occurrences

Sample chart: 40% of jobs better predicted by Method A in Grid X versus the
same jobs predicted by Method B
30
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12.12
2.16

2.29
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0
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Ranges of percentage improvent achieved by Method A vs Method B

Figure 36

Sample chart: Shows how well a Method A has predicted against a Method B.

For example, Figure 36 shows that Method A has predicted 40 percent of the prediction
requests better than Method B. Out of those 40 percent, 22 percent has been improved by 10
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percent by Method A against Method B, 18 percent has been improved by 20 percent by Method
A against Method B, etc. This chart offers the chance to visually compare two methods reading:
the columns closer to the left side represent a better improvement compared to the columns
closer to the right side of the chart.

7.2. Evaluation of Existing Solutions

Chapter 2 mentions that workload traces in response time prediction methods were used by
Downey [53] , Gibbons [61] and Smith [62]. By comparison, it was demonstrated that [63]
Smith’s method was the most effective and accurate method. Smith was able to deal with
distributed environments without much intrusion and without imposing restrictions on the input
data fields. Downey, Gibbons and Smith‘s methods were further compared and evaluated in a
production Grid environment in [76]. Again, Smith proved to be most accurate solution.
However, it was also demonstrated that there are a number of key points where response time
prediction solutions for Grid environments can be improved. For that reason the GRTP method
was presented. The GRTP method is a dynamic and non-intrusive solution able to understand
the input data and evolve as required.
DAS Grid environment was selected as the training set for the evaluation. DAS represented a
difficult challenge for the prediction methods given that the historical data offered common
variances of the response time for a given job. The causes of those response time variances were
mainly not inform in any other data field of the historical data. This phenomenon was observed
when the data was mined in detail to appreciate how difficult the challenge was before hand.
Taking this observation into account, 20,000 job submissions were predicted to test how the
most accurate of the current existing solutions (Smith [62] using arithmetical average for the
prediction function) perform in a production Grid computing environments (DAS). The results
are shown in Figure 37 and Table 27.
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Smith Method implemented in Das
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Figure 37

Smith method in DAS.

DAS
Catalogues
{[JobID,LastRunSiteID,Nproc,UserID]}
{[JobID,Nproc, UserID]}
{[Nproc, UserID]}
{[LastRunSiteID,Nproc, UserID]}
{[JobID, UserID]}
{[JobID,LastRunSiteID, UserID]}
{[LastRunSiteID,UserID]}
{[UserID]}
{[JobID,Nproc]}
{[JobID,LastRunSiteID,Nproc]}
{[Nproc]}
{[LastRunSiteID,Nproc]}
{[JobID]}
{[JobID,LastRunSiteID]}
{[LastRunSiteID]}

Table 27

% Use
13.01
13.01
11.65
11.65
8.67
8.67
8.09
8.09
4.91
4.91
2.31
2.31
1.34
1.34
0.02

Smith method catalogues and its usability in DAS

It has been previously mentioned that the main cause for the prediction errors in Smith’s
method is, that the use of any possible combination of data fields to filter the historical
information in heterogeneous workloads is sensitive to non-normalise data. As a result, the
selected records are not related to the prediction request.
Smith’s method proposes the selection of a catalogue containing the minimum confidence
interval of the response time, and the average of the response time within the selected catalogue
as a prediction function. In this experiment, the prediction requests details produced by Smith’s
method shows that most of the errors were produced because the selected catalogue did not
contain data fields logically connected to the prediction request. This argument is appreciated in
Table 27 where the utilisation of each catalogue is displayed. Table 27 shows that the
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catalogues {[Nproc,UserID]}, {[LastRunSiteID,Nproc, UserID]}, {[LastRunSiteID, UserID]}
were utilised in 31 percent of the cases in order to predict a given job response time.
As a result, the prediction median error of Smith’s method in the DAS environment was 76
percent. Taking these numbers into account (Figure 37), the immediate consequence is that the
OGSA Execution Planning Service should expect that any prediction request will have a high
level of imprecision, almost as big as the real job response time itself (100 percent).
The same experiment was also conducted this time using the testing sets offered by
Grid5000 and AuverGrid Grid environments. The result for Grid5000 is presented in Figure 38,
Chart A and Table 28. In this case, the prediction figures have improved considerably compared
to the previous example where half of the jobs were predicted with 20 percent of error.
However, the results for AuverGrid are not encouraging and present a significant number of
submissions with prediction errors of 640 percent or more (Figure 38, chart B and Table 28). No
further comparison is needed in order to demonstrate that Smith’s method cannot be
implemented in AuverGrid.
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occurrences

Chart A: Smith Method implemented in Grid5000
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Chart B: Smith Method implemented in AuverGrid
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Figure 38

Smith method in Grid5000 (Chart A) and AuverGrid (Chart B).
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Grid5000
AuverGrid
Catalogues
% Use
Catalogues
{[JobID,Status,UserID]}
33.79 {[JobID,QueueId,Status,UserID]}
{[JobID,LastRunSiteID,Status,UserID]} 33.79 {[QueueId,Status,UserID]}
{[LastRunSiteID,Status,UserID]}
4.07 {[JobID,Status,UserID]}
{[Status,UserID]}
4.07 {[Status,UserID]}
{[UserID]}
3.72 {[JobID,QueueId,UserID]}
{[LastRunSiteID,UserID]}
3.72 {[QueueId,UserID]}
{[JobID,LastRunSiteID,Status]}
2.70 {[JobID,QueueId,Status]}
{[JobID,Status]}
2.70 {[JobID,UserID]}
{[JobID,LastRunSiteID,UserID]}
2.35 {[UserID]}
{[JobID,UserID]}
2.35 {[QueueId,Status]}
{[JobID]}
1.63 {[QueueId]}
{[JobID,LastRunSiteID]}
1.63 {[JobID,QueueId]}
{[LastRunSiteID]}
1.44 {[Status]}
{[LastRunSiteID,Status]}
1.02 {[JobID,Status]}
{[Status]}
1.02 {[JobID]}

Table 28

% Use
14.14
14.13
12.49
12.48
7.54
7.53
6.32
5.87
5.86
5.41
3.29
1.88
1.52
0.78
0.78

Catalogues for Smith method in Grid5000 and AuverGrid

In these two cases, it is possible to understand the performance of Smith’s method by
analysing the data used in each prediction. The explanation for the poor results seen in
AuverGrid is similar to the one presented for DAS. In DAS the catalogues were selected using
data fields that, while offering the minimum confidence interval of the response time within the
catalogue, are selecting records that are not related to each other.
Contrarily, the Grid5000 catalogues utilisation displayed in Table 28 shows that the job
identification is included in the catalogues most used for Grid5000. The first two catalogues in
Grid5000 that include the job identification are used in 67 percent of the predictions, compared
to AuverGrid where the most utilised catalogues are not linked to the target job (Table 28
highlighted in bold).
These experiments validate the proposed workload meta-model method presented in Chapter
5 Section 5.2., where the creation of a binding set of fields that links the catalogues to the target
job limits the freedom of data fields. Furthermore, the solution’s different performance results
confirm that the selected testbeds represent a wide spectrum of production Grid computing
environments.

7.3. GRTP Method Evaluation Assuming All Jobs as Stable

The first evaluation of the proposed method is carried out assuming that all jobs are stable
(Chapter 6 Section 6.2.1.). For this job type all clusters within an iWHC are used to predict the
response time. The method evaluates the clusters by their internal average and weight function.
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The weight function considers the age and the number of records in a cluster. The prediction is
finally composed by the weighted mean of all clusters in an iWHC
In this experiment, two setting parameters can be tuned. The first parameter is γ
where 0 ≤ γ < 1 . γ is part of the proposed iWHC selection method that uses a discounted
accumulative reward function (Chapter 5 Section 5.3.1.) γ determines the relative value of
delayed versus immediate rewards. From a practical point of view, the tuning of γ

should

follow the following principles:

− If a Grid site has the tendency to be dynamic with constantly changing recourses and
services, the practical suggestion is to give more priority to the latest iWHC accuracy levels
assigning a value to γ tending to 0.

− Otherwise, in a less dynamic environment, a γ tending to 1 is able to make better use of
past experiences and deal better with outliers.
The second adjustable setting parameter is the threshold of the clusters in an iWHC. This
parameter was presented in the proposed TBQT clustering algorithm in Chapter 6 Section 6.1.1.
The threshold parameter affects the final GRTP running cost; the bigger the threshold, the fewer
the number of clusters created from an iWHC, which in turn represents a reduction in running
cost. On the other hand, having a small threshold means that few data records will be clustered
together and that more running cost will be added to the GRTP method.
Fine-tuning of these setting parameters is part of the post-mortem activities discussed in
Chapter 6 Section 6.3. For this initial example, γ is set to 0.8 and the clustering threshold to 3
minutes. However, both parameters are changed later in this chapter in order to analyse their
influence on the accuracy of the GRTP prediction method. At the end of this chapter, an
analysis of the sensitivity of the parameters is presented to better understand their impact on the
GRTP method.
Figure 39 and Table 29 display the result of the GRTP method in the DAS Grid environment
assuming that all jobs are stable. The result shows a distribution with a median prediction error
value of 53 percent. Initially this number may seem unsatisfactory for a response time
prediction method. However, comparing it to Figure 37, where the results for the Smith method
are shown, it is clear that the GPTR method offers a significant improvement over Smith’s
method, which has a median prediction error of 86 percent. The fact that the number of
prediction errors is greater than 160 percent has been considerably reduced implementing the
GRTP method is a significant point.
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GRTP Method assuming stable jobs in Das
Gamma 0.8, Threshold 3 min, Assuming Stable Jobs
27.33
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Figure 39

GRTP method assuming stable jobs (Gamma 0.8, thresholds 3min) in DAS

DAS
Catalogues
{[JobID]}
{[JobID,LastRunSiteID]}
{[JobID,LastRunSiteID,UserID]}
{[JobID,UserID]}
{[JobID,LastRunSiteID,Nproc]}
{[JobID,Nproc]}
{[JobID,LastRunSiteID,Nproc,UserID]}
{[JobID,Nproc,UserID]}

Table 29

% Use
15.70
15.70
14.01
14.01
11.61
11.61
8.69
8.69

WHC list for GRTP method in DAS (Gamma 0.8, threshold 3min).

A one-to-one evaluation of each response time prediction can be made in order to understand
where the differences between both methods lie (Figure 40). The evaluation shows that the
GRTP method assuming stable jobs predict better than Smith’s method in 57 percent of the
cases. The evaluation also shows that Smith’s method predicts better than the GRTP method in
36 percent of the cases. Also, in Figure 40 can be seen that 7 percent of the predictions were
calculated with the same precision using both methods. In these cases their scores were too
close to be distinguished and therefore the results were not claimed for either method.
An interesting point is presented when the percentage range of improvements in the
prediction errors is analysed. Chart A in Figure 40 shows that many job predictions have been
considerably improved upon by the GRTP method. Comparing Chart A with Chart B in Figure
40 highlights the significance of the improvement; Chart B shows that when Smith’s method is
better the prediction improvements are much smaller than those of the GRTR method. These
results suggest that the GRTP method not only predicts better than Smith’s method in the
majority of the prediction requests, but also that it affords a smaller prediction error.
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Percentage of
occurrences

Chart A: 57% of jobs better predicted by GRTP Method assuming stable jobs
in DAS versus the same jobs predicted by Smith
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Chart B: 36% of jobs better predicted by Smith in DAS versus
the same jobs predicted by GRTP Method assuming stable jobs
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Figure 40

GRTP method assuming stable jobs (Gamma 0.8, thresholds 3min) versus
Smith method in DAS

The experiment was repeated in Grid5000 and AuverGrid in order to validate the results in
different Grid environments. Figure 41 displays the result of the GRTP method in Grid5000.
Comparing these results with Smith’s for the same Grid environment (Figure 38 Chart A),
shows that the median error for the GRTR method is 5 percent, compared to 16 percent for
Smith’s method. The comparison illustrates that the response time prediction has been improved
by using the GRTP method. GRTP predicts 65 percent of the cases with a 10 percent error while
Smith achieves the same prediction with a 20 percent error.
Figure 42 displays a one-to-one evaluation of the two methods in the Grid5000 Grid
environment. The evaluation shows that the GRTP method predicts better than Smith’s method
in 67 percent of the cases. In most cases where the GRTP method predicts better than Smith’s,
the improvement is in the region of 20 percent. However, Smith’s method offers a better
response time prediction in 26 percent of the cases. Within the 26 percent, Smith improves the
GRTP method by 10 percent or less. Following the experiment presented for DAS, the results in
Grid5000 also suggest that the GRTP method not only predicts better in the majority of the
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prediction requests but also that when it does it, the prediction error is smaller than Smiths
results.

GRTP Method assuming stable jobs in Grid5000

Percentage of
occurrences

Gamma 0.8, Threshold 3 min, Assuming Stable Jobs
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Figure 41

GRTP method assuming stable jobs (Gamma 0.8, thresholds 3min) in Grid5000
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Chart A: 66% of jobs better predicted by GRTP Method assuming stable jobs
in Grid5000 versus the same jobs predicted by Smith
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Chart B: 26% of jobs better predicted by Smith in Grid5000 versus the same
jobs predicted by GRTP Method assuming stable jobs
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Figure 42

GRTP method assuming stable jobs (Gamma 0.8, thresholds 3min) versus
Smith method in Grid5000
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The results of the comparison between the GRTR method and Smith’s method in Grid5000
are similar to those found when the two methods were compared in the DAS Grid environment.
The results suggest that the GRTP method offers a better response time prediction than Smith’s
method and that it affords a smaller prediction error.
The final experiment compares the GRTR method with Smith’s method in the AuverGrid
Grid environment. Figure 43 shows the result of the GRTP method. The median error for the
GRTP method in AuverGrid is 64 percent, compared to 225 percent for Smith’s method (Figure
38). From the AuverGrid results it is clear that the GRTR method offers a definite improvement
in response time prediction over Smith’s in this environment. Smith’s method generates a
significant number of predictions with errors greater than 640 percent. The GRTP method
reduced the amount of errors and archived an increasing number of occurrences in other
columns that represent a smaller prediction error.
Figure 44 illustrates the enhancement in response time prediction offered by the GRTR
method from a different perspective. Figure 44 shows that more than 70 percent of the
prediction requests are more accurate using the GRTP method compared to Smith’s in
AuverGrid. Furthermore, more than 50 percent of the predictions improved Smith’s numbers by
more than 640 percent.

GRTP Method assuming stable jobs in AuverGrid
Gamma 0.8, Threshold 3 min, Assuming Stable Jobs

Percentage of
occurrences
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Figure 43

GRTP method assuming stable jobs (Gamma 0.8, thresholds 3min) in
AuverGrid
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Percentage of
occurrences

Chart A: 70% of jobs better predicted by GRTP Method assuming stable jobs
in AuverGrid versus the same jobs predicted by Smith
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Chart B: 23% of jobs better predicted by Smith in AuverGrid versus the same
jobs predicted by GRTP Method assuming stable jobs
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Figure 44

GRTP method assuming stable jobs (Gamma 0.8, thresholds 3min) versus
Smith method in AuverGrid

7.4. GRTP Method Evaluation Assuming All Jobs as Unstable

The second evaluation of the GRTP method was implemented assuming that all jobs are
unstable (Chapter 6 Section 6.2.1.). For this type of job all clusters within an iWHCs are used to
predict the response time.
As previously explained in Chapter 6 Section 6.2.3., unstable iWHCs are unlikely to reach a
similar response time at a point in the future. To prevent disturbances from clusters that may be
created by outliers or important changes in the way that the job has performed in the past, this
prediction method selects the clusters which are within a certain diameter of the latest one. The
GRTR method for unstable jobs tries to continue with the current job trend when its future
response time tendency is unknown. Therefore, instead of using all available clusters, which
may produce a misrepresentation of the predicted result, it only considers the clusters that are
within the same threshold as the newest cluster.
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In this case an extra setting parameter can be tuned. In addition to γ and the clustering
threshold, the threshold that the past clusters should meet has to be set (Chapter 6 Section
6.2.3.). With the purpose of facilitating facilitate the comparison between the implementation of
the GRTP method when using stable and unstable jobs, the tuneable parameters were set the
same in both cases ( γ is set to 0.8 and the threshold is set to 3 minutes, and the threshold for
past clusters was also set to 3 minutes).
Chart A: GRTP Method assuming unstable jobs in DAS
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Chart B: GRTP Method assuming unstable jobs in Grid5000
Gamma 0.8, Thresholds 3 min, Assuming Unstable Jobs
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Chart C: GRTP Method assuming unstable jobs in AuverGrid
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Figure 45

GRTP method assuming unstable jobs (Gamma 0.8, both thresholds 3min) in
DAS (Chart A), Grid5000 (Chart B) and AuverGrid (Chart C)
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Figure 45 displays the results of the analysis of the GRTR method in the three testbeds
assuming all jobs are unstable. The results show that response time predictions have been
markedly improved for both Grid5000 and AuverGrid. In Grid5000, the GRTR method is able
to predict 76 percent of the cases within a 10 percent margin of error. Additionally, almost 50
percent of the cases are predicted within the same error gap in AuverGrid. This result is a
remarkable achievement in its own right, but even more so when compared to other solutions,
such as those of Figure 37 and Figure 38.
The GRTR method shows an improvement in response time prediction over previous
approaches in DAS too, but it is not as remarkable as the improvements seen in Grid5000 and
AuverGrid. Detailed data mining was performed in order to understand where the errors were
generated. The data mining showed that DAS workload traces contain a significant number of
jobs that exhibit inexplicable variances in their historical response time. For these jobs, the
historical workload trace exhibits a significant change in the response time while the rest of the
fields retain the same values. The reason for this may be known for the user that has submitted
the job but it is not available via the workload trace. A typical example of this situation is when
the parameters of the jobs are changes but not published. As a consequence, the response time
prediction of the GRTR method is not as good in DAS as in the other two Grid environments
used in this experiment.
The differences between the GRTP method and Smith’s method are displayed in three oneto-one evaluations in Figure 46, Figure 47, and Figure 48. Comparing all three pairs of charts
one sees a common trend; when assuming all jobs as unstable, the GRTP method in most cases
offer a better response time prediction compared to other approaches.
The three result sets share another common trend; the response time of the jobs that have
been improved by the GRTP method fit in greater ranges than the ones that were better
predicted by Smith’s method. For example, half of the 21 percent that Smith predicts better than
the GRTP method in Grid5000, falls into the column of a 10 percent of improvement. In other
words, the improvement achieved by Smith is less significant than the improvement achieved
by the GRTP method.
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Chart A: 60% of jobs better predicted by GRTP Method assuming unstable
jobs in DAS versus the same jobs predicted by Smith
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Chart B: 33% of jobs better predicted by Smith in DAS versus the same jobs
predicted by GRTP Method assuming unstable jobs
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GRTP method assuming unstable jobs (Gamma 0.8, thresholds 3min) versus
Smith method in DAS

Chart A: 71% of jobs better predicted by GRTP Method assuming unstable
jobs in Grid5000 versus the same jobs predicted by Smith
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Ranges of percentage improvent achieved by GRTP method versus Smith
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Figure 47

GRTP method assuming unstable jobs (Gamma 0.8, thresholds 3min) versus
Smith method in Grid5000
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Chart A: 83% of jobs better predicted by GRTP Method assuming unstable
jobs in AuverGrid versus the same jobs predicted by Smith
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Chart B: 13% of jobs better predicted by Smith in AuverGrid versus the same
jobs predicted by GRTP Method assuming unstable jobs
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Figure 48

GRTP method assuming unstable jobs (Gamma 0.8, thresholds 3min) versus
Smith method in AuverGrid
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7.5. GRTP Method Evaluation Using a Job Type Method Function

This experiment was conducted by implementing the function that identifies the type of
iWHC. This function, introduced in Chapter 6 Section 6.2.1., decides which prediction function
the GRTP method should used based on the iWHC classification.
The results of this evaluation can be seen in Figure 49 and the response time prediction for
DAS can be viewed in Chart A. The results show that the GRTP method is better at predicting
the job response time than Smith’s method (Figure 37). The median error for the GRTR method
is 37 percent, compared to 86 percent in Smith’s case.
The performance of the GRTP method in Grid5000 (Figure 49 Chart B) offered as a result
that 76 percent of the cases have a prediction error smaller than 10 percent. Thus, the
performance is substantially improved by the GRTR method compared to Smith’s method
(Figure 38 Chart A). The prediction performance was improved compared to the two previous
experiments, especially in the exercise when all jobs were considered stable (Figure 41). The
reason for the improvement is that the job’s response time varies frequently in production Grid
environments, and these changes are not published in the workload traces.

Chart A: GRTP Method using a job type function in DAS
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Chart B: GRTP Method using a job type function in Grid5000
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Chart C: GRTP Method using a job type function in AuverGrid
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Figure 49

GRTP method using a job type function (Gamma 0.8, thresholds 3min) in DAS
(Chart A), Grid5000 (Chart B) and AuverGrid (Chart C)

Finally, AuverGrid also presents a good quality response time prediction with 64 percent of
the cases predicted with errors smaller than 20 percent. The results can be emphasised by
comparing them to Smith’s results in Figure 38 Chart B, where the prediction errors are
practically impossible to handle in production Grid environments (38 percent of Smith
predictions have an error greater than 650 percent). This is a key point as the GRTP method is
able to perform well in Grid environments where other methods fail to achieve good results.
The previous performance improvements are confirmed by analysing the one-to-one
evaluations in Figure 50, Figure 51, and Figure 52. The common trend in all the compared
charts is that the response time of the jobs that have been improved by the GRTP method are
mostly found in error ranges that are greater than those better predicted by Smith.
The GRTP method using a job type function offers better results than those predicted for
GRTP considering the jobs as unstable (Figure 49 vs. Figure 45). This latest improvement is not
as significant as what it was observed when comparing GRTP considering the jobs as unstable
against GRTP considering the jobs as stable (Figure 45 vs. Figure 43,Figure 41, Figure 39).The
reason is due to the natural variability of the workload trace data presented in the different Grid
testbed. In these testbeds, most of the jobs are classified as unstables during its lifetime.
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Chart A: 67% of jobs better predicted by GRTP Method using a job type
function in DAS versus the same jobs predicted by Smith
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Chart B: 27% of jobs better predicted by Smith in DAS versus the same jobs
predicted by GRTP Method using a job type function
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Figure 50

GRTP method using a job type function (Gamma 0.8, thresholds 3min) versus
Smith method in DAS
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Chart A: 74% of jobs better predicted by GRTP Method using a job type
function in Grid5000 versus the same jobs predicted by Smith
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Chart B: 19% of jobs better predicted by Smith in Grid5000 versus the same
jobs predicted by GRTP Method using a job type function
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Figure 51

GRTP method using a job type function (Gamma 0.8, thresholds 3min) versus
Smith method in Grid5000
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Chart A: 86% of jobs better predicted by GRTP Method using a job type
function in Auvergrid versus the same jobs predicted by Smith
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Figure 52

GRTP method using a job type function (Gamma 0.8, thresholds 3min) versus
Smith method in AuverGrid
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7.6. GRTP Method Evaluation Using Different Setting Parameters

The previous section presented the prediction results of the GRTP method when the job type
function was used. The results suggested that the GRTP method is able to produce accurate
prediction results in production Grid environments.
A pending point expressed in the previous experiments was to evaluate the GRTP method
using different setting parameters. The parameters are γ , which is used in the discounted
accumulative reward function, the threshold of the clusters in an iWHC, and the threshold of the
historical clusters for unstable jobs.
For this experiment, γ was set to two different values: 0.8 and 0.3. In order to understand
the reason behind this decision one has to understand the importance of the γ parameter;
by choosing a value for γ that is close to 1 one is able to make use of past experiences and
deal better with outliers, and in choosing a value for γ that is closer to 0 one give more priority
to the latest iWHC accuracy levels. The thresholds of the clusters and the historical clusters
were set to 3 and 10 minutes: 3 minutes give a fine granularity of clusters but discard many
historical clusters in the prediction function for unstable job types; 10 minutes group historical
records with internal response time changes, but include more historical clusters in the
prediction for unstable type of jobs.
The different results from the evaluation of the GRTP method using different setting
parameters are displayed in Table 30, where an interesting result can be seen; the prediction
accuracy in all three Grid environments increases when the cluster thresholds are smaller
regardless the value of γ .

Ranges of percentage error
Grid( γ , Thresholds) [0,10] (10,20] (20,40] (40,80] (80,160] (160,320] (320,640] (640, inf]
DAS (0.3, 3)
21.68 12.09 18.32 24.32
14.49
5.88
1.97
1.25
DAS (0.8, 3)
20.95 12.32 19.25 25.16
14.68
5.39
1.56
0.69
DAS (0.3,10)
16.02
9.84 16.78 23.33
18.20
10.51
3.77
1.55
DAS (0.8, 10)
15.33 10.30 17.65 23.96
18.25
10.24
3.30
0.96
Grid5000 (0.3, 3)
77.36
6.03
3.00
4.36
3.15
1.11
1.22
3.76
Grid5000 (0.8, 3)
76.97
6.10
3.11
4.74
3.33
1.05
1.23
3.46
Grid5000 (0.3, 10)
73.84
7.87
3.35
4.83
3.41
1.25
1.37
4.08
Grid5000 (0.8, 10)
73.80
7.81
3.47
5.19
3.48
1.19
1.29
3.77
AuverGrid (0.3, 3)
51.96 12.65 11.82
9.93
5.66
2.23
1.50
4.24
AuverGrid (0.8, 3)
51.24 12.87 11.80
9.78
6.10
2.22
1.74
4.26
AuverGrid (0.3, 10)
48.74 12.63 11.22 10.25
6.53
2.77
2.16
5.70
AuverGrid (0.8, 10)
48.15 13.01 11.15 10.37
6.97
2.74
2.20
5.40

Table 30

GRTP method evaluation using different setting parameters
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By analysing the same results, one can make a suggestion about the impact of γ on the GRTP
method. The common tendency is that the smaller the Gamma values, the better the prediction
accuracy. In other words, the response time trend given by the latest cluster should be given
priority over old clusters. Furthermore, the results show that there is no need to consider the
entire jobs response time history; the latest information should be enough to suggest a future
response time.
The above two arguments can be combined to claim that the most accurate results are
obtained when small gamma and threshold values are used. This affirmation is tested by
noticing that the most accurate results in Table 30 (highlighted in bold) were obtained when
Gamma was set to 0.3 and the threshold to 3.
But, the key conclusion from the results shown in Table 30 is that by reducing the thresholds
and γ , the performance prediction accuracy improves significantly more in DAS rather than in
the other two Grid environments. For instance, AuverGrid(0.8, 10) has 48 percentage of job
submission within the [0,10] range of error while this is slightly improved by reducing the
setting parameter (see AuverGrid(0.3, 3) with 52 percent of job submission). A similar trend can
be seen in Grid5000. But DAS(0.8, 10) has 15 percent of job submissions in the [0,10] range of
error while DAS(0.3, 3) has 22 percent. This is, in numbers, a 46 percentage increase in the
number of job submissions included into the lower range of error.
The reason for the better improvement in DAS is found in the different workload trace
characteristics that DAS contains if compared with GRID5000 or AuverGrid. DAS was
represented by a workload trace that offered common variances of the response time for a given
job. The causes of those response time variances were mainly not informed in any other data
field of the historical data. This phenomenon was observed when the data was mined in detail.
On the other hand, GRID5000 or AuverGrid had response time traces for a job which are
informed in other data fields. This implied that the GRTP method was able to use this
information to retrieve similar records from the past. For this reason, the use of bigger
thresholds and γ close to 1 produced similar prediction results than those with smaller
thresholds and γ close to 0.
Figure 53 displays which of the GRTP and Smith’s methods generates the most accurate
response time predictions. GRTP is using different Gamma and threshold setting parameters as
specified above. The conclusion is that regardless of the values of the parameters used by the
GRTP method, this method performs consistently better than Smith’s.
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Percentage of cases where each method predict best
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Auver
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(0.8,3)
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Auver
Grid
Grid
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Best predicted by GRTP method

73.92

73.94

72.27

71.74

65.76

65.81

61.04

60.95

86.43

86.49

85.63

85.17

Best predicted by Smith

19.03

19.17

21.12

21.73

27.27

27.83

30.62

31.23

8.46

9.03

8.69

9.61

Same prediction value

7.05

6.88

6.62

6.52

6.97

6.36

8.33

7.82

5.11

4.48

5.67

5.22

Figure 53

Most accurate method utilisation share picture

7.7. Setting Parameters Sensitivity of the Method

The behaviour of the proposed method depends, in part, on: how the parameters that
determine how much historical information is considered for selecting the right iWHC are set;
the threshold for clustering the catalogues; and the threshold that the past clusters should meet
to be considered by the prediction calculus.
One of the important aspects taken into account when designing the proposed GRTP method
was to produce a solution that was not strongly dependent of its settings parameters. A method
with high sensitivity to parameter settings invariably results in important changes in the method
output if those settings are not well tuned.
High parameter sensitivity means that a slight change of the parameter value may affect the
GRTP method performance considerably. Consequently, a solution with high parameter
sensitivity is not robust enough to provide consistent performance across different Grid sites and
over a long period of time.
Table 31 displays a combination of different γ and threshold values, which can be used to
understand the sensitivity of the proposed method. This example uses a medium γ value (0.5) as
well as the values used in the previous examples. The thresholds for each cluster and the past
clusters were set to the same values as outlined in paragraph 7.5.
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Thresholds
(Minutes)
3
Grid5000
10

3
DAS
10

3
AuverGrid
10

Table 31

γ
0.8
0.5
0.3
0.8
0.5
0.3
0.8
0.5
0.3
0.8
0.5
0.3
0.8
0.5
0.3
0.8
0.5
0.3

Average GRTP Method
Error Median
(Percentage) Running Time (Miliseconds)
3.72
4109
3.70
3438
3.69
2566
4.25
3844
4.24
3875
4.22
3949
37.10
4347
37.15
3852
37.34
3579
49.76
4187
50.62
4209
51.00
4212
9.36
4716
9.25
3905
9.00
3269
11.12
3918
11.08
4105
10.79
4173

Setting parameters sensitivity of the GRTP method

The median of the prediction error and the average GRTP method running time is shown
together with possible combinations of γ and the values of the cluster thresholds. The results
suggest the proposed GRTP method can be tuned to gain some response time prediction
accuracy without affecting the quality of the prediction service. The common trend is to affirm
that the smaller the thresholds the better the prediction accuracy. At the same time, reducing the
thresholds size affects the running time of the method.

7.8. GRTP Method Analysis and Experiment Conclusions

The results of the experiments outlined in this chapter show that, in comparison to the most
effective and accurate response time prediction method using workload traces (Smith [63]), the
GRTP method improves the job response time prediction in different Grid environments.
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The first experiment using the GRTP method demonstrated that the GRTP method, by
assuming all jobs as stable, performs better than Smith in different testbeds. Additionally, and
from the same results, it can be concluded that when Smith’s method predicts better than GRTP
the prediction improvement is not significant. Going a step further, the particular response time
prediction cases when Smith’s method predicts better can be explained via detailed data mining
analysis. This analysis hints that every time that an occasional sudden change happens in a job
response time trend the GRTP method needed to rebuild the knowledge database for this new
scenario. In the experiment, because the GRTP method considered all jobs as stable, any
historical data cluster would play a role in the prediction function. Therefore, it takes a number
of job submissions to adjust the predictor to the new response time trend. When a response time
change happens and Smith’s method is not affected by non-normalised data fields, Smith is able
to adapt more quickly than the GRTP method and produce better results. If after a sudden
change, the later job submissions tend to be stable, Smith method may still predict better until
the adjusting of historical clusters is completed by the GRTP method.
The second experiment testing the GRTP method assumed all jobs as unstable. The results
produced a better prediction performance than GRTP assuming all jobs as stable, and also
offered better results than Smith’s method in different testbeds. The improvement is explained
because the unstable prediction method discards clusters of data that are not following the latest
job’s response time trend. As a consequence, a better prediction was calculated
In particular, in the unstable experiment, the GRTP method was able to obtain better
prediction results in Grid5000 and AuverGrid compared to DAS. The reason was that, even if
there are many changes in the response time within an iWHC Grid5000 and AuverGrid, the
response time keeps a steady line in between changes and therefore the use of the latest cluster
helps in the prediction. On the other hand, DAS contains many jobs with sudden and
inexplicable changes happening quite often.
The final suggestion from this experiment is that sudden changes in job response time are
commonly found in current production Grid computing. This situation makes assumptions on
taking all jobs as unstable more suitable for Grid computing prediction tasks. The reason behind
this phenomenon can be found in the way that current users behave in production Grid
environments. In many occasions the jobs are internally manipulated to perform different tasks.
These changes are not published to the Grid middleware where the information found in the
workload traces is stored. In other situations, the Grid site administrators are not publishing
relevant information where the job was actually running. If the user and administrators conduct
changes, the GRTP method will see an increasing number of jobs predicted using the stable type
of job function.
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The third GRTP method’s experiment a job type function was added to select the most
appropriate predictor for a stable or unstable job. The results of this experiment demonstrate that
the prediction performance was improved compared to any of the previous experiments. For
unstable jobs some of the historical data clusters are avoided in the prediction function. For
stable jobs all the historical data clusters are considered. Looking at the Grid5000 Grid
environment, the GRTP method offers significant performance for a data mining based
prediction method, where 83 percent of the cases have a prediction error of less than 20 percent.
In the AuverGrid environment, the GRTP method exhibited a good prediction performance with
64 percent of the cases predicted with errors of less than 20 percent; a result that becomes more
relevant by comparing it against Smith’s predictions.
The only situation that the GRTP method is not predicting well is when an unexpected
change in response time trend takes place. The GRTP method is able to understand this situation
and adapt to the new scenario. But, until this happens, the response time prediction is not
accurate.
The final conclusion of this chapter is drawn from the experiment outlined in section 7.7,
which tested the performance of the GRTP method when using different values for the gamma
and threshold parameters. The outcome of this experiment indicates that the proposed method is
not sensitive to the different settings of the parameters. The GRTP method can be tuned to
achieve better response time prediction accuracy without affecting the quality of the prediction
service. The common trend says that the smaller the clustering thresholds the better the
prediction accuracy. At the same time, reducing the thresholds size affects the running time of
the method.
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Chapter 8 – Research Conclusions

This objective of this research is to predict job response time in production Grid
environments. The objective was selected with the aim of improving the Grid resource usability
and the administration of Grid environments.
Having discarded the traditional distributed computing solutions that take advantage of
homogeneous and open environments, a non-invasive approach was presented that uses a Grid
environment data workload traces generated from each Grid site as its source of input data.
The major challenge and the most significant restriction faced in this approach is the lack of
control with regards to the quantity, type, and quality of the input data. The fact is that many
requirements that a prediction method would like to demand cannot be always translated to the
production Grid computing sites. Grid computing sites are, by definition, loosely coupled,
heterogeneous, and geographically dispersed without any central management. The data traces
generated by them are heterogeneous and dynamic.
The proposed response time prediction method was realised in a solution called GRTP. The
GRTP method implemented several internal stages where the input data was data mined and
prepared for the prediction functions.
The first GRTP internal stage allowed the inclusion of any data fields produced by the Grid
sites. The GRTP uses an internal workload format that relaxes the definition of other current
formats. Instead of taking the traditional semantic view which restricts a data field’s value to the
field’s name for a particular Grid instance, the GRTP allows the qualification of the data fields
based on the quality of the information that they contain
Another GRTP internal stage analysed the data fields of the workload traces using
information theory methods. The results demonstrated that the quality of information varies
from Grid site to Grid site and from data field to data field. This leads to the conclusion that
prediction models which use data fields in an ad hoc manner will not always perform well in
production Grid environments. The information theory methods also suggested that there are
pairs of data fields that are strongly tied together and that taking into account only the largest
data field (in term of quality of information) is enough to get the same information as provided
by both fields together. The outcome of the information theory analysis is a method able to
select a relevant set of data fields and present them in a meta-model. This meta-model
represents a structured hierarchy based on the quality of the information of the data fields.
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The meta-model is used to create filters of historical data. These filters are classified via the
use of a reinforcement learning method and a discounted accumulative reward function. The
discounted accumulative reward function uses the historical accuracy level of each filter as a
reward or a penalty. The proposed reinforce learning method can be adjusted to deal with aged
data, giving more priority to the most recent accuracy levels.
The historical data retrieved by the filters is also analysed by GRTP method. This exercise
discovered a multi-pattern response time phenomenon commonly found in production Grid
computing environments. This multi-pattern phenomenon follows the response time changes
whose cause is hidden or non-shown in the workload data logs. As a result, the GRTP method
implements a further data analysis to expose those changes. The data analysis identifies clusters
of stable data instead of finding a function that fits the response time line.
The proposed clustering algorithm, called Time Base Quality Threshold (TBQT), is focused
on finding patterns in continuous data records. TBQT is designed to analyse large sets of data,
and the cluster threshold can be changed to increase or decrease the granularity of the data
analysis
The data clusters are used to classify the job as stable or unstable based on its historical
behaviour. A function that predicts job’s response time is proposed for each job type. The stable
job function evaluates the clusters by their internal average and weight function. The prediction
is composed of the weighted mean of all available clusters. The unstable prediction function
tries to continue with the latest job trend because the method has encountered an unknown
suggestion about the future tendency of the job, until the job gets back to a stable situation.
Therefore, the method only considers the clusters that are within the same threshold of newest
cluster, rather than using all available clusters, which may lead to an error in the response time
prediction.

8.1. Experimental result conclusions

The GRTP method was tested using a cross-validation technique using a training set taken
from the Grid environment DAS and two testing sets taken from AuverGrid and Grid5000 Grid
environments.
Three consecutive tests assuming stable and unstable jobs as well as using a job type method
to select the most appropriate prediction function were carried out. The tests offered a
significant increase in prediction performance for data mining based methods applied in Grid
computing environments. In Grid5000 the GRTP method answered 77 percent of job prediction
requests with an error of less than 10 percent while in the same environment, the current state of
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the art solution [63] was able to predict 32 percent of the cases within the same range of error.
In AuverGrid the GRTP method predicted 51 percent of the job’s response time with an error of
less than 10 percent, while the current state of the art solution was able to predict only 7 percent
of the cases within the same range of error. The worse performance for the GRTP method was
in DAS predicting 21 percent of the jobs with an error of less than 10 percent. But, the most
effective and accurate response time prediction method using workload traces (Smith [63]) was
only able to predict 8 percent of the cases within the same range of error.
One of the most important aspects taken into account when designing the GRTP method was
producing a solution that would not be sensitive to its setting parameters. High parameter
sensitivity means that a slight change may affect the method prediction performance. The
proposed method proved to be robust to provide consistent performance across different Grid
sites and over a long period of time using a different combination of setting parameters.
In general, the GRTP method was able to handle unexpected changes in resources and
services, which affect the job response time trends, and it was able to adapt to new scenarios.
The number of submission that GRTP takes to adapt to the new scenario depended on several
factors.
One factor is the clustering method threshold that sets the granularity of the data clusters.
This value influences how many new scenarios the GRTP discovers. In the experimental results,
a bigger clustering threshold produced that fewer data clusters were found, i.e., more data
records was clustered together. Unfortunately, in some cases this situation put dissimilar records
together in the same cluster. A cluster with dissimilar records produced errors in the response
time prediction. On the other hand, smaller clustering thresholds discovered many more changes
in each job response time trend. But discovering and taking into account any new small change
lead to prediction errors when the new discovered scenario was not consistently followed by
future job submissions.
Another parameter setting that influenced the adaptation of the GRTP method is the response
time prediction threshold for an unstable iWHC. The bigger the threshold the more data clusters
are considered together to predict an unstable iWHC. As concluded in the previous parameter
setting, increasing the threshold produced that unrelated records were considered for a job
response time prediction. Contrarily, if the threshold is smaller, no many historical records data
clusters are considered for a response time prediction, missing the chance of using a bigger set
of data that can provide more information.
Finally, the γ parameter used by the discounted accumulative reward function also
influences the GRTP adaptation to new scenarios. When past rewards are given greater
emphasis relative to the immediate reward ( γ has a value close to 1), new and accurate iWHC
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were not taking into account immediately. This is generally a good approach for Grid
environments with fewer variances. If γ

gets close to 0, only the immediate reward is

considered and new and accurate iWHC can be selected quicker. But, a new and accurate iWHC
can also become obsolete and inaccurate if another sudden change happens. Therefore, moving
quickly to use a new iWHC produced errors in the response time predictions.
In general, the proposed GRTP method can be tuned to adapt to different situations. If the
Grid environment is stable where the services are running without many variances and the
resources are normally loaded or if Grid environment informs the reason of the job response
time changes in a workload data fields that the GRTP method can user, then the use of bigger
thresholds and close to 1 discounted accumulative reward value is recommended. As it was
shown in the previous chapter, GRID5000 and AuverGrid were two different Grid environments
that presented this characteristic. Bigger thresholds and close to 1 discounted accumulative
reward settings reduce GRTP method running cost and make use of the entire historical data to
predict a job response time cancelling any noise that may confuse the method.
But, if the Grid environment has many sudden changes (such as data noise or jobs that ended
the submission with errors and therefore it had a response time smaller than usual) the
thresholds should be reduced and the γ value moved towards the 0 value to create a responsive
solution. As espoused in the previous chapter, DAS was a Grid environment that presented
these characteristics. The downside of using this kind of setting parameters is that the GRTP
method can quickly start following a new response time tendency that is not in continued in
future submissions. This situation produces errors in the predicted results.
The final conclusion from the experimental results is that the proposed GRTP method is
capable of predicting job response time requests and it also improves the prediction quality
when compared to other current solutions.

8.2. Future work

The GRTP method uses a combination of data mining techniques to predict a job response
time. Because the proposed method is modular, any section can be extended or changed. Out of
many future tasks that can implemented based on this research, it would be important to
mention the following:

− The proposed Workload Meta-Model method successfully selects the input data fields that
are providing relevant information for the predictor. The method used the joint entropy
function to decide the fields to be kept or discarded. This method can be extended to create
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a more elaborated Meta-Model that also includes the information dependency among data
fields. The extended Meta-Model can be used to qualify the Grid environment and retrieve
further information for the prediction methods.

− Another interesting idea is to produce Workload Meta-Models for lower granularity level.
The proposed method presents a dynamic model at the level of the Grid site. But, lowering
the models to the level of the jobs or resources may open many other alternatives to
understand the historical data and how relevant the information is for each job or resource.

− The GRTP method has four setting parameters: γ for the accumulative reward function for
the iWHC selection; the threshold for a field to be included into the workload meta-model;
the GRTP method clustering method threshold that provides the granularity of the data
clusters; and the response time prediction threshold for an unstable iWHC. Those four
parameters that can be tuned to adjust the predicted results. The proposed method has been
evaluated with different constant setting parameters. The on-the-fly adjusting of those
settings depending on the Grid environment is a pending task that can be done
automatically. This activity can open a new alternative for auto adjustable response time
prediction solution.

− Finally, this method can be used not only to predict a job response time, but also to analyse
the type and quality of information that a production Grid environment is producing. It was
demonstrated in this research that many data fields in a workload trace are providing little
information and that many jobs have unstable behaviours. There reasons are the Grid
administrators that are not configuring the middlewares to log in a trace file the information
in each grid site, and also the Grid users that change the internal settings or parameters of
the jobs without publishing the information. A solution based on the GRTP method can be
used to change and monitor the conduct of Gird administrator and users in a production
Grid infrastructure like the NGS. The final result is to obtain a meaningful workload trace
file that can be used as input of many supporting solutions for the Grid infrastructure.
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− ANL: Argone National Laboratory.
− CSG: Candidate Set Generator.
− CTC: Cornell Theory Center.
− DAS: Distributed ASCI Supercomputer.
− EPS: OGSA Execution Planning Service.
− GroupID: User group identification.
− GRTP: Grid Computing Response Time Prediction.
− GT: Globus Toolkit.
− GWF: Grid Workload Format.
− ISS: Grid Scheduling System.
− iWHC: Instanciated Workload Header Catalogue.
− JobID: Job Identification.
− JobStructure: Job Structure.
− LastRunSiteID: Last site in which the job run.
− MPI: Message Passing Interface.
− Nproc: Number of processors used by a job.
− NWS: Network Weather Service.
− OGSA: Open Grid Services Architecture.
− OrigSiteID: Site from which the job originated.
− PACE: Performance Analysis and Characterisation Environment.
− PartitionID: Partitions in the systems.
− ProjectID: Identification of the project of the job.
− PVM: Parallel Virtual Machine.
− QoS: Quality of Service.
− QT: Quality Threshold .
− QueueId: Job queue identification.
− ReqLocalDiskSpace: Job requirements for disk space.
− ReqNetwork: Job requirements for the network.
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− ReqPlatform: Job requirements for the platform.
− ReqResources: Job requirements for other resources.
− SDSC: San Diego Supercomputer Centre.
− SLA: Service Level Agreement.
− Status: Status of the job.
− SWF: Standard Workload Format.
− TBQT: Time Based Quality Threshold.
− URI: Uniform Resource Identifier.
− UsedDiskSpace: Used disk space.
− UsedNetwork: Used network.
− UsedResources: Used resources.
− UserID: User identification.
− W3C: Word Wide Web Consortium.
− WHC: Workload Header Catalogue Definition.
− WSDL: Web Service Description Language.
− WSRF: Web Services Resources Framework.
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Appendix B: GRTP Method Implementation

The GRTP method has been implemented and run in Grid5000, DAS, and AuverGrid to test
its feasibility as a response time prediction service in production Grid computing environments.
The presented implementation is the final step in the interaction through several software
prototypes that helped in setting the system architecture design, selecting the programming
language, and choosing the testing experiments to verify the correctness of the implementation.
The aim of this section is to present and explain the decisions made in the selection of the
system architecture, the implementation of the different modules, the design of the supported
database, as well as in the mechanism used for testing the entire system.

B.1. GRTP Service Architecture

To design the method’s system architecture different prototypes were tested. The prototypes
manually connected available software, such as MATLAB, Weka, and SPSS. But, the more
options the proposed method was adding, the most difficult the executions of the prototypes
were. The combination of existing software created a substantial overload in the testing work to
the extent that the inclusion of new ideas was difficult to achieve without making mistakes and
spending an important amount of time.
Therefore, the redesign of the final Service using a single architecture was considered as a
final solution. Redesigning and implementing a new piece of software had the risk of
introducing errors, but the amount of time and work that the running of prototypes were taking
made this decision unavoidable.
The final architecture (Figure 54) uses as a centre point the response time prediction engine
package. The engine uses other packages depending on the parameters that the prediction
service would like to use. The advantages of using this architecture are:

− All main sections in the architecture are independent from each other. A job object and its
related information is passed by one module to the other where the data transformation is
implemented without affecting the rest of the architecture.

− The package Similarity, Clustering and Prediction can handle several classes of
implementations within them. This gave the freedom of selecting any combination of
Similarity, Clustering and Prediction methods.
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− The modular approach makes possible the extension of the service in future releases by
facilitating the inclusion of new packages and new classes within the current architecture.

Figure 54

General implementation design of the response time prediction method.

B.2. Response Time Prediction Service Packages

In this section the description of the key packages of the GRTP Service are presented. A
UML class diagram describes the structure of the system by showing the system's packages,
classes, their attributes, and the relationships between the classes. Derivative packages that only
complement this implementation are not presented.

B.2.1.

Response Time Prediction Engine Package

The response time prediction engine package concentrates the core logic of the GRTP
Service implementation (Figure 55). This package can be explained by describing the three
main tasks of the EngineCrankshaft class:

− If a GRTP Service is started, a new EngineCrankshaft with all its details is created. Those
details are composed of as Grid identification, workload meta-model, and the values for the
reinforcement learning gamma and clustering threshold diameters. In the event that an
already created process wants to be continued (a process that for some reason was cancelled
while running), those values are recovered and set while the EngineCrankshaft is positioned
into the last historical job that was analysed.
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Figure 55

Response time prediction engine UML class diagram (relevant classes)
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− Once the EngineCrankshaft is created (or recovered), the next task is to accept response
time prediction requests. For each new request the EngineCrankshaft creates a prediction
type (PredictionType) where the requested prediction parameters are stored (such as
clustering and data mining parameters) and the following classes are called:
o

Workload Meta-model and Cataloguing Package (See Section B.2.2.)

o

Similarity package (See Section B.2.3.)

o

Clustering package (See Section B.2.4.)

o

Predictor package (See Section B.2.5.).

− Once the response time answer and the environment where this value has been predicted are
returned to the Client, the final task is to expect for the real response time to be informed.
With that value, the EngineCrankshaft can run all post-mortem activities such as the
incorporation of the level of accuracy in the prediction. Once this process is completed, the
saved information can be used in future predictions.

B.2.2.

Workload Meta-model and Cataloguing Package

The modelling package (Figure 56) concentrates the functionalities that use the workload
meta-model definition in order to create the list of WHC. The main tasks are:

− Based on the target Grid environment a workload meta-model is loaded (the workload
meta-model is refreshed in background for the post-mortem activities). With that structure,
the iWHC are created for the request.
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Figure 56

B.2.3.

Workload meta-model and Cataloguing UML class diagram (relevant classes)

Similarity package

The modelling package (Figure 57) implements the procedure that helps to select the most
appropriate iWHC from the list created in the previous package. Given that different options
have been analysed and compared, the Similarity class decides which is the method selected in
the specific process. The methods implemented are:

− SimilarityByConfidenceInterval: This is the method proposed in [62][63]. This option has
been implemented in order to demonstrate its performance quality and also it is used to
compare the new methods

− SimilarityByMeanOfErrorLevel: This method has been implemented to analyse how good
the simple mean of the error perform.
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− SimilarityByReinforcementLearningMeanOfErrorLevel: This is the proposed method where
the reinforce learning discounted accumulative reward function is implemented.

Figure 57

B.2.4.

Ssimilarity UML class diagram (relevant classes)

Clustering package

Following the idea described in the previous package, the clustering package (Figure 58)
implements different types of clustering methods that have been tested and compared in this
research. The Clustering class decides which is the method selected in the specific process. The
different implemented methods are:

− ClusteringByGroupingAll: When the data is treated all together without mining any other
characteristics, this method should be used. The final result is a unique cluster with all
records in an iWHC.

− ClusteringByQualityThreshold: The QT has been implemented to analyse its performance
and accuracy against other methods.
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− TimeBasedClusteringByQualityThreshold: This is the method proposed in this research
based in the QT technique.

Figure 58

B.2.5.

Clustering UML class diagram (relevant classes)

Predictor package

Finally, the predictor package (Figure 59) selects between the different prediction methods.
The Predictor class may call using a specific prediction method. Otherwise, by understanding
the type of job’s iWHC, the Predictor class automatically selects between the “Stable” or
“Unstable” prediction method. The implemented methods are:

− PredictionByMean: This is a prediction method used in several solutions, such as [61][62].
It has been implemented to be compared with the new methods.
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− PredictionByNonStable: Implements the “Unstable” prediction method for “Unstable”
iWHCs proposed in this research. This solution should be chosen when the job’s iWHC is
classified as unstable.

− PredictionByStable: Implements the “Stable” method.

Figure 59

Predictor UML class diagram (relevant classes)

B.3. GRTP Database Entity-relationship Model

The conceptual representation of the structured data is presented in Figure 60. The diagram
has been divided into four different sections:

− Workload Data: This section contains the Grid workload prediction model that is related to
a Grid environment. All historical data that is used by the response time prediction engine is
primary stored in this section of the model.

− Meta-model: This part of the model is used by the methodology that selects the relevant
fields and creates a Grid related meta-model with them.
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− Catalogues: From the meta-model the different iWHC are created. Those which are used by
the different queries are stored in this section.

− Processed historical data: For each workload data entry, the prediction engine generates a
number of values that help in future submissions. In this section the different methods
selected by the engine are stored, together with the predicted results and accuracy level. It is
interesting to see that for each job to be predicted a detailed result is kept for each iWHC,
even for those that have not been marked as similar. This is the information used in future
queries.

Figure 60

GRTP Database entity-relationship model
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B.4. Testing of the GRTP Service Implementation

The GRTP Service implementation was tested using a unit testing approach. Unit testing is
the method of making sure that the smallest units of software are working properly in isolation
from the remainder of the code.
Getting the system architecture right is crucial to the success of a project and it also has a
strong influence in the getting the testing approach right. The modular design of GRTP offered
the chance to implement unit testing in each internal module. Without a modular approach,
testing of the different parts of the system would have been a challenging task. Even more, a
modular approach gave the opportunity to offer early design reviews avoiding the risk of
quickly locked the system implementation into one particular approach and be blinkered from
better solutions.
From the implementation point of view, the different independent modules evolved from
prototypes to production. Prototyping was used as the process of gradually building isolated
modules that finally composed the GRTP service implementation. A prototype was initially
implemented using an external tool, such as MATLAB, WEKA, or SPSS. Once the different
possibilities were analyzed and a decision was made, the final module was implemented in Java.
The implementation was composed of designing, developing and testing phases.
From the testing point of view, the general approach was to take each module as a black box.
The first set of tests used different parameters to ensure that large or small ranges of values and
different combinations of inputs were not breaking the code. The idea of this initial test was to
widen how much of the code was actually executed during testing. Once this initial test was
passed, the correctness test was executed. In this step modules were tested using different sets of
input-output results. If possible, the sets of input-output results were produced from proved
sources. Otherwise, those sets were manually calculated.
For instance, the prototype and test for the entropy functions started with the implementation
of a Java program that only used the entropy utility functions created in WEKA. WEKA has
some predefined methods (entropyOverColumns and entropyConditionedOnColumns) for
computing entropy and conditional entropy respectively. Once the approach of using the
entropy functions was proved to work for GRTP, a final Java implementation was done. The
main reason of this decision was that GRTP needs to work over millions of records stored in a
database. WEKA functions require loading all the input records into memory. This aspect was
slowing down the GRTP module and producing out of memory failures. Therefore, a new set of
functions were implemented to work directly with a database system. In this case, the unit test
was carried out using input-output results produced by WEKA. This was carried out by
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selecting a random set of results and comparing the different outputs. Finally, the
workloadMeta-Model creation was tested by setting a number of known inputs and expecting
the corresponding outputs. These sets were worked out before the test was executed.
Another example was to prototype and test the clustering approach taken by GRTP. The first
prototype used MATLAB and SPSS. The Fuzzy Clustering and Data Analysis Toolbox of
MATLAB groups an input data set into clusters by different approaches, such as Kmeans and
Kmedoid as hard partitioning methods and FCMclust, GKclust, GGclust as fuzzy partitioning
methods. SPSS has three different procedures that can be used to cluster data: hierarchical
cluster analysis, k-means cluster, and two-step cluster.
The clustering methods experiments helped to decide that a different approach was needed
for Grid environments. Unfortunately QT was not implemented in any of these statistical
analysis tools. Therefore, the option was to implement a prototype using R. R provide a function
called qtclust that implements a generalization of the QT clustering algorithm. The only
difference is that in each iteration not all possible cluster start points are considered, but only a
random sample of a smaller size. This limitation is imposed because of the high running cost
that this method have and as it was demonstrated in this thesis. Nevertheless, if the start point
number is set to the size of the data set, the original algorithm as proposed. When QT was
implemented in GRTP, the implemented class was unit tested against the results provided by R
using random set of examples from the different testbeds. But, as it was explained in the thesis,
QT was replaced by another module called TBQT. TBQT is a novel approach and therefore no
implementation from an external source was available. In this case, the unit test was
implemented using set of random inputs and manually created expected results.
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